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A TRIBUTE: 
Judge ITilliam H.  Cook 

am H. Cook, Associate Judge of the United States 
I-). Appeals. hasannounced that hewill retire from the 
h 1984. Judge Cook  ill thus conclude a decade of 

service on  the c o u r t  and over thi r ty  years in  the service of the United 

Bmn an Carboodale. Illinois. and educated in  the Carbondale 
school shstem Judge Cook served in the United State- Army from 
1912 to 1 9 G  He completed his undeigraduate riork at  Southern 

ity and attained his laa degree from FVashmgtan 
l i .Admi t t ed to theba ro f rheS ta t eo f  Illinaisand the  
upreme Court. Judge Cook embarked a n  the  pr i \a te  
in Charleston. lllinoii from 1918 to 1952 

Judge Cook began his career I" the federal legal corps  in  1863. 
\when he became an attorney wi th  the Federal Trade Commission 
Rising to the pos t  of Assistant to the Chajrman. he sened  w i t h  t h e  
Commiision until 1969, a t  which time Judge Cook began afaur-year 
assignment as Associate Counsel for Propert: and Special Matters ~n 
the B u r e a u o f A e r o n a u t i c 3 a f t h ~  Departmentafthe S a v y .  In 1963. he 
became counsel far the Armed Se r~ lces  Committee of the House of 
Representatives 

Nominated to be an Associate Judge of the Court  of hlilitary 
Appeals by President S i x o n  i n  1 9 i l  to fill t h e  vacancy caused bythe 
resignation of Chief Judge FV~ll11a.m H.  Darden. Judge Cook u a i  
unanimoud! confirmed by the Senate In 1976. he was renommated 
b) President Ford for a full fifteen~!ear term: the reconfirmation 
was also unanimous 

Judge Cook's tenure on  t h e  court i i a s  marked by opinions of 
thoughtful legal analrsis and a careful attention to balancing the 
rights of the indnidual seriice member a i t h  the needs of the mil- 
itary The vacancy thar he creates w l 1  not be e 
retirement. the Editorial Board dedicates this 
Lmi Rri ,i'ii' to Judge William H Cook 

Stares gonernment 
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SANCTIONS AND ENFORCEMENT O F  T H E  
HUMANITARIAN LAW OF T H E  

FOUR GENEVA CONVENTIONS O F  1949 AND 
GENEVA PROTOCOL I O F  1977 

by Major Thomas J. Murphy' 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The four Geneva Conventions of 1949. embrace the substance of 

that body of public international l a w  known as the humanitarian laTv 
of armed conflict Their purpose. in essence. 1s to provide minimum 
protections, standards of humane treatment. and fundamental gua- 
rantees of respect to Indi\iduals who become victims of armed eon- 
flicta. The Geneva Comentians are designed to protect individuals 
who are affected by bur are not direct13 engaged in armed hostilities 
as v e i l  as farmer combatants ~n armed conflicts who by reason of 
injury, i l l ness  or caprure are placed harm de combat. that is, outside of 
and unable to participate furtherin theconflict. Infourhundredand 
tnenty-nine articles, these international covenants set forth a wide 
range of general principles and specific rules gorerning the treat- 
ment to be accorded to individuals, and in some circumstances tothe 
whole of a region's population. in times of armed conflict. To effect 
these protections of iictims of armed hostilities. the Conventions 

*Judge Advoeate Generay9 Corps. United States Army Currently attending 32d 
Judse Advocate Officer Graduate Course. 1983-84 Foimer l~  Contract Attormi. 
Mohhfy Equipment Research and Dmelopment Command. Fbrr B e i v o r  Y i r g i n i ,  
1980-83 Post Judge Advocate. Legal Advnar io Cuban Refugee Operation Task 
Force, Fort McCoy. W~lseonsin, 1979-80 TrlnlCaumel Defense Counsel 2d Armored 
Division (Forward)  Garlafadt. Federal Republic of Germany and Headquartera, 
Southern European Task Farce. Vincmca.ltaly 1976-79 LL M .GeorneWashmnon 
UnweriitT. 1933 J D .  Crewhton Unlvermt\. 1976 B.A. Universitv a i  10u.s 1973 
Completeh Judge A d w m t e b f f m r  Basic &ur$e, 1976. Member m i  the bars a i  the 
BIB~PS of lows. Illinois. and Nebraska. 

T h x  a i t i d e  mi adapted {ram a thesin submitted ~n Partial satisfaction of degree 
reqnirements I" the LL.M program I" Inteinational Law atThe George a a r h i n g l a n  
rn,vers,ty. 

'Geneva Comenflon forrhe Amilioratian oifhe Condifionofthe Wavndedand Sick 
m Armed F o r m  m the Field Aug. 12.1949 (1956)6U.S.T 3114 TI A S  So 3362, 
75 U N.T S 31 [hereinaftereired 8% First GenevaConventionl GenevaConventioniar 
the Amelioration af the Condition of the Wounded Siekand Shiparecked Membersof 
Armed Forces s t  Sea. Aug 12. 1949 (1956) 6 U.S.T. 3217 TI A S  No 3363 75 
U S.T S 31 [hereinafter cited BP Second Genera Convention], Geneva Conrenttan 
Relatire to the Treatment af Piisonera of War. Aue 12.1949. (1956) 6 U S  T 3316, 
T I  A S .  Na 3364, 75 U.N T S. 135 [ h e r m a i l e r  cited as Third Genera Conrentmn]: 
Geneva Canrention RelativatotheProtectian olCivilian Persons ~n Timeof War. Aug 
12,1949.(1956160 8 T 3516.T.I.A S. No 3365,71U.NT.S.287[hareinafferelfeda~ 
Fourth Genera Canrenfmn]. 
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establish norms of behavior for individuals and nations, substantive 
penal rules, and procedural Implementation and enforcement 
responsibilities for states. 

The "Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 
1919. and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International 
Armed Conflicts" (Protocol 1Y embodies the most recent advances 
made through the continuing endearors of the international com- 
munity to formulate meaningful and effective measures for enforce- 
ment of the international humanitarian law of armed confhct. 
Protocol I is supplementary to rather than a recodification of. the 
Genera Conventions of 1949 As stated in it3 preamble. the intended 
function of Protocol I may be considered to ha l e  t w o  aspects'first. to 
reaffirm and to de\elop the normative provisions of the humanitar- 
ian law which protect \ictims of armed conflicts and. second to 
supplement those measures contained in the humanitarian l a w  
which are intended to reinforce the application of Its protective 
provisions by states? 4 substantial number of Protocol 1's one 
hundred-two articles promote the first aspect of its goal by enacting 
enhanced standards of conduct and of responsibility both for states 
and for Individuals. Other articles promote the latter aspect of Its 
function by instituting additional procedural mechanisms which are 
designed to increase effectiveness ~n the implementation and 
enforcement of the humanitarian law of armed conflict. In  the final 
analysis. h o w l e r .  the essential purpose of Protocol I E the same as 
that of the Genera Conventions to minimize unnecessary destruction 
of human and material values in situations involvingarmed hostili- 
ties. The incorporation of more explicit standards of conduct and 
more effective implementation and enforcement measures in the 
humanitarian l aa  canonlyresult ~n the realization ofmoremeanme- 
ful protections by a greater number of individuals who fall victim to 
situations of armed conflict. 

The four Genera Concentions of 1949 were opened for signatureon 
August  12. 1949 and entered into force on  October 21, 1950: As of 

PPiarocol I art 1131 
' I d .  at Prasrnhle. pala  3 
&The L a w  of Armed Confl ic t l .  A Collectian of Conientioni. Resalvtioni and Other 

Documents 299-629 (D Sehmdlsr & d Taman eds 2d rev. & completed ed 19811 
[hore#nafrereited asSchmdler&Tomanl .illCon~enrianrandRegulstianarelafIngro 
the laws of armed canf i ic l  discussed herein are reprinted ~n this eompilsfmn of 
dmumenrj 
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June 30, 1982. one hundred fifty-one states had become parties tothe 
Genera Conventions by depositing their instruments of ratification. 
accession OF declaration of succession with the Federal Council of 
Switzerland, the depository state.& Thus. under conventional or 
international treaty l a w  nearly ever>- nation an earth i s  legally 
bound to  comply with both the subitantirenorms and the procedural 
rules which are set forth in the Comentions. Furthermore. when the 
Geneva Conventions were drafted, they were, to a great extent, 
merely declaratory of customary international legal principles 
which are applicable to all states. Since they came into effect. many 
newly recognized humanitarian legal principles which they codified 
have been acknonledged tocnnstit"teanintegral partafthecustom- 
arg l a w  of nations. Therefore, the essential principles of humanity 
which the Geneva Canrentions comprise simply reflect international 
customary law and constitute absolute commitments for all nations. 
While the Conventions prescribe procedural methods oi enforcing 
humanitarian protections and af obtaining redress i m  their invasion 
u hich may be binding only upon their signatary states, the Conten- 
tions are not mere reciprocal treaties that are limited in their appli- 
cation t o  relations between states that are parties to them, Rather. 
their substantive international legal principle; create, deiine. and 
r egu la t e  human i t a r i an  protections which have universal  
application . 

In  contrast. Geneva Protocol I of 1977 has rather limited applica- 
tion a t  this time. Protocol I was adopted Genera on June 8, 1977, 
and entered into force on December 7 .  1978.' Through August 13, 
1982, twenty-five states had become parties to Protocol I by deposit- 
ing imtruments of ratification or acceSSioii with the Swiss Govern- 
m e m P  S o n e  of the major economic or military powers oithe East or 
of the West have as yet become a party t o  Geiieva Protocol I. Canae- 
quently. the substantive legal principles that ilre newly enunciated 
i n  Protocol I. as well as the additional procedural methods set forth 
therein for implementation and enforcement of the humanitarian 
I a n  by states. constitute binding commitments for onlyaminorityof 
all nations. In  certain respects, however, Protocol I is itself merely 
declaratory oE legal precepts which have been recognized to reflect 
the customary law of nstions. Such principles already established in 
customary international law hare the same universal application as 
do the customary standards set forth in the Geneva Conventions. The 
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codification of such internationall? recognized norms i n  Protocol I 
may therefore be considered to be binding upon all states regardless 
of their statu> as signatories or  non-signatarier of Protocol I. 

The purpose of this article 1s to examine those provmons of the 
humanitarian l a v  of armed conflict which pertain to enforcement 
and sanctions SO that an evaluation m a s  be made of the porent~al 
benefits of the additional humanitarian enforcement p r i n c ~ p l e ~  and 
procedures which h a w  been enunciated in Geneia  Protocol Iof 197; 
First. this examination considers the role ofthe humanitarian lax of 
armed conflict ~n international law and gixe3 a perspectire of its 
historical deielopment. Second. the sanctions and enforcement pro- 
Y I S ~ ~ S  of the Geneva Camentioni of 1949 are rerie\wd m order to 
identify those pro\ ~sions of the humanitarian law rhat currenrl) are 
applicable to nearly e re r i  state under conventional law or that hare 
universall) binding effect upon a11 states under the cusromaq I a n  of 
nations. Third. the supplemental prov1sion3 of Genma Protocol I of 
1 9 i 7  that  concern enforcement and sanctions are studied to distin- 
guish those that merely reflect customary international law from 
those rhat ate intended to establish new precepts and procedures i n  
the humanitarian l a w  Fourth. enforcement and sanctioning p iav i -  
s ~ o n s  of Protocol I are analyzed todeterminerheextentton hich the! 
enhance the existing humanitarian I a n  embodied in the Genera 
Canrentions and to appraise the prospects for meaningful applica- 
tion and effectite enforcement of the humanitarian lair in Interna- 
tional armed conflicts underthecumulative humanitarianlau ofthe 
Geneva Conventions and Protocol I. should the latter gain wide- 
spread acceptance by states. Finally, some recommendations regard- 
ing the adoption of Protocol I 
developments ~n the humanitaria 
by those persons iiho have an inte 
af the humanitarian l a w  of armed conflict 

The scope of this inquiry can be clarified by defining some terms 
that reflect the essence of this subject. First. for the p r o r k i o n ~  of the 
la iv  of armed conflict to be given meaningful application. they must 
include some element of sanction and enforcement. The term " - 
tion" I s  used here in a broad sense ~n reference to all matters li 
promote adherence 10 that l a w  Such sanctions create the possi 
for actual enforcement of the l a w  of armed conflict and thereb, 
it the true substance of lair..'' Second. the sanctions of that law 
include both implementation and enforcement measures; therefore. 

~oMlallisan The Lars o/ War and t h e  Judicial  Control o/ W'eapons a/.Mass Dictrrr- 
tion 17 Gsnirol and Limited 1 V a w  36 Geo. Rash. L. Rev 14 (19671 
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a distinction between the meaning of implementation and ofenforce- 
mentshould benoted. The term.impiementatian,as Itisusuallpused 
in the field of international humanitarian Is*. has a generic mean- 
ing. Implementation of an international humanitarian principle, 
polieg or camenant may or  may not include specific measures for 
enforcement because I t  encompasses the entire range of procedural 
and organizational methods utiiizedta effect superrision and control 
over such humanitarian standards and obligations with a Y E U  to 
making them work I" practice. The concept of enforcement of an 
international humanitarian principle or convention, however. con- 
notes an imperative quality which implies an element of compuision 
Therefore enforcement of such n o r m ~ o r  treatiesgenerall~cancernj 
the fulfillment of mandatory obligations and the potential for the 
imposition of penalties or punishment for failure tc discharge a 
humanitarian obligation or for violation of a humanitarian 
principle." 

Since this study concerns those terms of the Genera Conventions 
and of Protocol I which embody sanctions to promote adherence to 
the lsw and which establish enforcement measures to insure its 
effectite application. it primarily considers segmentsaf those coven- 
ants that establish general obligations of states. substantive p r i m -  
plea. or standards of conduct for both individuals and $Kate5 that are 
prohibitive in nature specific obligations of enforcement that hare  
been or ma? be undertaken b) states. and the enforcement process 
through which penalties or punishment are tahe imposed upon those 
persons or states that breach the mandatory standardsof the human- 
itarian law In  addition, however. consideration I S  also given to 
certain clauses of those covenants h hich should properly be charac- 
terized as implementation rather than as enforcement prorisions 
since their function iseither to pre\ent any need for enforcement by 
requiring education and dissemination of information concerning 
the humanitarian Ian or  to create international mechanisms which 
are devoid ofenforeementauthoriry to effect superrision of humanit- 
arian protections in times of armed hostilities These implementa- 
tion  measure^ constitute important sanctions in the law of armed 
confl,ct. 

The pr imary sanction of the l a w  of armed conflict is the common 
conviction of the participants in  armed hostilities that their self- 
interest i s  advanced by adhering to the law rather than bg violating 

"Humphrey The Implementation o/lnlsrnationol Human Righla La" 24 S Y L 
Seh L Rev 35 11978) 
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it  .? This incentiie for compliance iiith the humanitarian law is 
substantial both because belligerent states usually recognize that 
application of the humanitarian law in the haitilities between them 
is in their  mutual interest and because they also generally recognize 
that their relationships with non-belligerent states are enhanced by 
their a w n  adherence to the internationally accepted standards of 
conduct embodied in humanitar ian law ~ ~ h ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ f i ~ t ~ ~ d ~ .  
pendence of interests may actually exist or be perceived to ex 
relationships betiieen belligerent states. however. the applica 
under  international law of much of the conventional humanitarian 
lau IS not dependent upon correlative legal obligatione Rather. the 
basic sanctions and enforcement P ~ O V I E I U ~ S  of the Geneva Conren-  
tione and of Protocol I are based not only upon mutual and reciprocal 
obligations of states but also upon unilateral reipionsibilnresof each 
nation to comply with the humanitarian law of armed conflict in its 
relationships with other nations regardless of their conduct The 
humanitarian legal principles and the procedural eniorcement and 
Implementation measures of the Geneva Conventions and of Genera 
Protocol I that are anal1 zed in t h l r  paper impose both such multilat- 
era1 and unilateral oblieationi and standardrof reeponsibilit? upon 
states to ensure effective application of the humanitarian law of 
armed conflict 

11. THE HUMANITARIAh' LAW OF ARMED 
CONFLICT 

IN PERSPECTIVE 
A. ROLEI,~~INTERIVATIONALHUMANITARIA,V 

LAW 
The roleofthe humanitarian laiuofarmedconfliet~ninternationai 

law and a summary of the historical development of that  part  of It 
which is now embodied ~n the Geneva Conventions of 1919 must be 
considered before proceeding with an a n a l y w  of the humanitarian 
law's sanctioni and enforcement provismns. The term "humanitar- 
ian law" 1s commonl) used in  reference totwodistincrcancepts. one 
of which is broad in meaningandtheothernarroi\. In~tscamprehen- 
sire meaning humanitarian law refers to that  segment of public 

lpI1 hleDounal & F Felieiano. Lax and hlinimum Xorld Publieorder The L e d  
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international law k n o i l n  as international humanitarian laiv and 
which encompasses both human rights law and the laws of armed 
conflict or  latts of war. However, that term i s  also commonly used in  
a limited sense to refer ta that portion of the laws of armed conflict 
which concern the protection of potential or actual rictimS of armed 
conflicts. The term humanitarian law is primarily used in  this study 
~n 11s n a r r ~ a  meaning: that i s .  in reference tothe humanitarian law 
of armed conflict. The distinction between international humanitar- 
ian Ian and the humanitarian lam of armed conflict, and the function 
of the latter in the law of nations. can best be understood by Identify- 
ing the fundamental concepts and principles of the international 
humanitarian law from which the humanitarian laiv of armed con- 
flict derives:' 

International humanitarian law IS composed of all international 
legal principle; and specific rules. whether embodiedinconrentians 
and statutes or developed i n  customary or  common law 
the purposes of insuring respect for the individual and 
his or her development. The fundamental principle of i  
humanitarian law which deleloped in customary international law 
and upon which specific rules of the various international humanit- 
arian conventions are founded, evolved from a balancing of the two 
contradictory concepts of humanity and neceaaitv The Brstconcept. 
humanity, requires that every state action shall be for the good of 
mankind The apposing concept of necessity, arising from a recogni- 
tion of the oftentimes harsh realities of this world. provides that the 
maintenance of pubiic order may legitimate the use of a certain 
amount  of force by a %ate and that the existence of armed conflict 
mayjustify anation's resortingto the useofviolence. Therewitofthe 
compromise struck in international law between these concepts of 
humanity and necessity id the basic principle of international 
humanitarian l a w  that respect for the individual and for his or her 
well-being shall be assured by the state to the extent that it is 
compatible with public order and, in time of armed conflict with 
military exigencies 

This underlying principle of international humanitarian I 
implemented through the two interrelated but fundamentall 
tinct branches of the international humanitarian lain which have 
been designared human rights law and the la i r  of armed conflict. 
Human rights law 1s comprised of general principles and specific 
rules concerning a braad spectrum of human rights issues which are 
embodied in numerow international declarations and covenants.16 

"Seegmerafly Plefet 8 ~ 1 0  nore7. at 11-48 Srrolso Malllion.supionate10.af6-8. 
) W e e  geaeroily I BrownIie(ed.1 Basic Daeumente of Human Rights (2d ed 19811 
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The) primarilygorern therelationshipbet,~.een thestateand itsown 
nationals and are essentially applicable in peacetime. many human 
rights conventions contain derogation c l a u ~ e s  which reStrictor elim- 
inate their applicabilit! in times of armed conflict. Furthermore. 
man) international human rights instruments are not univerzally 
applicable to the cornmunit! of nations nor are their principles 
aiways of a mandatory nature In  contrast, the I an  of armed conflict 
i j  more exceptional ~n character since it essentially governs the 
relationship between the state and foreign nationais and is primarily 
applicable during the existence or  ~n the aftermath of armed con- 
flicts. a t  the ver) time when realization of the protections afforded by 
human rights law are prevented or restricted. Thus, unlike human 
rights law,  the la), of armed conflict has a fairly limited scope of 
application inasmuch as it IS specifically focused upon the occur- 
rence of armed conflict; and the consequences arising therefrom 
Although many principles af the law of armed conflict originated in  
or hare been incorporated into the general principles recognized to 
be binding upon states under customary international law its con- 
ventional provisions are chiefly set forth m a limited number of 
international Covenants known as the Hague and Genera C a m e n -  
tions which are nearly universal in apphcation and mandatory in 
nature. 

The function of both of these branches of the international human- 
itarian law 1s to insure minimum safeguards and humane treatment 
for all persons both in periods of peace and in times of armed 
conflict. This common aspiration of each branch 1s expressed ~n their 
respective guiding principles. The central principleofhuman rights 
law provides that the individual shall a t  all times be guaranteed the 
prerogative to exercise fundamental rights and liberties and be 
guaranteed conditions of exi~tence that are favorable to the harmon- 
ious development of his or  her personality. The concentration of the 
law of armed conflict 1s more narrow as its fundamental principle 
specifies that ,  in timesofarmedconflict. beiligerentsrhall notinflict 
harm on their adversaries which 1s out  of proportion to the object of 
aarfare.  which is to destroy or weaken the military strength of the 
enemy Clearly. human rights law and the law af armed conflict are 
interrelated since their ultimate purpose i i  the same: to insure 
respect for the Individual and to promote human development. 
Berertheless. their historical derelopment specific goals. and the 
means utilized in international law to attain those goals have been 
and remain distinct 

The precept of the I a n  of armed conflict stated above is plainly 
intended both to regulate armed hostiiities and todiminish the hard- 

10 
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ships they cause to the extent that militarl- necessity permits. This 
dual function of the law of armed conflict is reflected in the historical 
development of two subordinate branches of the law of war. the laic 
of The Hague. which had the purpose of regulating methods and 
means of conducting armed hostilities. and the lamof Geneva, which 
had the goal of protecting victims of armed conflicts. Historically, 
these two branches of the law of war developed somewhat separately 
in international conventional law and as a result they came M be 
known by the name of the city where the major international coven- 
ants concerning each aspect of the law of war were adopted. Never- 
theless, these two lines of development of the law of armed conflict 
have always been closely interrelated and they have in fact over- 
lapped substantially in their coverage of international legal princi- 
ples relating to warfare. 

In its traditional conception. the law of The Hague, also known as 
the laws of war in the strict sense of that term. concerned the rights 
and duties of belligerents regarding methods of conducting military 
operations and placed limitations on the means by which a belliger- 
ent could inflict damage on theenemy. Thus, "Hague 1aw"determined 
rules of warfare or rules of engagement which are applicable in 
armed hostilities. There rules were primarily developed in the 
Hague Conventions and their annexed Regulations of 1899 and 
1907,18 although such rules O f  warfare were also adopted in coven- 
ants not named after that city, such as the St. Petersburg Declara- 
tion of 1868'' and the Geneva Protocol of 1925.1s The guiding 
principle of this branch of the law of armed conflict. reflected in the 
law of The Hague, is that belligerents do not have an unlimited 
choice in the means which they can utilize to inflict damage on the 
enemy. 

In  contrast. the law of Geneva developed historically with a focus 
on the protection of victims of armed conflicts. Its central principle. 
which is reflected in the Geneva Conventions of 1949, was that per- 
sons placed h o w  de  combat and persons not directly participating i n  

"Convention (11)  with R i s p s ~ f  t o  the Laua and Lustoms of War on Land (and 
Annexed Regulatmnsi siynrdatThs Haeue. J u l y 2 9  1899.32 Star.lSO3.T.S S0.403, 
11 Mallay 2042 [hereinafter cited BO Hague R e p l a f i a n ~  of 18991' Canvention (IV) 
Respecting the Lars and Currams of War on Land(andAnnexed Reguiationni.signrd 
a t  The Hague. Ocf 18,1907 36 Stat 2277, T S No. 539. Ii M d l o ~  2269 [hereinafter 
cited as Hague Repiations af 19011. 

"Declaration Renouncing the Ure, in  Time a i  War of Exploii ie Proleetilea under 
400 Gramrnes Weight, signed 81 Sf. Peterabur.. No". 29 & Dee 11. 1868 

-cProtocolfar the Prohibition of t h e u s e  I" Ward Asphyxiating, Paisonouarother 
Gnres. and of Baeteriolagical Methods of l ar fare .  stgned ST Geneva. June 17,1921.94 
L N T S  65 
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armed hostilities shall be protected, respected. and treated 
humanely at all times. This aspect of the law of armed conflict. 
traditionally conceived of as the "Geneva law". has come tobe known 
8s the essence of the humanitarian law of armed conflrct because of 
thia foeua on the protection and treatment of victims of warfare. 
However. the concept of the humanitarian law of armed conflict is 
not limited to "Genera law'' in its traditional sense. First. the tradi- 
tional distinction made in the treaty law of armed conflict between 
"Hague law" and "Genera law" was an imprecise generalization 
since porbans of the "Hague 1an"concern the protection of victimsof 
armed hostiiities and segments of the "Genera law" concern the 
regulation of means and methods of warfare. Second. Geneva Pro- 
tocol I deals both a i t h  the regulation of warfare and with the protec- 
tion of victims of hostilities Consequently. urhate.er validity there 
map once have been in  distinguishing the "Hague l a d '  from the 
"Geneva laa". such a distinction was lost in Protocol I in which the 
two traditions of the conientional law of armed conflict merge into 
one.15 Therefore, in its narrow meaning the term "humanitarian 
18%" refers to both aspects or  branches of the l ax  of armed conflict. 
that which regulates the methods and means of conducting armed 
hostilities as well a3 that which provides protections for the victims 
of such conflicts The humanitarian nature of both branches of the 
law of armed conflict is the same inasmuch as both attempt to  
maintain and to protect human and material values to theextent that 
military necessity permits during times of armed conflict 

B. CONVENTIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 1861-1 940 
Development of the humanitarian law of armed conflict regarding 

the protection of victims of warfare began in international treatylaw 
with the adoption and entry into force of the Geneva Convention of 
18642"for the protection of members of thearmedforeesonlandii,ho 
are wounded or sick This first treatyon humanitarian law had onl) 
ten articles yet I t  enunciated three main principles uhich farmed 
the foundation of later de5elopments in the humanitarian law first. 
that memberiofthearmedforcesuhoareii,oundedorsick,andthui 
harmless and defenseless. must be respected and cared far w thou t  
distinction as t o  nationalit). second, that in the interests of the 

Geneia P i o l o c d s  a/isr7 at 2 IMareh 198lJ(unpublirhed manvscriptprepsred farthe 
Meeting of the Military Lax Cammircee of  the Infer-American Bar Association 
Quito Equador. March 16-20 1981) 
ZnCanr~entionfartheAmelioratianofrheCanditianafrheWounded m A r m i e i ~ n t h a  

Field stgnsd al Genera Aug 22, 1861. I1 Malla) 1903. I Bevans 7 
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wounded and sick. medical personnel and medical establishmentsor 
units are to be inviolable. that is. they are to be protected against 
hostile acts; and third,  that thedistinctiveemblemofthe redcrosson 
a white ground would be utilized as the visible signs of this immun- 

Revision of this convention was attempted in 1868 when a 
diplomatic conference produced additional articles having the prim- 
a ry  purpose of adapting the principles of the Geneva Convention af 
1864 to maritime warfare.2z but this draft convention iailed toaeeure 
any ratifications and never entered into force. In 1899, however, the 
First  Hague Peace Conference adopted Hague Convention (111) of 
189923 which did adapt the principles of the first Geneva Convention 
to warfare a t  sea and subsequently did enter into force. 

The Final Act of the Hague Peace Conferenceai 1899*'expressed a 
desire that steps be taken to revise the Geneva Conventm of 1864. 
That wish was iulfilled in the Geneva Convention of 1906z6 which, in 
thirty-three articles. specified more detalled and precise provisions 
for the protection of wounded and sick members of armed forces in 
the field than did the superseded Canvention of 1864. The corres- 
ponding adaptation of these improved provisions to naval warfare 
was accomplished in Hague Convention (X)af 1901.10 which revised 
and enlarged Hague Convention (111) of 1899. 

The experiences of World War I led to the Geneva Diplomatic 
Conference of 1929, which was convened ior the purpose of revising 
the Geneva Convention of 1906 and of adoptmg a new convention 
concerning the treatment of prisoners of war. The third version of 
the Geneva Conventions for the pratect ionofthewoundedandsickin 
armies in the field was adopted in the Geneva Comention oi 1929 
regarding wounded and sick members of armed forces on land?? At 
the Same time. the first  Geneva Convention relative to the treatment 

"Commentary I Geneva Convention for the A m e h r a f m  of the Condltlon af the 
Wounded and Sick in ArmpdForce.~ntheFipld Il . l6(J.P1eteted 1952)[heremafrer 
eked 88 I ICRC Commentsryl. 

aAddirionai Artielea Relating to the Condltian of the Wounded ~n War. stgned a t  
Geneva. O m  20, 1868, 22 Stat 946, 11 Malloy 1907 (did not entm inlo foree) 

*SConuention (111) for the Adaptation IO Maritime Warfare of the Pnnetples of the 
Genera Convention of 22 Augvsi 1864 signed s t  The Hague. July 29, 1899 32 Stat. 

*'Final Act of the Internstianal Peace Conference, szmed at The Hague. July 29, 
1899. npn,nhd ,n Schmdler & Taman 8zpm note 5.  sf 49. 

Wanvention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wovnded and Slek In 
Armies ~n the Field npned sf Geneva. July 6 ,  1906, 35 Stat. 1886. I1 Malloy 2163 

*'Conventm (XI for the Adaptation 10 Marmme Warfare af the P ~ i n ~ i p l e s  of the 
Geneva Convenfion,simednfThe Hague. Oet 18.1907 36 Stat 2371, I1 Malloy2326. 

*7Conuenfm for the Amelioration af the Condition of the Wounded and Slek in 
Armies ~n the Field szgnad a t  Geneva. July 27, 1929. 47 Stat 2074,113 L N T S 303 
[hereinafter cited 8 s  1929 Wounded & Sick Conventlan]. 

1827 11 M ~ I I ~ ~  2035 
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of prisoners of umr was adopted.28 That Convention supplemented 
provisions concerning the treatment of pr~soners of war which had 
previowly been enunciated in the Hague Regulations of 1899 and of 
1907.29 

The Genera and Hague Conventions identified above were con- 
cerned only  v i th  the protection of combatants. not of civilians. 
Before 1949 only  the Hague Regulatiansof 1899 and 190icontained 
provisions concerning the protection of populations against the ean-  
sequences of war  and their protection in  occupied territors. but these 
provisions were l imitcd and p m e d  to be inadequate during World 
!Tar I .  The Final Act of the Diplomatic Conference of 1929 recom- 
mended thac an  exhaustive s tudy should be made with a view to 
concluding an international conien t ion  regarding the conditions and 
protection of c i i i l i a n ~  in  enemy territory and in enemy occupied 
terntor: "The International Committeeofthe Red Croral'prepared 
a dra f t  of such a canrention which. along w t h  proposed reneionaof 
the Geneia Convention of 1929 concerning the \\ounded and sick on 
land and proposed r e ~ i s j o n ~  of Hague Convention (XI of 1907 con. 
cerning the wounded and sick a t  sea, uere to be considered at  a 
diplomatic conference to be held ~n Genera early in 1940. The  out^ 
break of Korld \Tar 11. however, precluded the convening of that 
conference Consequently. the existing humanitarian law remained 
unrevised and additional protections uere not extended to cirilian 
persons for the duration of Varld \Tar I1 

The implementation and enforcement provisions ofthese pre-1949 
humanitarian conventions rueresubstantially Inadequate. Neverthe. 
less. the progressive development of such provisions in the humani- 
tarian law should be noted. The Geneva Convention of 1864 only 
provided that "[tlhe implementing ofthe present Convention shall be 
arranged by the Commanders-In-Chief of the belligerent armies 
follouing the instructions of their respective Governments and in 
accordance w t h  the general principles set forth in  this Canven-  
tion.''?2 That C o n v e n t m  provided no  specific enforcement measures 
or implementation mechanisms rather,  It relied upon states and 

*'Conrention Relatire to the Treaimenfaf Prisonersaf War awned arGenei,n, Ju l i  
27, 1929 47 Stat 2021 11s L S T S 343[homnafter cited BJ 1929 Pnraner o f w a r  
Canl~enflon] 

/#Hague Regulnrianr of llYY and I Y U 7  
'OFinal Act of the D i ~ l o m a f i ~  Conference 1929. szgnrd  at  Geneva, July 27 1929 

riprmbd an Sehmdler & Toman. 8upra note 5 sf 263-16 
3.Far information on the role a i  the ICRC in the development and a p p h c a f m  of 

humanitarian law 8ee ginrrolly J. Piefet. The Prineiplea of International Hurnanitar- 
,an Lax 119661 See also D F a n w h e  Humanitarian Polities 11977) 

%*Geneia Con isn t~on  of 1864 811 3 
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their military commanders to uniiaterally impiement its provisions. 
The Hague Coniention (1II)of 1899 which adapted the 1861Conven- 
tion to maritime warfare was also lacking ~n specific implementa- 
tion measures One notable clause that It dtd incorporate. to the 
detriment of its effective application, was the c l n i i w l n  si o 
provision to the effecr that the Conrenrion 1s binding during a e o n -  
flict only if ali of the belligerents are bound by it.33 As a result. if any 
single belligerent involved in a conflict was not a party to that 
Convention. then it RBS not applicable to any state. including 11s 
signatories. during that conflict. The o n l y  sanction attributable to 
rhe Geneva Convention of 1861 and the Haeue Convention (111) of 
1899, therefore, wastheunstated but inherentbasic sanctionthatthe 
signatory states' Interests would be furthered by adhering to the 
terms of thaw Conventions in compliance with the treaty commir- 
ments undertaken by them in international law. 

The Geneva Convention of 1906 and the related Hague Convention 
(XI of 1907 reiterated the p ~ o v 1 3 m  placing implementation respon- 
sibilities an governments and their Commanders-in-Chief and the 
elnusiiln si on in is .  They also inserted three new provisions into the 
humanitarian lau-. First. they required the signatory governments 
ta take whaterer measures that might be necessary to inform both 
their armed forces and the public of the terms of the Conventions,J4 
Second. those states were charged with a dut? to establish sufficient 
measures in their domestic law to give effect to the 1906 Convention's 
prohibition on the use of the emblem or name of the Red Cross by 
private persons, commercial entities. or  societies other than those on 
which that Convention conferred a right of use.36 Third. the signa- 
tory states also undertook an obligation to adopt in their penal 
domestic I an  measures necessary to prevent. m time of war ,  indirid- 
ual actsofrobbery. pillage, and i l l t reatmentofthesickandnounded 
persons protected by those Conventions. and to punish the arongful 
use of emblems or insignia of the Red Cross?'Thus, these two Conven- 
tions adopted the sanction of education which was intended to pro- 
mote adherence to the humanitarian l a w  b> guaranteeing 
widespread knowledge of it. They created a meam of promoting the 
implementation of the humanitarian l a w  by prohibiting the use af 
the emblem or name of the Red Cross for other than humanitarian 
purposes. Finally. they laid the foundation af the enforcement 
scheme of the Geneva Conventions which were tofollon b) establish- 

"Hague Convention iI lI)  of 1899 w f  11 
3'Gene5s Canventlon of 1906, art 26 Hague Convention 1x1 of 1907 art 20 
'Geneva Convention of 1906. art. 27 
saCmew. Consentian a i  1906. art 28 Hague Conrenrlon 1x1 af 1907, art 21 
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ing the dual obligations of signatory states t o  incorporate effective 
penai sanctions for iioiationsofthosecovenants ~n thertates'munici- 
pal law and to punish persons ii ho commit such violations. 

The Genera Conientions of 1989 made further advances toward 
effective implementation of the humanitarian l a w  Bath of those 
Conventions abolished the einlisuia s i  om,m and replaced It R ith ~n 
articlez- which provided that the provisions of those Conventions 
were to be respected by their signatory states ~n ali CircurnStanceS, 
thus specihcally stating ae a general ablieatian the inherent respon- 

ndertaken by each part) brtreatyunder thecustamarylaw 
s. This clause \vas apparently intended t o  formalize that 

obligation and toprecludethe possibihtyafastate rel!ingupon some 
pretext to evade Its obligation tocomplyai ththojeCon\ent ions The 
second c l a u ~ e  of that article specifically stated that those Con ien~  
tmns were binding between all belligerents in a conflict that ivere 
parties tothemel .enifonearmoreaf thebel l igerents ivasnotaparty 
Thrs change enhanced the utility af the humanitarian Conventions 
by proi-dingf for their continuous application i n  t imeofaa r  beriveen 
their respectixe signatory states regardless of the status of other 
belligerents in respect to the Conventions. 

The other implementation pro\-~sions noted above were carried 
over f rom the earlier covenants and incorporated into the 1929 Con- 
ventions. In addition. the 1929 Conventions incorporated new p r o w  
smns into the humanitarian l a w  First the 1929 Convention on the 
wounded and sick expanded the obligation of 1ts parties to adopt 
municipal penal laws by requiring that those laws be adequate t o  
furnish measures necessary for the repression ~n time of war of a n y  

s provisions rather than j u t  the fen specific acts 

concerning an> alleged violation of the Convention and it enunciated 
a mandatory responsibility far states to end and to repress such 
violations when their occurrence was e~tablished.~s Third, the 1929 
Convention on prisoners of v a r  formally recognized the usefulness 
within the field ofthe humanitarian Is*. of the time-honored practice 
of the utilization by one state of another state. known as the Protect- 
ing Power. to safeguard the first state's interests and those of Its 
nationals ~n relation to some third state. That Convention provided a 
le& basis for the activities of such protecting poirera in implemen- 

"1929 Wounded and Sick Canuenlmn.art  25: 1 9 2 9 P r i ~ o n e r a f U ' a r C ~ n ~ e ~ t ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ r  

sf1929 Wounded b Sick Conrent ion,  art 29 
Bmld. at art 30 

82 
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tation of the humanitarian law jU In  this manner. the 1929 C o n w n -  
tions expanded the sanctions of the humanitarian law m four ways: 
they extended Its applicability between signatary States to encom- 
pass all circumstances, they increased the enforcement obligations 
of States to corer any act contrary to the Conventions. and they 
fashioned two additional mechanisms, the enquiry procedure and 
the Protecting Power system. which were intended to augment the 
efforts of states to effectively implement the humanitarian lair. 

The sanctions afforded by these pre-World War I1 humanitarian 
covenants were minimal and their enforcement provisions lacked 
specificity That 1s not to say. houever. that they were totallymeffec- 
tive; they advanced the protection of victims of war m the period of 
their apphcabiiity. These inadequacies will became apparent upon 
consideration of the substantial r ev i smn~  af the humanitarian law 
that were effected in the first five post-war years. This w w e y  of the 
hiitaric formulatlani of the humanitarian CoiiventmnS has not cons,- 
dered the specific standards. rules. and proceduresnhieh theyenun- 
ciated to provide protection and humane treatment to the rictims of 
warfare. yet such provisions were the substance of those conventions. 
Their substantive provisions either constituted acodification of prin- 
ciples already embodied in the customary law of nations or an estab- 
1,shmentafnoveiatandardE~ntheconrent~onal law. Asoftenasnotin 
the latter case. such untried norms were themselves subsequently 
recognized to be merged into cmtomary international law. Conse- 
quently. despite the sparsltyaftheirsanctions and the meagerness of 
their enforcement provisions, these early conventions laid the foun. 
dation for a viable system of humanitarian law and they commenced 
the long and arduous process of progressively developing that law i n  
light of the experience gained by mankind from the continuing 
occurrence of armed conflict. 

111. THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS OF 1949 
A. BACKGROUND 

Following the unprecedented destruction which occurred in 
World War 11, the task of revising and extending the conwntma l  
humanitarian law in light of the experience gained during that war 
was undertaken again by the International Committee of the Red 
Cross (ICRC). With the assistance of experts from gorernments. 
National Red Cross Societies and other relief societies. the ICRC 

T329 Piironer of War Convention. art 87 
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prepared four draftconrentmns. Threeaf these drafts were designed 
to r e r m  the two Geneva Conventions of 1929 and the Hague Comen- 
tion (X) of 1907, and the fourth was a new draft convention for the 
protection of civilians These drafts were reviewed and revised bh- 
several conferences of experts. including the Preliminary Confeer- 
ence of National Red Cross Societies in 1946 and the Conference of 
Government Experts in 1947. before they were presented to the 
X V I I  International Red Cross Conference a t  Stockholm in 1948 
where the) were adopted with some amendments. The draftconren- 
tmns were subsequentlyutiliaed as the exciusive working documents 
for the Diplomatic Conference of 1949 at  iihich representatives af 
sixty-three governments assembled. The Diplomatic Conference 
was held in Geneia from April 21 to August 12. 1919 

Four main committees wereestablished by the Diplomatic Confer- 
ence to simultaneously consider these four topics. First ,  the draf t  
Geneva Convention regarding wounded and sick combatants ~n the 
field and the draft Geneva Convention which adapts it to maritime 
warfare. which z e r e  intended to revise the Genera Convention of 
1929 concerning the iiounded and sick and Hague Conrention ( X l o f  
1907 concerning the wounded and sick at sea became the First  and 
Second Geneva Canrentions of 1919. Second. the draft Prisoners of 
War Conventions which aas to revise the Genera Convention of 1929 
relative to prisoners of war became the Third Geneva Convention. 
Third, the draft of a new convention for the protection of civilians 
became the Fourth Geneva Convention. Fourth, provisionswere con- 
structed which were tobecommon toallfauroftheConventions.This 
innovative step taken by the Conference in grouping together the 
common provisions of all four of the Conventions in order to provide 
consistency and uniformity ~n their t e r m  to the extent practicable 
was an important development of their implementation and enforce- 
ment provisions As will be seen. the majority of the four Geneva 

contained in such common articles. 
Conventtons' provisions regarding SanctionS and enforcement are 

The Diplomatic Conference adopted the texts of the four C a m e n -  
t m s  on August 12. 1949. The designation "Geneia  Convention'' nas 
for the first  time officially given to such humanitarian cmenants 
when It iwaj extended to all four  of these Comentions as a tribute to 
the city of Geneva where the Red Cross had been founded and where, 
a t  the instigation of the founding Conference of the Red Cross. the 
origlnal convention for the protection of Yic t i rns  of war had been 

. C o m m e n i s r i .  I!' Geneia Conventmn Relaflietofhe Protectlanai Ciwlmn Pernonr 
I" Time of War 3 9 IJ Piclet  ed 19581 [hereinafter cited as IV ICRC Commentary] 
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concluded in 1864.'* The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 subse- 
quently entered into force on October 21, 1950. 

The measures adopted into positive international law by the Con- 
ventions to insure their effectiveness by promotingadhereme to the 
humanitarian law, and which therefore constitute their sanctions, 
are specified inthe falioil.ingprovisionsofthe Geneva Conventiansaf 
1949 4 3  

B. SCOPE OF APPLICATION 
The sanetionsof the Geneva Conventionsof 1949mustbeviewedin 

the context of their application. Todetermine the applicabilityof the 
Conventions, consideration must be given to two factors: the condi- 
tions or situations in which they are applicableand thedenomination 
of the classes of persons to whom their protections apply. 

I .  Conditions of Appl icobi l i tg  

The titles af the earlier humanitarian conventions made clear that 
they were intended to apply in wartime but they did not include any 
definition of the conditions in  which they applied. I t  was generally 
understood, hawever. thay they were formally applicable only in 
international wars tha t  were regularly declared and as to which both 
adversaries recognized that a state of war existed. In the preceding 
century, the meaningofwar wasevidentandneeded nadefining, but 
experiences Since the turn of the century began to show that armed 
conflicts which displayed all of the characteristics of a war could 
arise without being preceded by the previously customary formal 
declarations of war. Additionally, a number of instances arose in 
which states a t  war contested the legitimacy of the enemy's govern- 
ment and therefore refused to recognize the existence of a state of 
war w t h  that government. Consequently. in the times of the early 
Conventions, either where war had not been declared or  where the 
state of war had not been recognized by a party to the conflict. the 
applicability of those humanitarian conventions could be contested. 
This problem of applicability was remedied by providing for the 
application of the humanitarian conventions to undeclared and 
declared wars in the 1949 revisions of the humanitarian law. 

The resolution of this problem wan aided by post-World War I1 
changes ~n the general conception of the humanitarian conventions. 

- ~, 
far t h e  discussion of those Conventions herein 
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They had come to be regarded more as a solemn affirmation of 
pr inciples  to be respected for their own sake and as a series of 
unconditional commitments on  the p a n  of each signatory state 
which \were contracted before the cornmunit? of na t ions  as repres- 
ented by the other parties. than as contracts based merely on  reci- 
procity nhich nere concluded only i n  pursuir of the national 
interests of each of the parties This modern conception of the role of 
the humanitarian iau recognized that a state does n o t  proclaim 
principles regarding the protections due to aounded wck and 
shipwrecked combatants prisoners of war and civilians in time of 
armed conf l ic t  d e l i  in the hope of protecting its own nationals and 
of promoting its own interests Rather. ~ t d o e s s o i n  recognitionofthe 
basic respect that is due to the human person as such. 

As a result of these considerations. Article 2 of each of the four 
Geneva Conlentions of 1919specifies the critel.iaafItsappiication i n  

the folioulng identical terms: 

In addition to the prmiimns which shall be ~rnple- 
mented ~n peacetime the present Convention shall apply 
to all cases of declared u ar or  of any other armed conflict 
which may arise between two or  more of the High Con- 
tracting Parties. e \ e n  if the state of war is not recognized 
by one of them 

The Convention shall also appi? to all caws of part ia l  or 
total occupation of the tetri torr  of a High Contracting 
Party even I f  the said occupmon meets with no armed 
re3,sta"Ce. 

Although one of the Pouers i n  conflict may not be a 
party to the present Convention. the Powere who are par- 
ties thereto shall remain bound by at in  their mutual rela- 
tions They shall furthermore be bound b) the Convention 
i n  relation to the said Power. I f  the latter accepts and 
applies the provisions thereof 

The first paragraph of this article Surmounts the historical restric- 
tion of application of the humanitarian laws of u ar only  to situationi 
an ah ich  a conflicr was declared and recognized by the belligerents 
as being a state of war in international l a w  The expansion of these 
Conventions over such prior conventional formulations to encompass 
"anr other armed conflict" between parties "men if  a state of war is 
not recognized by one of them" made the Conventions appltcable to 

e3 of international armed conflicts by overcoming the 
te of existence of a technical state of war The addition of 

the general expression "armed conflict" made It possible to avoid 
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potentially endless arguments about the legal definition of "war'' I t  
is apparent. therefore. that an armed conflict within the meaning of 
Article 2 of the Conventions encompasses any difference arising 
betueen two states which leads to the intervention of armed forcesor 
their equivalent The Conventions are applicable in any such con- 
flict. whatever its duration and regardless of the degree of iiolence 
tha t  takes place: the applicability of their protections is not depend- 
ent upon the length of an armed confimt nor upon the number of 
protected persons that are affected by It. Thus. the Geneva Conten- 
tions are applicable during every stage of all factual situations 
inrolr ing international armed conflict. 

The second paragraph of common Article Pspecifies the situations 
of belligerentoecupationofterritorytaiihich the Conrentionrapply. 
On one hand, I t  i s  repetitious of paraprxph one to the extent that it 
makes the Conventions applicable in casts of occupation of territory 

occupation were carried out  by force. Thus, this provision specifies 
that the Conventions apply ~n all case3 of either partial or total 
occupation of territory by a par t s  to the Conventions whether or not 
such an occupation was carried out by armed force or was met with 
armed resistance. One effect of this paragraph v a s  to replace the 
traditional requirement that an occupation of territory be militarily 
effective before the protective principles of the humanitarian con- 
ventians would become applicable for the occup!-ing power. Conse- 
quently. the application of these Conventions IS not dependent upon 
di%tinctmns drawn between the phases of inwsion and occupation or 
the degree of control over the occupied territory which I S  exercised 
by an occupying state." 

The final paragraph of Article 2 addresses the applicability of the 
Conventions between parties thereto and betxeen parlies and non- 
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parties. It constitutes a further development of the humanitarian 
l a w  provisions which originated in the d m w l o  1, o m i i v s  of the 1906 
Genera Con\.entmn and the 1907 Hague Convention (XI asmodified 
hy the 1929 Contentions. The f i r i t  sentence of this paragraph in 
essence reneats the formulation adooted in the 1929 Conventions b i  
prowding'that parties tn the Conventions of 1949 are bound hy them 
in t he i rmutua l r e l a t ionse i . en thoughonepor~e r~n~o ived~naconf l i c t  
1s not a party. The second sentence 1% as an addition tothe humamtar- 
)an law F hich was desigwd to expand the applicability of the  con^ 
ventions to relations betneen their contracting parties and 
"on-contracting states. Two conditions must he fulfilled for the Con- 
rentions to become applicable between party and non-part? States 
Inrohed in hostilities acceptance and d e  fur . to  application of the 
Conventions by the non-contracting nation I t  should be noted that 
acceptance of the p r o \ i m n i  of the Conventions does not necessariis 
require an explicit declaration of acceptance because such an a c c e p ~  
t a m e  may well be implicit I" the de incto application of the Conien- 
t iom by the non-party state. As a result of this innovation adopted i n  
the Conventions of 1949. a state that  is a party to the Convent ions  1s 
obligated mahideb)  themnotonlyin its relatiansuithotherparties 
to the Conventions but also in its relations with nan-part) states that  
are participating in the conflict if such "on-party powers accept and 
apply the terms of the Conbentions Therefore apartytotheComen- 
t iom 1s bound to abide by them in any armed conflict in which It i s  
involied with another party or  u i th  a non-party which accepts and 
applies the prarisions of the Conventions, but it 1s not hound to them 
~n its relations with a non-party nation nhich does not accept and 
apply their terms. Xevertheiess. experience has demonstrated that 
parties to the Conventions hare recognized compelling reasons to 
abide by them m situatiom of armed conflict e i e n  ~n their relatiom 
with opponents that  neither are parties to the Can\entionsnor have 
accepted or  applied their terms.4a 

Aithaueh not a subject of this study except 8 s  regards the applica- 
bility of the Conventions, common Article 3 should he noted. Inar- 
much 8s  Article 2 concerns armed conflicts between parties to the 
Conventions or  other "powers". they are generallg applicable only in 
relations between sorereign states Consequently, their applicability 
I: restricted to international armed conflicts with one ver) Impor- 
tant exception. Common Article 3 of each of the Geneva Conventions 
of 1949 specifies minimum protections to be applied by thesignatory 
states in armed conflicts not of an international character and It 
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encourager them to bring other provisions of the Conventions into 
farce in regard ta such a conflict by means of special agreements. 
Therefore, in such a ”on-mternatlanal conflict inrolring a party to 
the Conventions, Article 3 i s  the only provision binding on that state 
until such time as a special agreement brings other provisions into 
force. This article constituted a momentous and innovative step 
forward in the developmentof the humanitarian lax by extendingat 
least some fundamental rules of humanity that are recognized as 
being essential by civilized nations to apply in situations of internal 
conflicts This inceptive prov~smn in the humanitarian lawuregardng 
the protecting of victims of non-international armed conflicts has 
recently been developed in substantial detail I ”  Geneva Protocol IIof 
1977 46 

0. Persons Protected 

Each of the four Geneva Conventions was desisned to provide 
certainprotectians, standards of humane treatment, and guarantees 
of respect to specified categories of persons during the existence of 
the previously identified circumstances or conditions in which the 
Conventions are applicable. The First Convention protects wounded 
or sickcombatants, thatis,  membersofthearmedforcesofanypartr 
to the conflict and other designated persons associated with or equi- 
valent to such armedfarees.‘~Itsprotectionsapplyinallcircumstan- 
ces to which the Convention is applicableand, in the caseof protected 
persons in the hands of the enemy. it remains applicable until the 
time of their final release and repatriatimGb 

The Second Convention protects wounded and sick combatants 
aboard ships and combatants who are shipwrecked from any cauae, 
including forced landings at sea by or  from aircraft. Its protections 
apply in all circumstances within the scope of that Conrention.‘e The 
First and Second Conventions also provide that combatants who 
come under the control of an enemy belligerent shall bedeemed robe 
prisoners of war and be protected ~n accordance with the more 
extensive provisions of the Third Convention if It i s  binding upon the 
detaining power, or  otherwise ~n accordance with the provisions of 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 

“Protoed Additional to the Geneva Conventions a1 12 August 1949, and Relatlnp IO 
the Protection a1 Victims of Nan-Internatma1 Armed Conlllcfa(Protaeo1 111. adapted 
June 8, 1971, U.N. Doe Ai32/144 Annex I1 i19111 repnnbd ~n 16 I L M 1442-49 
(19771, tn 72 Am J. Int’l L 502-11 i197S1. and  tn 42 LnaB Contemp Proba 252-261 
(19781 imlered tnlo farce Dee 12. 1977). 

“First Geneva Conrention, arts 12, 13 
“Id at art. 6.  
“Second Geneva Convention. w t s  12, 13 
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international law concerning  prisoner^ of war.so 

The Third Convention protects prisoners of war. as defined in  
Article 4 thereof. from the time they fall into the power of the enemy 
until their final release and repatriation.jl 

The Fourth Convention protects civilian persans who are not  
members of the armed forces and who do not participate in  any 
military operatmmSz These persons are noncombatants. It provides 
protection for persons who. either in an armed conflict or in an 
occupation. find themselves under the control of a party to the Con- 
vention of which they are not nationals. However, persons who are 
nationals of a state which is not bound by the Convention and indirid- 
u a h  w h o  are nationals of a neutral or of a co-belligerent state which 
has normal diplomatic relations with the state detaining them are 
not protected. Persons who are protected by one of the other Genera 
Conventions are not considred to be persons protected by the Fourth 

on.53 It should be noted, however. that Part I1 of the Fourth 
on  which provides general protections for populations 

against certain consequences of war 1s broader in application and 
covers the whole of the populations of the countries in  conflict.” 

The protections of the Fourth Convention apply from the outset of 
any conflict or  occupation specified in Article 2 until the general 
close of military operations or. in  the case of occupied terntor?. one 
year thereafter except that an occupying power governing such 
territory continues to be bound by specified articles of that Conien- 
tion for t h e  duratmn of the occupation. Additionally, persons pro- 
tected by the Fourth Convention remain protected by i t  until the 
time of their release or repatriation i f  it occurs after the dates 
specified aba\e.j6 

Add,tionailjr.. the four Genera Conventions extend protection to 
medical personnel. which includes persons exc lus i~e ly  engaged in 
administering medical treatment and their support personnel to 
chaplains and religious personnel attached to the armed farces. to 
bath medical and religious personnel who are retained to a m s t  
prisoners of war. and to staff members of National Red Cross Socie- 
ties and other relief societies and arganizatmne. including those of 
neutral States that a r e d u l y  recognized and authorized toexclusively 

b(Firat.Secand Geneva Conventions ails 14 16 
 third Genera Convention art 5 
“Fourth Geneva Cornentian art 4. 
:*Id 
“ l d .  at art 13 
5,ld at  nit 6 
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perform medical. religious. or other humanitarian aid functions 
during hostilities and during the period of internment of prisonersof 
war or of protected noncombatants. 

C. GENERAL OBLIGATION: RESPECTFOR THE 
CONVENTIONS 

Article 1 of each of the four Geneva Conventions of 1919 states: 
"The High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and ta ensure 
respect for the present Convention in all mrcumstances."The obliga- 
tian af a state to respect a convention to  which i t i s apa r ty  is inherent 
~n the sovereign act of entering into a treaty. Thisobligationof states 
"to respect'' the Geneva Conventions "in all circumstances"connotes 
a greater obligation than that which is imposed by customarytreaty 
law I t  reflects that the Conventions are nor based solelyon reciproc- 
ity and, hence. they are not binding for each party only to the extent 
that other parties observe their obligations. Rather. this sentence 
imposes a unilateral legal obligation upon signatory states tocomply 
with the terms of the Conventions in all circumstances and that 
obligation is not dependent upon any corresponding observance of 
the Conventions by other parties to thern.56 

Parties to the Geneva Conventions do not merely undertake to 
respect the Conventions themselves. they also undertake ''to ensure 
respect" for the Conventions ''in all circumstances". This phrase 
emphasizes and strengthens the general obligation of the contract- 
ing States to effectively enforce the Conventions both a t  home and 
abroad. First, while the obligation of states to respect the Conven- 
tions obviously extends to all levels of both civilian and military 
authority within the state's government, the state 1s further obliged 
to ensure respect for the Convention by other persons or  entities 
within Its range of authority or Influence. Second. contracting states 
are further obligated to insure that other States remain in com- 
pliance with the Conventions or, I f  another state should fail to fulfill 
its obligations under the Conventions. to insure that such a State 
returns to an attitude af respect for the Conventions. Thus. if  anyone 
party i s  in violation of the Conventions. the other parties must take 
such action as is necessary to insure that the violating party hence- 
forth respects their terms. The third consequence ofthe obligation to 
insure respect for the Canrentions i s tha t~nas i tua t ion ivhe reapa r ty  
iiinviolation ofthem, i f theotherpar t iesdonotactsaastainsurethe 
violating alate's respect for the Conventions, then those other parties 
will themselves be in violation of them. 

"1 M Baemauni &V. Nanda. AT~eaf i seon  International Criminal Lau 371U9731. 
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Finally. the ivords "in all c i r c u m d t a n c d  clearly refer to the CII 
cumstances ~n which the Conventions are applicable, that 1s. tom- 
mon Article 2 dlscusied above Except for certain implementation 
provisions a hich are rppiicable in peacetime and disregarding Art)-  
cie 3 which concerns only non-international conflicts, theobligation 
to respect and to insure respect for the Conventions "in all eircum. 
stances" means that, when the conditions of application specified in 
Article 2 a re  present. no state bound by the Conventions can assert 
any valid reason far not respectingtheirterms. In  short, application 
of the Conventions 1s not dependent upon any specific characteriza- 
tion of a conflict. Xhether an armed conflict 1s considered to bejust 
or unjust ,  or a nar of aggression or of resistance to aggression. 
respect for the Conventions Is to be guaranteed by  states so that the 
protection and care afforded by the Conventions may be provided to 
all protected persons in all of the conditions and situations t o  nhich 
the Conventions apply 

Since compliance u ith the humanitarian provisions of the Geneva 
Conventions is directly promoted by the general obligatmns of states 
specified i n  common Article 1, those obligations constitute ~ m p o r -  
tant sanctions in the humanitarian l a w  of armed conflict. 

D. REPRESSION OF BREACHES 
The GeneLa Conventions are a part of that body of l a w s  ahich  has 

generall) been known as the laws or customs of war Breaches of 
those laws are enmmonly called "war crimes''. Prior to conclusion of 
the Geneva Conientions of 1949. represson ofbreache..ofthela~~sor 
customs of ivar depended sol el^ on the existence of domestic laws 
repressing such acts because the conventional law contained nosub- 
stantive definition of the aetsi\.hichcon%tituted warerimesnor didit  
create any mandator? obligation of states far enforcement of those 
laws. States were a t  liberty either to punish or n o t  punish violatne 
acts committed by members of their own forces or  by members of 
enemy forces that were under that state's control. Consequently, the 
early humanitarian conventions proved to be rather ineffectire in 
the matter of the repression of breaches. 

As was mentioned previously. Article 28 of the Genera Convention 
of 1906 and Article 21 of the Hague Convention (Xlof 1907 provided 
for the repression of violations in only t w o  cases: indi\idual acts of 
pillage and Ill-treatment oftheaoundedand sickofthearmedforcei 
on land or a t  sea and abuse of the Red Cross  flag 07 emblems which 
was to be punished asan unlawful useofmil i tary~nsisnia  Article29 
of the 1929 Convention on the wounded and sickamendedtheearlier 
provision to  State simply that the parties would enact  penal laws 
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necessary for the repression of any act contrary to that Convention. 
Despite the iatter Convention's clear and imperative terms. the par- 
ties to that Convention did not give full effect to their obligation to 
promulgate penal provisions for the repression of all breaches of the 
Conrention. The inadequacy of these proviaions to cause states to 
effectively repress breaches of the humanitarian law becameabund- 
antiy clear during and after the Second World \Tar. As a result. the 
drafters of the GenevaConrentionsof 1949de>isedasystem formore 
effective repression af breaches of the humanitarian l a w  

The enforcement scheme of the Genera Conventions of 1949 IS 
primarily set forth m three articles to implement penal sanctions i n  
their municipal l a w  for violations of the Conventions. the Identifica- 
tion of grave breaches of the Conventions, and the immutability of a 
state's liability for such violations. This system for suppression of 
breachesofthe Conventionsisbased uponaclassificatianofbreaches 
as either grave breaches or simple breaches Those violations which 
constitute grave breaches are specificall) enumerated in each Con- 
iention Ai1 other violations constitute simple breaches. 4 s  used in 
the Conventions. the terms "repression" and "suppression" of 
breaches. nhethei simple or grave ~n nature. encompass both the 
obligation to impose penalties or  punishment for the commission of 
such acts and the duty to prohibit and to prevent the occurrence of 
breaches Furthermore. repressioii of either simple or graxe 
breaches appears to demand the imposition of penal punishment 
whereas suppression of other than gra \ -  breaches connotes utjhza- 
tion of administratire and dieciplinars measures as well as penal 
sanctions for the prevention and punishment of simple breaches.j. 
The duty of states torepressand tosuppresb breachesareenunciated 
in an article which is common to all four of the Conventions and the 
identification of grave breaches of each Convention E set forth in 
similar articles of each Conrention which mmediatel>- fo l low that 
common article. 

The common article which establishes the system for repressing 
and ~uppresaing breaches of the Conventions 1% based on threeessen- 
tial obligations of the signatory states' an obligation to enactmunici- 
pal legidation and take other necesisry measures to suppress 
violatiox of the Conventions. an obligation to search for any person 
accused of having committed a grave breach. and an obligation to 
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prosecute persons responsible for the commismm of g r a ~  breaches 
or to turn themoi.ertoanothercancernedstatefar trial. Thecommon 
art& which lays this foundation for a system of enforcement of the 
Convention states 

The High Contracting Parries undertake to enact any 
legislation necessary to provide effectire penal sanctions 
for persons committing, or  ordering to be committed, any 
of the grave breaches of the present Convention defined in 
the following Article. 

Each High Contracting Part) shall be under theobliga- 
tion t o  search for persons alleged to have committed or to 
hare ordered to he committed, such grave breaches. and 
shall bring such persons. regardless of their nationality. 

such persons aver for trial to another High Contracting 
Party concerned. provided such High Contracting Part, 
has made out a p n n i n  facie case 

Each High Contracting Party shall take measure% 
necessary for the suppression of all acts contrary t o  the 
provisions of the present Convention other than the grave 
breaches defined i n  the following Article. 

In  all circumstances. the accused persons shall benefit 
by safeguards of proper trial and defence, which shall not 
be less favourable than those provided by Article 105 and 
those followng of the Geneva Convention relatire to the 
Treatment of Prisoners of War af August 12. 1919 jg 

The obllgatmn to enact necessary domestic legidation for the 
repression of grave breaches which the first paragraph of thisarticle 
specifies creates a duty for states t o  implement that provision ~n 
peacettme. not just during the periods specified in Article 2 regard- 
~ n g  the general applicability of the Conventions. Furthermore that 
f irst  clause mandates that penal sanctions are to be provided both for 
persons who commit grave breaches and for persons nhoarder that 

reaches be committed. Thus, It establishes the joint reepansi- 
ofrhe perpetratorof agrai .ebreaehandafthepersonivhomay 

order the commission of such an act. Finally. this obligation of states 
lmpllee that such penal legislation is to be applicable to a n y  person. 
whether a national of the enacting state or of an enemy state. who 
commits a gra\e breach. 

‘%new Conventions of 1949, common arts. 49.60.129’146 
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The second paragraph imposes on States an affirmative obligation 
to actively search for persons accused of grave breaches and to arrest 
and prosecute such persons without delay. The prosecution of such 
violator3 is to be conducted through their national criminal court 
system, whatever the nationality of the accused. 30 that the uniform 
proceedings of the prosecuting state are utilized to try all such 
accused persons. It foilows. therefore that special tribunals to prose- 
cute persons of enemy nationalits who are accused af committing 
grave breaches are not to be created. The additional obligation to 
extradite IS dependent upon two conditions. Such extradition i z  sub- 
ject to the will and municipal law of the state that has detained the 
accused and the state which IS seeking extradition must establish by 
sufficient eridence that the charges against the accused are well 
founded. It should be observed that this paragraph does not exciude 
the passibiiitj- that astatemaydeiirer anaccused toanotherstate for 
prosecution before an  international penal tribunal if thecompetence 
of that tribunal 13 recognized by the signator). states concerned. 

The third paragraph of this common article is a restatement of 
Article 29 of the 1929 Convention on wounded and sick which called 
for the punishment of ali acts contrary to the Convention. The pres- 
ent formulation requires a state to da everything in its power to 
prevent the commission or  any repetition of acts which violate the 
Conventions. In  light of the two preceding  clause^ of this article. this 
provision primarily cmcerns the suppression of violationsother than 
grave breaches but it maker i t  clear that all breachesofthe Conven- 
tions are to be suppressed by national legislation. Itleaves the means 
of suppressing simple breaches to the discretion of the parties The) 
are not required to enact or ta enforce penal sanctions under their 
municipal law for simple breaches of the Conventions. but they are 
certainly at liberty to designate such internatianallyproscrlbed con- 
duct as crimes under municipal law The parties do, however. have 
an affirmatire obligation to suppress simple breaches, whether 
through administrative or penai sanctions. Since those acts which 
constitute simple breaches of the Conventions are not designated as. 
nor have generally been recognized to be, crimes under international 
lair, only the parties' national authorities and courts are cornpetem 
to enforce them and to impme penalties or punishments for such 
violations of the C o n ~ e n t i o n s . ~ ~  

One category of simple breaches c ~ n c e r n i n g  misuse of the emb- 
lems or name of the Red Cross and its equkalents are specifically 
enumerated in the First and Second Geneva Conventions. The res. 
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trictions on such use originated in the 1906 Geneva Convention and 
Hague Convention (Xi  of 1907 and were enhanced by the 1929 Geneva 
Convention (Xi  of 1907 and were enhanced by the 1929 Geneva 
Convention relative to the wounded and sick. The restrictions an use 
of the Red Cross name and emblems ujhich were specified in  Article 
28 of the 1929 Convention depended on measures which statesuere 
to adopt or to purpose to their legislatures. The qualification of these 
restrictions was removed in Article 53 of the First Genera Conven- 
tion of 1949 which absolutely prohibits any unauthorized use of such 
distinctive emblems. Additionally. Several articles of the First and 
Second Conventions enumerate their proper uses 6o Misuse of Red 
Cross emblems mag include either their improper use such as for 
cammercial purposes or abuse of them as protective signs I”  mar- 
time. An additional articie in the First and Second Conventions 
specify that protection of thedistinctire emblem from either formof 
abuse must be enforced by all states in their national legislation. 
That article states that the parties to the Conventions shall. i f  their 
legidation i s  not already adequate. take measures necessary for the 
prevention and repression at all times of abuses of the distinctive 

states hare an affirmative obligation to 
rand topunishsuchabuses Thesearticles 
of the third paragraph of the common 

article to all four Conventions inasmuch as the latter calk for states 
to take all measures necessary to suppress acts other than grave 
breaches that are contrary to the Conventions, which would include 
such misuse of these emblems. Nevertheless, because of the histori- 
cal development of these provismns and the importance attributed to 
protection of the proper use of the distinctive emblems of the Red 
Cross. those two Conventions specifically reaffirm the state’s obliga- 
tion to suppress such simple breaches and they separately mandate 
enactment of appropriate municipal legislation to fulfill that 
obligation 

The final paragraph of this common article provides safeguards 
far a fair and regular trial and defense of persons accused of grare 
breaches of the Conventions who are prosecuted in accordance with 
the first and second ciauses of that article This provision resulted 
from a recognition that certain safeguards for a proper trial and 
defense are essential in all cases where persons are accused of \\ai 
crimes. erpecialls ii hen the accused person 1% tried in the court  of an 
enemy state. The Diplomatic Conference which formulated the Gen- 
eva Conventions elected to adopt rules that were already established 

“ F m t  Geneva Canientian ch VI1 Second Geneia Conientian e h  VI. 
~1First Second Genera Conient ioni  arfa 51.46. 
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for the protection of prisoners of war rather than to establish new 
standards. Consequently. each of the Conventions refer to those safe- 
guards provided in the Third Geneva Canventionof 1949 regarding 
prisoners of war and adopt them as the minimum safeguardsaftrial 
and defense. In the event of their judicial prosecution, persuns 
accused of having committed grave breaches or of having ordered 
such acts to be committed by another must be given specifically 
enumerated rights and a means of defense.82 must be given the same 
rights of appeal or petition from any sentence as are bestowed upon 
members of the prosecuting state's armed forces and they must be 
fully informed of those rights.6s Sentences of accused persuns must 
be served under the same conditions as are afforded to members of 
the prosecuting state's armed farces, which conditions must conform 
to the requirements of health and humanity, and they must be given 
the benefit of specified penal regulations?' Most importantly. 
accused persons i n  the hands of an enemy state are entitled to the 
assistance of a Protecting Power to which theprosecutlngstate must 
send notification of any judgment and sentence.O5 

These safeguards for the fair  and proper trial of pers6ns accused of 
grave breaches of the Conventions are applicable in all circurnstan- 
ces. Hence, they cunstitute restrictions bath on the nationai legisla- 
tion enacted by parties to repress graYe breaches and on any 
conferral of jurisdictionover such breaches to an international tribu- 
nal. Any municipal legislation enacted tu prusecute grave breaches 
and any international tribunal granted jurisdiction over such 
breaches must, a t  a minimum, provide the specified safeguards. 

In summary. th,s common article of the Geneva Conventions 1949 
establishes an indirect enforcement scheme whereby the individual 
signatory states. rather than an international penal tribunal. are 
responsible for identifying the comrnision of grave breachesand for 
applying criminal sanctions to persons responsible for such viola- 
tions Although the Conventions embody a preference for the repres- 
sion of grave breaches by national courts, the parties are not 
restricted from conferring Jurisdiction upon an international tribu- 
nal over such grave breaches as constitute crimes in international 
law. Hoaever.  since no such international penal court has yet been 
vested with such jurisdiction, the sanctioning of grave breaches of 
the Conventions by national tribunals is, at present, the means of 
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enforcement accepted by the international community of states bL- 

Those acts which  constnute grave breaches of the Geneia  Canren- 
tions. I f  committed against persons or property protected by  them. 
were specifically listed in each C o n r e n r ~ o n  Due to the differemscope 
of application of each Conientmn. the proscribedgraie breachesare 
not identical ineach of them. .i co l lec t i ve  list of actsuhicharegrave 
breaches 1s as foiiawva F~ 

(11 wilful killing. torture or inhuman treatment. ~ n c l u d -  
ing biological experiments: 

(2)  millfuliy causing great suffering or serious injur i  to 
body or health: 

(3 ,  extensi te  destruction and appropriation of properr?. 
not justified b i  military necessity and carried out  u n l a w  
fully and i ~ a n t o n l y ,  

(d)  compelling a prisoner of war (Third Convention, or a 
protected person (Fourth ConventlonJ to serve in the for- 
ces of the hostile power 

( 5 )  iviilfull~ depribing a prisoner of war (Third Conren- 
tian) or a protected person (Fourth Conrentianl of the 
rights of fair and regular trial prescribed ~n the 
Canrent ,on:  

161 unlawful deportation or transfer or  unlawful confine- 
ment of a protected person:  and 

(71 taking of hostages. 

The definition of acts which constitute grave breaches was incor- 
porated into the Conventions i n  order to insure universalit). of treat- 
ment in  their repression by states The term "grave breaches" was 
used in lieu of "grase c r i m d o r  "war crimes'lbecause of the differ- 
ent legal meanings and their ramifications which the word "crimes" 
has in the municipal law of various nations. Nevertheless. the acts 
defined in these articles were previousii described as crimes in the 
penal iaiw of most states and. in  accordance with the common article 
just  discussed. every party to the Genera Conventions becomes 
obliged to criminalize these grave breaches in their domestic legisla- 
tion Grave breaches. therefore. Constitute ~ e r i o u s c n m e s ~ n  the most 
literal sense regardless of their unique dewnation. 

'8Baasmuni. d u p r a  note 8 at 196 n 18. 
"Geneva Conienrians of 1949 comman art3 60 61 130 147 
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Grave breaches are those acts hsted above that are committed 
against persons or  property protected by the Conventions. The per- 
sons protected generally are sounded. sick, or shipwrecked 
members af armed forces or their equivalent, prisoners of war. 
protected civilians. medical personnel. and chaplains as specified ~n 
each of the Conventions The property protected isdefined in  various 
articles of each Convention. This listing of grave breaches is not an 
exhaustlye list of war  crimes; states are free to adopt legislation 
which designates additional breaches of the Conventions as serious 
or grave offenses This enumeration of the most offensive violations 
of the humanitarian principles set forth in the Conventions is a 
codification in conientional laic of substantive penal rules reflecting 
the fundamental standards of conduct which hare been recognized to 
hare universal application Coniequentl?, the normative proscrip- 
tmns enumerated i n  these articles of the Conventions constitute an 
intesral part  of the customary lav of nations. Those proscrlptIon3 
comprise the i i o l a t m s  of the Canrentions which the sipnatorystates 
are obligated to enforce through enactment of municipal penal legis- 
lation and b) prosecutionin theirnationalcourtsofpersansrejponsi- 
ble for the c o m m j s i m  of such acts 
3 Liah;l;ty o j S t n t p s  

The third consecutive common article in the s e r m  of artccles of 
each Conrention which establish their enforcement scheme specifies 
the unchangeable nature of the responsibility of the eontractlne 
parties in these terms: "So High Contractmg Party ahall be allowed 
t o  absolve itself or any other High Contractinp Party of a n y l r a b ~ h t ~  
incurred by itself or by another High Contracting Party in respect of 
breaches referred to i n  the preceding Article."ea r p o n  a d o p t m  of 
the Geneva Conventions. this article established a new p r o \ w m  ~n 
the humanitarian conventional  la^ In international i a \ ~ ,  generally 
onl? a state can assert claims against another state and. therefore. 
states must put forward on behalf of its nationals any c l a m  which 
the3- may hare against another state. States are alsogenerally free to 
absolve another state of any liab in relation toclaimsasserted by 
the first state's nationals or to conclude an agreement by whxh  
another state ahsolves it from any liability for c l a ~ m s  11 hlch may be 
asserted by nationals of the second state. Thi, article 3s designed to 
prevent any such waivers of the liabilityaf astate forgrare breaches 
of the Conrentlam by its nationals for which the state i s  ultimately 
hable. Additionally. it was spectfmlly deslgned to prevent a victor- 
ious state from compelling a defeated state. ~n a peace treaty or  

' 4 d  st common ai=. W62.131 118. 
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armistice. to relinquish di claims which the defeated state or its 
nationals may hare a right to assert against the \ x t o r m u s  state for 
grave breaches committed by the latter state’s forces 

This common a r t i c l e  clearly deciares that the liabilityaf any party 
to the Conventions regarding grave breaches i s  not subject to uni la t -  
era1 or  even bilateral exaneratian It reinforces both the affirmative 
obligation of each signatorystate to repress grave breachesinaccor- 
dance with the common articles an repression of breaches and the 
dual obligation of each party under common Article 1 to itself 
respect and to ~ n s u r e  that other parties respect their obligations and 
liabilities relating to such breaches. This article is indicative ofand 
consistent with ECOgnitlQn that the acts specified to be g ra i e  
breaches of the Conventions are also crimes ~n mternational l a w  

E. AIDS TO ENFORCEMENT 
The Geneva Conventions of 1919 provide two means far states to 

obtain assistance through cooperation between belligerent States or 
from external sources ~n their endeavors to fa i th fu l~app ly the te rms  
of the Conventions. the enquiry procedure and the Protecting Power 
System Unfortunately, neither of these aids to enforcement and 
implementation of the Conventions has been successfuily utilized to 
any meaningful 

2. En0iiir.u Proeedurr 

Each of the 1949 Conventions incorporated an article which sub- 
stantially expanded upon the initial enquiry provision that was 
introduced into the humanitarian law in the 1929 Convention on the 
wounded and sick as was noted previously. The basis far the estab- 
lishment of an enquiry procedure to be conducted concerning any 
alleged violation of the Conventions is set forth in a common article 
which provides. 

At the request of a Party to theconflict,anenquirpshail 
be instituted. ~n a manner to be decided be twen the  inter- 
eated Parties. concerning any alleged violation of the 
Conventlon5 

If agreement has not been reached concerning the 
procedure for the enquiry the Parties should agree on the 
choiceof an “moire, aho~~i l ldec ideuoan theorocedure  to 
be followed 

“Forwthe, Who Guards the G u o r d w u  Thwd Pontes and Ihi Lair 41 Annid 
C o d i r l  70 Am J Int’l L. 11, 45-6 (1976) 
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Once the violation has been established. the Parties to 
the conflict shall put an end to it and shall repress it with 
the least possible delay io 

The first clause of this article indicates that the institution of an 
enquiry proceeding is compulsory once one of the belligerents has 
requested it. The second clause. however, affirms that the parties 
must reachanagreementon theprocedure tobeused for theenquiry. 
That clause attempts to resolve those cases where the parties to the 
conflict do not reach agreement on the procedure for the enquiry bl- 
providing that an umpire be selected to choose the procedure to be 
followed. In  the latter case, however. It i s  still necessary for the 
parties to agree on the choice of an umpire. hut the Article does not 
provide guidancean thecourseto be takenif thepart iescannotreach 
agreement on the appointment of an umpire The Protecting Power 
could well play a meaningful role I ”  the instltutmn of such enquiry 
proceeding. both because belligerent states would doubtless make a 
request for such anenquirythroughaPratect ing Ponerand because 
the power protecting the interests of the state which complains of a 
violation of the Conventions may be the best entity to carry out the 
e n q u i r y  The final paragraph of this clause reaffirms the obligation 
of the parties to enforce the terms of the Conventions and to expedi- 
tiouslY repress both grave and simple breaches of them. 

2. Pratrc tmg Pozcer Sustrsi 

The scheme for enforcement of the Genera Canventions by statesis 
further supplemented by the Protecting Power system whlch is set 
forth ~n w w a l  articles in  each Convention:) These provisions were 
denred  from Article 86 of the 1929 Geneva Convention relative t- 
prisoners of war,  but the provisions of the 1949 Conventions regard- 
ing the role of Protecting Pouers in relation to armed conflicts are 
much more detalled than was the provision introduced In the 1929 
Convention. It is not possible to give a complete analysis of thls 
system of supervismn here. However, its general characteristics 
should be reviewed. 

The role of Protecting Powers in the humanitarian law of armed 
conflicts extends to many aspects of its implementation and it can 
certainly play an important role in the actual enforcement of the 
Conrentians’ substantive norms by states. The articles previously 
dlaeussed established that the primary legal obligation to apply and 

‘OGenew Con~entians of 1949, e~rnmon  u t a  52/52/132/149 
‘>Id, Fmt, Second & Third Conventlam, mu. 8.10.11: Fourrh Cani,sntmn. arb. 9, 
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to insure compliance with the termaof the Conventions rests with the 
states that are parties to them. especially those that are involved in 
an armed conflict situation. A mechanism for orerail supervision of 
the implementation of the laws of mernational armed conflictemba- 
died in the Conventions is provided in these common articles of the 
four Conrentions which adopt the customary international law role 
of Protecting Poaers. Protecting Powers. neutral states or their 
substitutes. are given rightsand duties by the parties to the Conren- 
t ims  to act ae observers to verify compliance or noncompliance by 
states \with the requirement of the Conventions. The Conventions 
require each state to cooperate with the Protecting Powers in erer- 
c m n g  the state's responsibility to implement the Conventions: such 
cooperation IS not optional. Likewise, the Conrentions also mandate 
that Protecting Powers. i f  parties to the Conventions, shall be obi,- 
gated to participate i n  their implementation. 

The Comentions establish a complex p r o c e s ~  of super\ision by 
Protecting Powers and other agencies under which both official 
supervision and unofficial supervision 1s possible. 0 
s i m  by Protecting Powers mag be effected ~n three w 
~ n g  Paae r s  appointed by belligerents. by official 
Protecting Poaers designated b) beiligere 
introduction of an official substitute Unoff 
bie by the automatic introduction of the In 
the Red Cross (ICRCl to perform specific humanitarian tasks. such 

sand  tracing, and by the possible introduction of 
to perform traditional humanitarian tasks n o t  

ed in the Conventions. Numerous specific tasks 
which may be undertaken by Protecting Poaera are defined i n  

various articles of the Conventions. Kotali ofthese specific duties are 
mandatory for the Protecting Power, nor are states aiuays required 
to utilize them to perform specific functions However the funda- 
mental duties of the Protecting Power are mandatory. Essentially. 
the function of the Protecting Power I S  to cooperate with a state 
whose Interests the Poaer saleguards in thestate ' ;appl icat ionofthe 
Conventions to Scrutinize such application to ensure that the state 
conforms to the requirements of the Conventions and to act as an 
intermediary on  behaif of protected persons in order to resolve dis- 
putes between belligerent states. Two of the most important specific 
tasks of Protecting Powera in supervising the Conventions' lmpie- 
mentation by statesarecantained~n Article l 2 6 o f t h e  Third Camen- 
tmn and Article 143 of the Fourth Convention. These articiej require 
states to permit unrestricted viwts to and interview with protected 
persons who are detained by a state both by representatkes or  
delegates of the Protectins Powers and by approxed delegates of the 
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International Committee of the Red Cross. 

Aithough this complex system for official and unofficial supervi- 
sion of the application of the Geneva Conventions is ~n part made 
mandator? upon the state parties to the Conventions, States hare not 
generally acquiesced to official supervision by Protecting Powers 
nor have they otherwise given meaningful application to these prari- 
Sions in armed conflicts since the Geneva Comentmne came into 
effect.'2 

F. PROVISIONS RELATING TO EXECUTION 
In  order that the fundamental principles embodied in the Genera 

Conventions may be meaningfully implemented. eachof the Conven- 
tions contains several articles uhich are designed m promote effec- 
tive execution of their terms. These provisions concern the detailed 
execution of the Conventions and their applicability in unforeseen 
cases, dissemination of the texts and knowledge of the Conventions. 
and the communication between states of their respective laws and 
regulations which concern the application of the Conventions. The 
ultimate purpose of each of these provisions IS to provide some min- 
imum guidelines for states to assist them in fulfilling the general 
obligation which they haxe incurred under Article 1. 

The Geneva Conventions primarily express fundamental princi- 
ples which must be applied ~n very complex factual situations by 
representatives of the states The Canrentions could not possibly 
regulate i n  detail every appiication of their terms, nor can states be 
expected to foresee all situations 10 which the Conventions might 
apply uhen  states adapt measures for their implementation. The 
First and Second Conventions. which require detailed application hy 
the armed forces of a state ~n the mldst of h a s t d i t m  provide gui- 
dance in  this regard in an  identical article which provides: "Each 
Party to the conflict, acting through its Commander-in-Chief. shall 
ensure the detailed execution of the preceding Articles and provide 
for unforseen cases, in conformity w t h  the general principles of the 
present Con~entmn. '~  This article reflects one change from the sim- 
ilar provision which was enunciated in both the 1906 and 1929 
Conventions relative to wounded and sick. It  clarifies that states 
remain fully responsible for the duty of detailed execution of these 
Conrentions and for the acts of their commanders-in-chief in effect- 

'*Farspfhe. wpra note  69, st 42-46 Si0 d l 0  Pierce. Humonitorion Praleinonfai the 
V>il;ms of War The System of Proleeling Pocer  and the Role o / t h r  ICRC 90 MII L. 
Rev 89 (19801 

-'Firsf and Second Geneva Conventions nits .  46~46 
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~ n g  such detailed exemtion. Additionali). this article enunciatesthe 
standard that 1s to be applied in cases or situations that are not 
specifically addressed by the Conventions. the general principles of 
the Conventions are a1ua)s to be applied 

The obligation which the partiesundertook byvirtueof Article 1 to 
respect and to ~ n r u r e  respect of the Conventions ~n all circumstances 
1s also to be implemented by states through affirmatne efforts to 
spread knowledge of the humanitarian l a w  in order to foster Its 
effective application. A similar article in each of the Coni-entiana 
provides. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake ~n time of peace 
as in time of w a r ,  t o  disseminate the t e i t  of the present 
Convention 8s widely as possible in their reapecti>e coun- 
tries. and. in particular. to include the study thereof ~n 
heir programmes of military and, if possible. c i v i l  
mtructmn. so that t h e  principlei thereof may become 

k n o w n  to the entire population.. . . 
The First and Second Conventions conclude this article with "ln 
particular to the armed fighting forces the medical personnel and 
the  chaplain^."^ The Third Conlention completes this article by 

tary or  other authorities. a h o  in time of war 
,ties in respect of prisoners of i r a r .  must possess 

the text  of the Convention and be specially instructed as to 11s pro\ I -  

smns,' '~S The Fourth Convention for the protection of civil ians adds: 
"Any civilian. military police or  other authorities, who in time of 
war assume responsibilities ~n respect of protected persons. must 
possess the text of the Can!ention and be speciallyinstructedastaIts 

By this related article in each of the Contentions. the parties 
undertake to disseminate the texts thereof in their respectire coun- 
tries and to include their study in military and. if possible. civilian 
programs of instruction so that  the principles embodied m the Con-  
v e n t m s  will be familiarto membersoftheir armedforcesand. tothe 
maximum extent possible to their entire populations This p r o w  
jmn,  whichoriginated inthe 1906Genei.aConrentionand wasrater-  
ated in the 1929 Conventions has been amplifed and made more 
specific in the present articles. The current obligation of states 1s 

prorlslons.'"~ 

-3Id arts 47 48. 
''Third Geneva Convention art 127 
-#Fourth Gems Convention aif 144 
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absolute and requires implementation both in times of peace and of 
armed conflict. These provisions concerning dissemination of the 
Conventions, education regarding the conventional I aas  of armed 
conflict, and p s ~ e s s i o n  and knowledge of the texts by those responai- 
bie for protected persons are the logical first step toward effective 
implementation of the rules prescribed by those internationaiagree- 
ments. These articles constitute preventive legal measures designed 
to facilirate compliance with those ia*s and to deter \iolations of 
them by attaining wide dissemination of the texts of these instru- 
ments, by fostering objective understanding of their terms by all. 
and by promoting awareness of the consistency of the humanitarian 
laws of armed conflict with milirary principles and tradition. 

Many nations hare m fact taken measures to comply w t h  their 
absolute duty to disseminate knowledge of the Genera Conventions 
among their armed forces and civilian populations. Pursuant to 
several resolutions adopted at International Red Cross Conferences 
Since 1965 which expressed the wish that governments and National 
Red Cross Societies submit periodic reports to the ICRC on the steps 
taken by them in this matter. the ICRC published a report on the 
dissemination of knowledge of the Gene\a Comentians in August 
1981.'' That report. which reflects the answers of thirty-ane gorern- 
ments and fifty-nine National Societies of the Red Cross to a questi- 
onnaire issued by the ICRC. indicates that many states have taken 
measures in a varietyof ways to fulfill their obligation todisseminate 
knowledge of the international humanitarian law. Undoubtedly, 
hawerer greater attention should be given by mast states to mean- 
ingful fulfillment of this obligation so as to eradicate the greatest 
obstacle to effective implementation of the Conventions, which is 
ignorance of the humanitarian iaw 

The last common article of the Conventions to be noted which 
promotes their impiementatm by states provides: "The High Con- 
tracting Parties shall communicate toone another through the Swiss 
Federal Council and. during hostilities. through the Protecting Paw- 
ers, the official translations of the present Convention, as well as the 
l a w  and regulations which they may adopt to ensure the application 
thered"'8 This article requires the parties to communicate to one 
another the official translations of the Conventions which are made 
by their executne authorities in accordance with their municipal 

*:ICRC Dmseminntian of Knorledee and Tenchingal lnfernafi~nal Humsniiarian 
Lax and of the Pnneiples and Ideals of the Red Craw ICPAl4 1:l Aug 19811 (docu- 
ment submitted by the ICRC to the Twenty-Fourth International Red Cross Confer. 
snee held at Manila. Nov 19811 

"Genera Canventions of 1949, common arts 48'49!128:145 
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l a w  This requirement does notinclude the Frenehand English texts 
iihich are the authentic texts of the Conventions. nor does i t  include 
the Spanish and Russian versions which are official translations 
made by the SIWSS Federal Council pursuant to the Conrentmns:3 
States that  have more than one national language ma!: therefore be 
required to communicate more than one translation of the C a n i e n -  
tmns. The " l a w  and regulatms"u.hieh must also be communicated 
encompass all legal documents promulgated by the erecutixe and 
legislative authorities of a state n h i c h  concern the application of the 
Conventions These would include both those l a w  whichareenacted 
in fulfillment of arequirementofthe Con\entionsandanE-otherlaii-E 
and regulations which may be adopted even though the Conventions 
do not require I t .  Finally. rhesecommunicationa wil l  be made in time 
of ueace through the Swiss Federal Council and in time of armed 
conflict through the Protecting Powers. This proiision i s  meant to 
nurture a mutual understanding between states regardmg each 
other's meaneoferecutionofthe Conrentms  byrequlrmgacontjnu- 
O U E  and complete exchange of information about the implementation 
measures undertaken by each of them 

G. SA.VCTIONS OF THE GENEVA 
COiVVENTIONS 

Most of the numerous principles and regulatory provisions estab- 
lished ~n the conventional law by the Geneva Conrentions of 1919 
hare not been considered here. Haaeier  theartielesdiscussed above 
enunciate the basic obligations of states that are parties to the Can-  
Yentimi. the fundamental standards of conduct which are the basis 
of the Geneva Comentmns' proscriptions. the means by which they 
are t o  be enforced. and certain implementation measures that are 
designed to serve as aids to states in their enforcement of this aspect 
of the humanitarian I a n  The Geneva Conventions as a s h o l e  are 
structured to serve as guides for the conduct both of states and of 
individuals in their involvement ~n situations of armed conflict i n  
order to minimize unnecessary destruction of human and material 
values in times of warfare. In pursuit of this objective the Conren-  
tions establish essential protections that are to be accorded to all 
protected persons and to certain types of property and they enun- 
ciate standards of humane treatment and fundamental guarantees 
of respect for individuals affected by armed conflicts. Realization of 
these protections by their intended rempients depends, of COUTEB. on 
the degree of effectiveness that 1s achieved by states ~n their imple- 

-s ld .  at c~rnrnon arts 65 511133 150 
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mentation and enforcement of the Conventions. The specific formu- 
lations of normative principles and procedural mechanisms 
identified herein constitute the minimal measure both of duties for 
signatory states and of rules of penal responsibility for individuals 
that are n e c e ~ ~ a r y  to ensure the effectiveness of the humanitarian 
i s w  of armed conflict. 

Since no international or  supranational polity having supremacy 
over nations exists and because sovereign states have notthemselves 
vested jurisdiction o ie r  violations of the humanitarian law in any 
international body, the Geneva Conventions rely upon an indirect 
enforcement system. Upon ratifying or ecceding to the Comentions, 
individual States clearly assume affirmative obligations to structure 
their municipal iaiv in accordance with the requirements specified 
in the Conventions. to actively pursue enforcement of the Conven- 
tions' proscriptions. and to effectively implement the nonpenal regu- 
latory provisions of those covenants. Any inadequacies in the 
Sanctions created for states by the Geneva Canventions and any 
deficiencies in the means established for their enforcement can be 
attributed to the necessarily indirect nature of this enforcement 
scheme 

The principal obligations which the GeneraConventions prescribe 
for states regarding implementation of the humanitarian law are 
unambiguous and authoritative: to respect and to insure respect for 
the Conventions, to injure their detailed execution in the armed 
farces through their commanders-in-chief. to adopt necessary me8 
i w e ~  in municipal iaw to repress grave breaches and to suppress ail 
other breaches, and to actireis seek out and prosecute or extradite 
persons accused of having committed grave breaches of the Conven- 
tions. Additionally. states have an absolute responsibility to under- 
take preventive measures IO facilitate realization of the goals of the 
humanitarian law by disseminating the texts of the Conventions and 
by including study of them in military and. to the extent possible. 
CiYil ian programs of instruction. These cardinal duties of states are 
comprehensive since they extend to every signatory state. beliiper- 
ents and "on-belligerents alike. both in timesaf peace and during the 
existence of armed hostilities 

Threegeneralcategoriesof lail.;whichdefineanduhlch preacrlbe 
the legal consequence for the commision of crimes exist u i thm the 
present order of international humanitarian law and municipal law: 
common crimes as defined in municipal law systems, was crimes as 
defined in the customary law of nations. and grave breaches as 
defined in the conventional law by the Genera Conventions of 1949 
Common crimes proscribed by national authorities maywell Include 
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those acts which constitute war crimes in the customarylaw. InPact. 
the legislation of most states does proscribe conduct which consti- 
tutes the more grievous af the customary war crimes. However. 
states are not required under customary law to adopt legidation 
whichcriminalizesall marcirmes. a l thoughe~' .erynat ianIsboundto 
recognize the criminality of such acts ~n international i a w  The 
general obligation of states to abide by the customary law estab- 
lished by the community of states aauid indicate that States have 
some duty to enforce the penal standards a i  international Ian that 
are reflected in the customary law's designation of certain acts as 
war crimes. Nevertheless. this duty of enforcement ofthe customary 
law by states is. as a legal and practical matter. subject to the 
exercise of discretion by states 

I t  has long been recognized that the acts identified as grave 
breaches in the Conventions are war crimes in violation of the laws 
and customs of war Many proscribed acts that may constitute war 
crimes are defined in various declarations that were issued followng 
World War 11, including the Charter of the Internation 
Tribunal and Control Council Law Number 10 Lo The In  
Tribunals a t  Xuremberg and Tokyo conducted trials fo 
Second IVorid War for threecategories of war crimes specified in the 
Charter of the International Military Tribunal. crimes against the 
peace which included the planning or initiation of war. wolatmsof 
the l a w  or customs of war. which included murder. Ill-treatment or 

or  prisoners o? mar. plunder of public or 
wanton destruction of cities. and crimes 

h included murder. extermination. enslave- 
ment. deportation and other inhumane actsagainstacivilian popula- 
tion. Subsequently. the United Sations General Assemblyadopteda 
resolution recognizing that a formulation af the Kuremberg Princi- 
ples reilected the proscription of such acts in the customary l a w  of 
nations 8 :  Therefore. the enumeration of grave breaches in the Gen- 
eva Conxentiona IS merely a codification of substanti%e penal pros- 
criptions already embodied ~n customary l a w  
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The acts which a re  identified as grave breaches of the substantive 
principles set forth in the Geneva Conventions do not encompass all 
acts which constitute war crimes in the customary law of nations. 
Many war crimes that are not designated as grave breaches may 
nevertheless he breaches of the Conventions and serious crimes 
under customary l a w  All war crimes. inciudinggrave breaches. are 
under customary law potentially subjectto the universal jurisdiction 
of states. but the characterization of such offenses ,n municipal law 
and the nature of the sanctions which may be imposed for their 
commission are determined by each State in theexerciseof its juris- 
diction. Ender the conventional law of the Geneva Conventions, 
however, grave breaches are distinguishable from other customary 
war crimes. A consensus was reached a t  the Diplomatic Conference 
in 1949 that the acts declared to be g r a w  breaches of the Conventions 
are so heinous that they should be subject to uniform and universal 
penal jurisdiction among signatory states and that a statutory basis 
for extradition of persons accused of such offenses should be estab- 
lished in the humanitarian conventional law contingent upon the 
requirements of each state's extradition statutes and agreements. 
Consequently, the enforcement scheme of the Conventions was 
created to impose on states obligations toenact municipal legislation 
that provides effective penal sanctions for the commission of grave 
breaches. to actively search for persons responsible for thecommis- 
smn of such acts, and to prosecute such persons or, a t  the will of the 
detaining state and, in accordance with its legislation. ta turn such 
permns w e r  to another signator) state for prosecution. 

Parties are also obligated to adapt legislation to suppress breaches 
of the Conventions that do not constitute grave breaches, which 
mcludes ather war crimes under customary law that violate the 
Conventions and other simple breaches of the Conventions, although 
the nature of such legislation 1s left to the discretion of states since 
penal sanctions for these breaches are notrequired. Thus, statesmay 
adopt judicial or nonjudicial measures to suppress such simple 
breaches. Therefore. war crimes that are not designated to be grave 
breaches but which da constitute violations of the Conventions 
remain subject to the same discretionary authority of enforcement 
by states that they retain under customary law, with the important 
exceptmn that, under the Geneva Conventions, each signatory state 
has contracted with the others in international law to take all mea- 
s u m  necessary to in fact suppress such acts. 

The Geneva Conventions represent a formal declaration of agree. 
ment and c o n ~ e n ~ u s  by states an humanitarian public policy arrived 
at through the international political process. In view of the political 
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and other constraints experienced bi. the  participants i n  the Diplo- 
matic Conference of 1949. it could not be expected that the Geneia 
Conventions would be faultless. Several of the deficienciesthatreiate 
to the implementation of their humanitarian principles and which 
result either from the inherent character of that  process or from rhe 
indirect nature of their enforcement s u t e m  can be identified 

The list of g r a l e  breaches specified in the Conventions ma, have 
been too narroniy d r a m  Inasmuch: otheractsahichconst i tuteboth 
i (ar-cnmes under customary law and serious transgressions of the 
humanitarian principlesset forth in the Conventions could alsohare 
been specified to be gra ie  breaches. Theassignmentofpenal respon- 
sbil i t)  far the commission of the grare breaches that are enumer- 
ated in the Conventions 1s extended to persons who commit such acts 
and to persons u ha  order that  such breaches be committed. but the 
Conventions do not extent such criminal responsibility to persons 
who fail to p re i en ta r to rep res sg ravebreache iahen theya reunde r  
a duty to do so In  addition. the Geneia  Conventions do not resoile 
issues which concern several types of special defense 
military necessitj. state immunity, and superior orders 
been asserted in  i iar  crimes prosecutions. Finally. the Conventions 
do not enunciate rules or guidelines concerning the specific duties of 
military commanders to prevent and suppress ail breaches of the 
Conventions 

The procedural mechanisms that are established b) the Conren- 
tions GO aid states in their enforcement of the humanitarian law aim 
exhibit some inadequacies which inhibit effective utiiizatron of them 
by states The provision for extradition between states of persons 
accused of responsibility for the commission of gra \e  breaches i s  
fully contingent upon the apprehending ~ t a t e ' s  wi l l  and municipal 
law rather than upon a mandatory extradition statute governed bg 
legal and procedural rules established ~n the conventional la*. Suc- 
cessful utilization of the Coni.entions'frameivark for institution of an 
enquiry procedure I S  inhibited by the necessity of the belligerent 
states' agreement upon the means of conducting such an enquiry or 
on  the selection af an umpire to choose that means Additionally 
utilization of the Protecting Power ~ v s t e m  i s  in actuaiitydependent 
upon the acquiescence of belligerent states. despite the clearly man- 
dator, obligations Imposed upon states to cooperate with Protecting 
Powers and regardie?saftheimmensepotentiai which thatsystemof 
supervision offers for the realization of humanitarian protections by 
victims of armed canflicts. 

Finally the most SBIIOUS deficiency in the enforcement scheme of 
the GeneraConientionsisthattheirpra\isionaaretobeenforcedtoa 
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great exrent by the belligerent states that are involved in an armed 
conflict. Such states masuni la teral lydetermine that their actions do 
notriolate the Conventionsorthat the Conventionsare not applicable 
in giren situations. This deficiency is offset to  some degree by the 
absolute obligation of all signatory states. whether involved in armed 
hostilities or not .  to insure that all parries to the Conventions respect 
their terms. Hence. in regard to a particular armed conflict situa- 
tion, non-belligerent states should utilize all lawful means at their 
d i e p o d  to !nfluence or compel belligerent states to comply with the 
substantive princ~plee of the Conventions and to effectively fulfill the 
belligerent states' affirmative obligations to implement and enforce 
their provisions Informational deficiencies also inhibit effective 
enforcement of the Conventions. Although they necessarily rely upon 
this indirect system of enforcement, creation af an impartial mveati- 
gating body would aid in the impiemenration of the humanitarian 
law if that body were unaasociated with the belligerent parties 
Involved in armed hostilities and did not require the belligerents' 
consent to function in relation to that conflict. Such an investigatory 
institution could gather and provide complete and unbiased infor- 
mation on which all concerned states and humanitarian a r g a n m -  
tions could rely. thereby enhancing the likelihood of effective 
enforcement of the Con\entmns by all states. 

The Geneia Conventions of 1919 substantially enhanced the con- 
ventional humanitarian I a n  of armed conflict. These treaties mean- 
ingfully supplemented the fundamental humanitarian pnnc~p les  of 
the customary law of nations as they existed when the Conventions 
were adopted both by codifying portions of that customary l a w  
thereby giving uniformits to the definition and scope of its princi- 
ples. and by establishing nea humanitarian norms of behavior and 
detailed methods for implementation of the humanitarian lau The 
fact that  the Conventions hare been almost universally endorsed by 
states since the date of their adoption i s  eiidence of the extensive 
degree of authority under international law 
comprise for the community of nations Despite their mperfectmns. 
the Geneva Canrentions of 1919 established a functional mean; of 
implementing the humanitarian laws of armed conflict which is 
dependent only upon the wllmgness of states to comply with their 
obligations under both conventional and customary iaa 
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IV. GENEVA PROTOCOL I OF 1977 
A. BA CKGRO L'ND 

Since the adaption of t h e  four Gene>a Conientions in 1919. a 
proliferation of "en nations have entered the world community. a 
multitude of armed conflicts have taken place under a variety of 
conditions. and marked changes have occurred in the nature of both 
international and nowinternational hostilities These factors led to 
i\ idespread YEWS that the body of traditional laa for the protection 
of victims of armed conflicts. as embodied primarily in the Geneva 
Con\ent ians  of 1949. the Hague Conventions of 1907, and the custom- 
ary law of nations, was not adequate to fulfill its purpose in the 
modern a p  Consequently. two decades after the close of World War 
I1 efforts were undertaken to further develop the international 
humanitarian I a ~ v . ~ >  

These efforts were given impetus b) resolutions adopted at  the 
Twentieth and Twenty-First International Conferences of the Red 
Cross which were held respectively in Vienna in 1966 and in Istanbul 
in 1969 The resolution of the latter conference requested the ICRC 
to take specific action, including the drafting of proposals to supple- 
ment the humanitarian iaa and the holding of consultations with 
government experts on any proposed supplementary rules. Mean- 
ahile.  the International Conference on Human Rights which met in  
Tehran in 1968 adopted a resdutmn entitled "Human Rights in  
Armed Conflict"ivhich asked the United NatiansGenerai Assembly 
to invite the Secretary-General to undertakeastudyof measures that 
could be taken to secure berter application ofthe existing humanitar- 
ian h w  The General Assembiy responded by adopting resolutmns 
in 1968 and 1969 which asked the Secretary-General in consultation 
with the ICRC. to study Steps that might be taken for improved 
application of and compliance u i th  the existing humanitarian law 
and to examine the need for additional international agreements to 
better protect victims of armed conflicts and to prohibit or  restrict 

'*See generally Mallison & Mallison T h e J / n d z i o l S l o h s o , f P ~ ~  l rgd  Cornbatants 
L'ndri the Gmma Protocol o/ 1977 C o r ~ c m z m ~  Inbmai~onol Conll-its. 12 Law & 
Contemp Prabs. 4, 6-9 I19781 

"Reialution XXYIlI Protection af Civilian Papvlntims against the Danger of 
Indiscriminate Warfare Twentieth Internatland Conference a1 the Red Cross 
Vienna. O c t  1965 Resalufiani 21. 22 119651, R e ~ d ~ t i o n  XIII. Reaffwmai~an and 
Develapment a i  the Laws and Cuiiams Anplleable ~n Armed Conflleti. Twentb-Flrat 
International Conference af the Red Croar i.+nnbul. Sept. 1969. Resolvtxonr lo(1969) 

b'Resolutmn XXIII.  lnternatiunal Conference "11 Human Rights (Tehran 1968) 
irprintrd m 90 Ini I R e i .  of t h e  Red Crow 173-74 (1968). 
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the use of certain methods and means of warfare.gS The Secretary- 
General subsequently issued three reports in 1967, 1970, and 1971 
which in part identified particular inadequacies in the existing 
humanitarian law of armed conflict.'6 

Continuing in the role it had played for over a century as the 
principal proponent and administrator of international conventions 
for the protection of t-ictims of warfare. the ICRC convened two 
conferences of Red Cross Experts in 1971 and 1972 todevelappropos- 
als for supplementation of the humanitarian Also in  1971 and 
1972, the ICRC sponsored tuo  Conferences of Government Experts 
on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitar- 
ian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts. Representatives of thirty- 
nine nations attended the first conference and experts representing 
seventy-seven governments participated in the second conference. 
The latter conference considered two draft additional protocols to 
the Geneva Conventions of 1949, one concerning international 
conflicts and the other concerning internal conflicts, which had been 
prepared by the ICRC."b The results of these conferences were util- 
ized by the ICRC to prepare two revised draft protocols89 and a 
commentary on each of them90 for consideration by a Diplomatic 
Conference which wa$ to con~ene  in 1974. 

The Swiss Federal Council convened the Diplomatic Conference 
on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitar- 
ian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts in February of 1974 to 
consider the two revised draft protocols. The Diplomatic Conference 
met in Geneva for several months at  four sessions held once a year 
from 1974 through 1 9 i i .  Betiyeen one hundred-nine and one 
hundred-twenty States participated in each session and. by consen- 
SUB of the Conference. ten national liberation movements that were 
recognized by their respective regional international organizations 
participated without vote in the work of the Diplomatic Confer- 

'1G A. Res. 2444 (XXIII)  Dee 16 1963.23 U.N. GAOR Supp (No 18)50 0 N Doc. 
AI7213 (1969): G A. Rei. 2591 24 U .V GAOR, Supp. IN0 301 62 U N. Doc Ai7630 

RC Draft Additional Protacola ty the Geneva Canvention8 of August 12, 1949 
I, at 3-32 
RC Draft Additional Protaeols tc the Geneva Conventionid August 12 1 9 4 9  

Commentary 11973) 
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e n ~ e . ~ '  The two revised draft  protocols and their commentaries 
as submitted by the ICRC constituted the basic working docu- 
ments for  the Diplomatic Conference. The primaryiaiuesconsidered 
h: the Conference. as reflected in the draft  prou1coIs. were methods 
and means of warfare. n e s  forms of u arfare. such as guerilla war- 
fare. enhanced protection of Civilian populationsagainst the dangers 
of hostilities. increased protection for the nounded and sick and for 
medical personnel. uni ts ,  and transports, detailed protection of t h e  
victims af "on-international armed conflicts. and better means of 
attaining actual oheenance of the humanitarian lax of armed 
confllcr. 

On June 8, 197 i  the final versions of the two Protocols xere 
adopted bg consensus of the state participants of the Diplomatic 

Bath Protocol Ig3concerning international armed con- 
flicts and Protocol IIg1 concerning "on-international armed conflicts 
entered into force a n  December 7. 1978?j  

This study concerns the last of the issues stated ahme that was 
considered by the Diplomatic Conference. Geneva Protocol I supple- 
ments the preexisting conventional humanitarian lax provisions 
regarding their Implementatmn and enforcement by extendingpro- 
tection of the humanitarian lawtomare persons hpenunciatlngneo 
substantive norm3 in defining additional categories of grave 
breaches and in clarifying standards of responsibility. and hy enu- 
merating additional or supplemental enforcement and implementa- 
tmn measures. These proinions of Protocol I supplement the Geneva 
Conventions of 1949 Consequently, they must he considered in  con- 
Junction with the sanctions and the enforcement provisions which 
were preiiausly analyzed. The supplementary conventional p r o w  
smne which create additional Sanctions in  the humanitarian law of 
international armed conflicts and which promote both meaningful 
implementation of that law general11 and effectlye enforcement of 
Its substantive principles specifically are set forth in the following 

of G~~~~~ Protocol 1 . 3 a  

slMallison B Mall ison sup?" nore 8 2  81 8 & n 20 
**Fmal Aetof  the DiplomarieCanierenee o n r h e  Reaffirmation and Developmentof 

International Humanitarian Lsu Applicable ~n Aimed Conflicrr. signedaf Geneva 10 
June 1977 U F. Doe. G.A .4'32;144 (19771 reprinted n Schindler & Tornan, m p r a  
note 6, at 5S5-49 

e~Prolaeol I 
#'Protoea1 I1 
~ ~ l n t l  Rev of the Red. Cross mpro note 9. 
%A u~efvleammenraryoneacharticleofrheGen~~~sPiorocolsof1977 ~ h i ~ h  reflects 

fhelr draffmg history i s  Bathe. "pro note 87 This 18 a primary reference far the 
diseumon of Protocol I herein 
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B. SCOPE OF APPLICATION 
As in  the preceding analysis of the Geneva Conventions. two 

aspects of the field of application of Protocol I should be considered: 
the conditions in which it applies and the categories af persons who 
are to be recipients of its protectionS. Protocol I appears to expand 
the application of the humanitarian law in bath respects. 

1. Conditions ofApp1icabii;tU 

Since Protocol I supplements the four Geneva Conventionsof 1949, 
it was open for signature and has subsequently been open for ratifi- 
cation or accession only to states that are parties to those Conven- 
tions gi To determine the conditions in which Protocol Iisapplicable. 
three articles must be considered. Its basic scope of application i s  
defined in the third and fourth clauses of Article 1, the legal conse- 
quences af Protocol 1's applicability in relations between states and 
other specified authorities i s  described in Article 96: and finally. the 
period of its applicability. excepting those provisions that are appli- 
cable at all times, is set forth in Article 3. The general scope of 
protocol 1's application is stated in Article 1 as follows: 

3. This Protocol. which supplements the Geneva Conven- 
tions of 12 August 1949 far the protection of war victims, 
shall apply in the situations referred to in Article 2 com- 
mon to those Conventions. 

4. The situations referred to in the preceding paragraph 
include armed conflicts in which peoples are fighting 
against coionial domination and alien occupation and 
against ramst regimes ~n the exercise of their right of 
self-determination. as enshrined in the Charter of the Uni- 
ted Nations and the Declaration an Principles of Interna- 
t ional Law concerning Friendly Relations and 
Co-operation among States in  accordance with the Char- 
ter of the United Nations. 

The meaningof Article 1(3)isclear:ProtocalI IS taapplyincasesof 
declared war or of other international armed conflicts between con- 
tracting states and ~n cases of total or partial accuuation of a signa- 
tory state's territory. whether or not that occupation was effected by 
armed farce or met with armed resistance m accordance with the 
criteria established ~n common Article 2 of the Geneva Conventions. 
The ramifications of Article U4). however, are less certain. That 

'~Prafoeol I arts. 92. 9 3 , 9 4  
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clause purports to extend the applicability not only  of Protocol I. but 
of the four Geneva Conventions as w i l ,  to conflict situations which 
involve struggles against colonial domination, alien occupatmn. and 
racist regimes. Such Situations have Come to be called "CAR 
canflicts." 

The inclusion of CAR conflicts within the scope of appllcatmn of 
the Conventions and Protocol I appears to modify the traditional 
distinction made between international and internal or  national 
armed conflicts. Traditionally, conflicts taking place in the terri- 
tories of different states, or in the territory of one state but involving 
the armed forces of different states, were considered to be ~nierna-  
tianal conflicts. On the other hand conflicts taking place within the 
territory of B Single state and not involving the armed forcesaf other 
States were deemed to be non-international conflicts. The determina- 
tion of the character of such conflicts v a s  made on an obiective and 
factual basis. I n  the humanitarian Conventions. internal or nan- 
international conflicts fell within the scape of Article 3 of the Genera 
Conventions and, more recently. they came ivlthln the purrlea of 
Geneva Protocol I1 which greatly enhanced the humanitarian I a n  
applicable to such national conflicts The formulation adapted in 
Article 114) IS based on  the fundamentally different concept. hoa- 
ever. that armed struggles in which peoples are attempting to exer- 
else their right to self-determination or  in which they are fighting 
against racist regimes constitute conflicts of an International char- 
acter under modern day positive international l a w  as reflected in 
part  in the two international Instruments cited m Art& l(4). 

The legitimacy of this juridical c h a r a c t e r m t m  of CAR conflicts 
as constituting international armed conflicts under the current 
norms of international customary and Conventional law and the legal 
and practical effect of Article 111) on the field of application of the 

t i t  should benoted thatbothlegalandpractlcaidifficul- 

that such CAR conflicts ha\e been gnen  a narrow meaning. T h e m  
fore. Article U4)'s apparent expansion of the field of application of 
the Conventions and Protocol I to include armed conflicts in which 
peoples are fighting against colonial domination. alien occupation. or  
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racist regimes in the exercise of their right of self-determination 
map not constitute a very substantial expansion ~n the scope of the 
humanitarian laws of armed conflict. 

Article 96 of Protocol I establishes rulesto govern threesituatians: 
treaty relations between states that  are parties to the Conventions 
and Protocol I. treaty relations between states involved in a conflict 
when one such State is not a party to Protocol I but one or more other 
states involved therein are parties to it, and the relationship between 
states that  are parties to Protocol I and the authority that represents 
a people engaged in an armed conflict referred to in Article 114). In  
the last case, the relations between states and the authority repres- 
enting B national liberation movement are not ture treaty relations 
under international law. Article 96specifiesthesegaverningrules in 
the following manner. 

1. When the Parties to the Conventions are also Parties to 
this Protocol, the Conventions shall apply as supple- 
mented by this Protocol. 

2. When one of the Parties to the conflict is not bound by 
this Protocol, the Parties to the Protocol shall remain 
bound by it in their mutual relations. They shall further- 
more be bound by this Protocol in relation to each of the 
Parties which are not bound by it, if the latter accepts and 
applies the provisions thereof. 

3. The authority representing a people engaged against a 
High Contracting Party in an armed conflict of the type 
referred to in Article 1. paragraph 4, may undertake to 
apply the Conventions and this Protocol in relation to that 
conflict by means of a unilateral declaration addressed to 
the depositary. Such declaration shall. upon its receipt by 
the depositary, have in relation to that conflict the follow- 
ing effects: 

(a) the Conventions and this Protocol are brought into 
force for the said authority as a Party to the conflict 
with immediate effect: 

(b) the said authority assumes the Same rights and 
obligations as those which have been assumed by a 
High Contracting Party to the Conventions and this 
Protocol: and 
(e) the Conventions and this Protocol areequallybind- 
ing upon all Parties to the conflict. 
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I t  mill he recalled that common Article 3 of the Conventions estab- 
lished the relationship amongst their signatary States and hetween 
them and a "on-party state that 1s Involved in an armed conflict. 
Those rules continue to govern relations between states none of 
which are parties t o  Protocol I The first two paragraphs of Article 
96 adopt those same rules to apply between States in regard to their 
relationships under Protocol 1. Consequently, Protocol I is applica. 
hle in relations between states in any case af armed conflict or  of 
declared war between parties to it. in any case of partial or total 
occupation of territory of a party to Protocol I. and in any armed 
conflict or  declared war between a party to Protocol I and a state 
which is not a party to it i f  the latter accepts and applies the provi. 
sims of Protocol I in regard to its involvement in that conflict. As 
under Article 2 of the Conventions, under Article 96i2) of Protocol I a 
state's acceptance of Protocol I may be explicit or it may be implicit 
m its d e f a e t o  application of Protocol I. 

The relationship hetween States and authorities representing a 
national liberation movement under Protocol I IS more complex. 
Article 2. paragraph 3, of the Geneva Conventions refer to"poners" 
in a conflict that are not parties to the Conventions. There can he no  
doubt that that designation concerns sovereign states and does not. 
therefore. encompass any authorities which represent a liberation 
movement. Article 96i2) of Protocol 1. on theather hand, refers t a m e  
of the "Parties" to the conflict which i s  not hound by Protocol I, an 
obvious reference to Signatory states of the Geneva Conventions of 
1949. Conaequentlp. a nonsovereign "authority", such as one repres- 
enting a national liberation movement In a CAR conflict, has no 
standing to effect application of Protocol I under Article 96(2) by 
accepting and applying its provisions since that authority could not 
he a signatory state to the Geneva Conventions. Article 96(3). there- 
fore. establishes the rule by which the representative of a "peoples" 
specified in  Article l (4)  ma) undertake 10 apply the Conventions and 
Protocol I in relation to their struggle. Such an authority does so by 
making a unilateral declaration. presumably of that authority's 
intention ta apply the Conventions and Protocol I, addressed to the 
depositaryof Protocol I. Theeffectofsuehadeclaration inrelation to 
that conflict upon its receipt by the depository i s  defined in the 
second sentence of Article 96(3). That sentenceestablished that those 
effects, the bringing into force ofthese humanitarianeovenantn, the 
assumption of rights and ahligations by the nonsovereign "author- 
ity", and the universal bindingeffectofthecovenantsonall parties to 
the conflict, only ensue when such a declaration IS made Conse- 
quently, it most be concluded that a national ],beration movement 
authority's declaration of the applicahilitp of the Conventions and 
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Protocol I must be expimit. Such an authority's declaration may not, 
unlike the case of a sovereign state that is not a party to the Conven- 
tions or to Protocol I but which accepts and applies their terms. be 
implied from any d e  facto application of thore covenants. As aresult, 
the extension of the humanitarian law to Situations of armed conflict 
defined in Article 1[4) of Protocol I may well be greatly limited by 
practical factors which arise both ~n theestablishment af and in the 
identification of "[tlhe authority representing a people" within the 
meaning of Article 9N3) which has the ability and willingness to 
explicitiy declare the applicability of these humanitarian covenants 
in relation to the armed conflict in which it is involved. 

Article 3afPratocoi Iestablishes thebeginningandend ofapplica- 
tion bothof Protocol Iandof thefour GeneraCanventians. Itprovides 
that those covenants are applicable from the beginning of any situa- 
tion referred to in Article I of Protocol I and that Its application 
ceases in the territory of parties to a conflict on the general close of 
miltary operations and, i n  occupied territories, upon termination of 
the occupation, except that persons whose release or repatriation 
takes place after the occurrence of such events remain protected by 
the Conventions and Protocol 1 until the time of their final release, 
repatriation or re-establishment Thus, this article annuls. between 
states that  are parties to Protocol I, those provisions of the Conven- 
tions which concerned the beginning and end of their application ~n 
order to provide uniform applicability of this combined body of 
humanitarian law. 

This articlek reference to Article 1 of Protocol I ,  rather than 
Article 2 of the Geneva Conventions. extends the rule regarding the 
beginning af application af these covenants to situations of declared 
war and of other armed conflicts as specified in Article 2 of the 
Conventions and to conflicts for national liberation as defined in 
Article l(4) of Protocol I. However, the covenants would be applica- 
ble in the last case, to wars of national liberation, only from the time 
that the authority representing the concerned liberation movement 
made the unilateral declaration of their applicability that is 
required by Article 96(3). The specific rule of Article 96(3) clearly 
constitutes a prerequisite to application of the general rule enun- 
ciated i n  Article 3 .  

The rule8 established in Article 3 regarding termination of the 
app l i ea tm af the Conventions and Protocol I present three difficui- 
ties. First ,  application of these covenants in  the territoryof partiesis 
to cease "on the general close of military operations". A factual 
determination as to when military operations have generally ended 
may be difficult to make and subject to much controversy, especially 
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when an armed conflict involves Several or a multitude of States and 
when military operations close a t  different times within different 
regions involved in the conflict. Second, applicationoftheabove rule 
to armed conflicts for national liberation may be complex in prac. 
tice. If a war of national liberation which a t  one point In time consti. 
tutes an armed conflict within the meaning of Article l(4)of Protocol 
I subsequently fluctuates greatly in its intensity, with periods of 
armed hostilities interspersed with perhaps lengthy periods in 
which no hostilities occur and during which possibly one or both 
sides to the conflict claim victory and a final end of hostilities, the 
"general dose of military operations" may be quite difficulttoaseer- 
tain. Similarly, ii a national liberation movement is partiaiiy suc- 
cessful but remains unrecognized by other states and forcefully 
opposed by neighboring states, the time a t  which militaryoperations 
close may be uncertain. Other cases may also arise in which the 
formula calling for an end of application of the Conventions and 
Protocol I on the "general close of military operations'' may be trou. 
blesome to apply. Third, these rules cail for termination of theappli- 
cation of the covenants in occupied territory ''on the termination of 
the occupation". At what point in time an occupation af territory 
actually terminates may also be a difficult question to answer in 
particular circumstances. 

Each of these dilemmas concerning the period of time during 
which the Conventions and Protocol I areapplicable require resol". 
tmn in light of specified factual situations. Obviously. Protocol I 
could not provide detailed rules of application for every potential set 
of circumstances. It is to be hoped. therefore, that the spirit af these 
humanitarian covenants will guide the application of their terms by 
states so that they will be invoked or kept in force in any armed 
conflict situation i n  which their application would be advantageous 
to persons affected by the conflict. 

2. Persons Protecfed 

The humanitarian protections of Protocol I are to be extended 
essentially to the same categoriesof persons that are protected by the 
Geneva Conventions Of 1919 Houerer, Protocol I does provide clari- 
fication of the scape of the categories of protected p e r ~ o n ~  and it 
expands those categories to some extent. 

Article 8 gives detailed definition to the terms "wounded 
and "shipwrecked" persons. "medical personnel". "religious person- 
nel". and other terms used m the covenantsto refer to protected units 
establishments. and means o i  transportation used for medical pur- 
poses These detailed definitions in part guarantee that equal protec- 
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tion is extended to civilian and military persons or objects, a matter 
which was unclear under the terms of the Conventions. These defini- 
tions aim specify the prerequisites for protection of such persons by 
specifying that certain persons who are wounded, sick, and ship- 
wreckedare protected onlyifeach isapersan"whorefrainsfromany 
act of hostility", and by providing that medical personnel. religious 
personnel, medical transports and premanent medical personnel, 
units, and transports are protected only if they are "exclusively" 
assigned or engaged in the activity for which protection IS afforded. 
Although Article 8 indicates that these definitions apply "for the 
purpose of this Protocol", they would appear to beequally applicable 
to matters within the scope of the Geneva Conventions since these 
definitions represent the apparent consensus of states an the mean- 
Ing of those terms within the humanitarian law generally.ee 

Article 9 does not alter the categories of protected persons but i t  
does establish a notable nondiscrimination standard according to 
which the protections of Protocol I are to be applied. It provides that 
the provisions of Protocol I which are intended to ameliorate the 
conditions of protected persons shall apply to all such persons 
affected by armed conflicts to which Protocol I applies"without any 
adverse distinction founded on race, colour, sex, language, religion 
or belief, political or other opinion, national or social origin, wealth, 
birth or other status. or on any other similarcriteria". This provision 
constitutes a general prohibition af adverse distinction based on 
reprehensibly discriminatory criteria in  the implementation of Pro. 
tocal I's protective provisions.'M 

Finally, thecombinedeffectofArticles44,45,and85(2)istaadd 
two classes to the categories of persons who are protected by these 
humanitarian covanants, refugees and stateless persons. Addition. 
ally, those articles expand the scape of the existing categories of 
protected personswhoare combatants. other persanswho havetaken 
part  in hostilities, wounded. sick or shipwrecked persons, and medi- 
cal or religious personnel. 

SsBothe, 8upra note 81 81 96-96. 
lmId at 105 
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C. GENERAL OBLIGATION: RESPECT 
FOR PROTOCOL Z 

I n  addition to the provisions concerning the scope of applicationof 
Protocol I nhieh were preriousl! discussed. Article 1 ai50 enunciates 
the general obligation of signatory states and it announces the 
applicability of principles of international Ian to the protection of 
cornbatants and civilians in situations which are not governed by 
Protocol I or by other international agreements. The firsttwo para- 
graphs of Article 1 provide: 

1. The High ContractingPartiesundertake torespect and 
to ensure respect for this Protocol in all circumstances. 

2. In  cases not covered by this Protocol or by other Inter- 
national agreements. civilians and combatants remain 
under the protection and authority of the principles of 
international law derived from established custom, from 
the principles of humanity and from the dictates of public 
C0"SCiWlW 

The first  paragraph repeats the general obligation set forth ~n 
common Article 1 of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949. Parties to 
Protocol I. therefore. undertake the same dual obligation to respect 
and to i n ~ u r e  respect for Protocol I as they undertook upon becoming 
parties to the Conventions. This provision establishes the mandatory 
character of Protocol I and emphasizes that astate's obligation under 
Protocol I is unilateral and thus not conditioned upon reciprocity. 
The obligation created for parties to insure respect for Protocol I is 
not limited to the parties or territories involved ~n ~n armed conflict. 
Consequently. such an obligation extends also to parties to Protocol I 
that are not Involved in a particular conflict. Just as they are abli- 
gated under the Conventions, such "on-belligerent parties must use 
any available h a  ful means ~n their international relations to insure 
that ather Signatory states involved ~n an armed conflict respect 
Protocol I. Furthermore, since this dual obligation to respeci and to 
insure respect for Protocol I is applicable "in ail circumstances" the 
special conditions of applicability established by Articles l (4)  and 
96(3) give rise to this obligation for the authority representing B 
national liberation movement ~n a CAR conflict. Article 96(3)(b) 
requires such an authority to hare the ability to assume and to fulfill 
this dual general obligation upon making its declaration of the 
applicability of the Conventions and Protocol I to Its Struggle for 
self.determination.:O- 

,.Id at  43 44 
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The second paragraph of Article 1 sets forth B revised form of the 
"Martens ciause'' which had originally been incorporated into the 
preambles of the Hague Conventions on land warfare of 1899 and 
1901Lo~ and which was set forth in the common article of the Geneva 
Conventions of 1949 regarding denunciatian.?D3 The function of this 
provision is toidentify thatbodyoflau~which~sapplicabletoprovide 
for the protection of civilians and combatants in factual situations to 
which Protocol I and other treaties donot appls. That badyaflaw is 
comprised of the principles of international law derived from estab- 
lished custom, from the principles of humanity, and from the d m  
tates of public conscience. These principles constitute general 
principies of law recognized as a source of the customary law af 
nations.'@'inclusion of the revised"Martense1ause"in Protocol I does 
not create any obligations for states in the pasitire law Since by its 
own terms the principles referred to in that provision apply in situs- 
tions to which Protocol I and other treaties are not applicable. Haw- 
ever. Lt does constitute an affirmative declaration by the signatory 
states that they recognizethe applicabilityof suchgeneral principles 
of internationai law in circumstances not governed by specific provi- 
sions of the conventional lau.'o: Although Article l(2) af Protocol 1 
establishes no duty for states under conventional law, the principles 
of international law referenced therein are fully binding upon them 
for the customary law of nations in its own right has universal and 
mandatory effect for all states. 

D. REPRESSION OF BREACHES 
The enforcement scheme of the Geneva Conventions i s  primarily 

supplemented in Protocol I at Part X', Section 11. The articles enun. 
elated in that Section substantially expand baththe substantive rules 
and the procedural mechanisms of the Conventions that are applica- 
ble to the repression of breaches set forth in thew humanitarian 
covenants. 

1. Article 85-Repression o j  Breaches of Pvotoeol I 
The first paragraph of Article 86 refers to the provisions of the 

Canwntions which relate toenforcement and makes them appiicable 
to the repression of breaches and of grave breaches of Protocoi 1, as 
supplemented by this Section 11. Paragraphs 2 through 4 of Article 
S5 primarily concern the identification of additional categories of 

"zHague Regu la t i~n l  of 1899. Preamble, pala 9 Hague Replatian% a i  1907, 

'OPGeneva Canvenflona of 1949. DOmmOn arts 63 62 142 168 
'W c d stature. B l t  38 
l''Bothe. mpra note 87 at  14 & n 11 

Preamble para 8. See also Bathe. ~ a p r o  nme 87, et 37. 38 14 
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protected persons and of grave breaches that are established in 
Protocol I. Paragraph 5 declares the relationship between grave 
breaches and war crimes. This article of Protocol I enhances the 
application of the Geneva Conventions' provisions concerning grave 
breaches by expanding the categories of persons who are protected 
against thecornmission of such actsandbyenumeratingneneatega- 
ries of grave breaches. 

The second paragraph of Article 85 increases the number af per- 
S O ~ S  who are protected by providing that the acts described asgrave 
breaches in the Conventions are also grave breaches of Protocol I i f  
committed against certain c las se~  of persons protected by Protocol I .  
Those categories I f  individuals are: 

(a) combatants and other persons who have taken part  in  
hostilities, who are entrtled to prisoner of war status under 
Protocol I, and who are in the power of an adverse party: 
(b) refugees ~n the power of an adverse party; 

(c) stateless persons In the power of an adverse party: 

(d) wounded, sick and shipwrecked of an adverse party: 
and 

(e) medical or religious personnel and medical units or 
medical transports under the control of the adverse party 

This paragraph identifies these categories of persons who are to be 
the recipients of the protections afforded by the Conventions and 
Protocol I regarding the commission of grave breaches so that such 
protections may be provided to such persans whohad either not been 
protected or had not been fully protected by the Conventions. 

The third paragraph of Article 85 enumerates new categories of 
grave breaches which may be classified as combat offenses. These 
acts are grave breaches i f  they are committed willfully, in violation 
of Protocol I, and causing death or s e ~ i o u  injury to body or health. 
These prerequisites are consistent with traditional standards of 
criminal responsibility which require proof of a culpable State of 
mind or mens reo. a common law or statutory violation, here a 
humanitarian treaty vioiation, and, for these offenses, causation of 
such death or injury.106The follai~ingactseonstitutegrave breaches 
i f  those three elements are Diesent: 

1)'S"lf I Cummlngr m p r a  note 13 at224-21 
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(a)  making the civilian population or individual civilians 
the object of attack: 

(b) launching an indiscriminative attack affecting the 
civilian papulation or civilian objects in the knowledge 
that such attack wiil cause excessive loss of life, injury to 
civilians or damage to civilian objects: 

( e )  launching an attack against works or installations con- 
taining dangerous farces in the knowledge that such 
attack will cause excessive iossofiife. injwytociviiiansor 
damage to civilian objects; 

(d) making non-defended localities and demilitarized 
zones the object of a t t ack  

(e) making a person the object of attack in the knowledge 
that he IS hors de combat: and 

(f) the perfidious use of the distinctive emblem of the red 
cross, red crescent or red lion and sun or of other pratec- 
tive signs recognized by the Conventions or Protocol I. 

This paragraph also refers to the acts defined as grave breaches in 
Article 11 of Protocol I .  That article states that any willful act or 
omission which seriously endangers the physical or mental healthor 
integrity of any person who is in the power of a party other than the 
one on which he depends shall be a grave breach, if such act or 
omission: 

(a) subjects persons who are interned. detained or other- 
wise deprived of liberty toany medical procedure which i s  
not indicated by the state of health of that person and 
which is not consistent with generally accepted medical 
standards which would be applied under similar medical 
circumstances to the detaining parties' awn nationals: 

(b) carries aut on such persons, even with their consent: 
physical mutilations. medical or scientific experiments, or 
removal of tissue or organs for transplantation, except 
where these acts are justified and a re  in conformity with 
the medical standards referred to above: or 

(c) causes an involuntary, coerced or induced donation of 
blood far transfusionor of skin forgrafting,oreffectseven 
a voluntary donation of blood or of skin far other than 
therapeutic purposes or under conditions not consistent 
with the prescribed medical standards. 
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The fourth paragraph of Article 86 sets forth an additional list of 
acts which constitute grave breaches. The preambular provision 
establishes two prerequesites to penal liability far these acts: they 
must be committed willfully and in violation either of the Conven- 
tions or of Protocol I .  These additional prohibited acts are: 

(a) the transfer by the occupying Poner of partsaf its own 
civilian population into the territory it occupies, or the 
deportation or transfer of all or parts of the population of 
the occupied territory within or  outside this territory. in 
violation o i  Article 49 of the Fourth Convention: 
(b) unjustifiable delay in  the repatriation of prisoners of 
war or civilians: 

(c) practicesaf apartheid and other inhumananddegrad- 
ing practices involving outrages upon personal dignity. 
based on racial discrimination; 

(d) making the clearlyrecognized historic monuments, 
works of a r t  or places of warship which constitute the 
cultural or spiritual heritage of peoples and to which spe- 
cial protection has been given by special arrangement, for 
example, within the framework of a competent interna- 
tional organization, theobjectofattack.causingasaresult 
extensive destruction thereof. where there is no evidence 
that the adverse party has used such objects in support of 
its military effort. and when such historic monuments. 
works of a r t  and places of worship are not located I" the 
immediate proximity of military objectives; 

(e) depriving a person protected by the Canventions or  
those referred to in Article 85, paragraph 2. above of the 
rights of fair and regular trial. 

Theacts heredefinedasgravebreaches,exceptforthorelistedunder 
subparagraph (d),  do not directly concern the conducting of hostili. 
ties but are practice or acts of States aneiiiiary to their involvement 
in  armed conflict or occupation of territory. Thus. they are not truly 
combat offenses. They may be better characterized as State or 
governmental offenses since they concern matters which are gener. 
ally within the personal scope of respansibiity of high level go\ern- 
ment officials, rather than of field militarr commanders charged 
with conducting the hostilities or occupation.l@T 

I d  at  232 
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The fifth paragraph of Article 85 clarifies that the substantive 
norms enunciated in the Conventions and Protocol I regarding the 
repression of grave breaches w e  in the nature of a penal code, even 
through their enforcement depends upon the actions taken by states 
under their municipal law. Article 85(5)  provides that, withoutprej- 
udice to the application of the Conventions and Protocol I, grave 
breaches as defined in those instruments shall be regarded as war 
crimes. This declaration that grave breaches are war crimes was 
modified by the introductory phrase"Withoutprejudice to the appli- 
cation of the Conventions and of the Protocol" to clarify that the 
declaration does not mean that all war crimes under the customary 
law are grave breaches of these covenants. and to insure that persons 
convicted of having committed grave breachesdo not lose the protec- 
tions of the humanitarian Isw that are otherwise applicable to them. 
In this manner, the strict definition of certain acts as constituting 
grave breaches was maintained.'ah This provision also has theimme. 
diate effect of making it passibie for some states to avoid enacting 
new penal legislation regarding grave breaches because such 
nations' treaty obiigations, including those relating to penaiconduct 
and punishment. are binding in municipal law without the need of 
further enabling  legislation.'^^ 

2. Provisiom Relating to Repression of Breaches 
The provisions of the Geneva Conventions regarding the repres- 

sion of grave breaches,"O as supplemented by Protocol I in the 
manner stated above. are further supplemented by four additional 
articles of Protocol I .  Article 86 states: 

1. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the 
conflict shall repress grave breaches, and take measures 
necessary to suppress all other breaches, of the Conven. 
tions or of this Protocol which result from a faiiure to act 
when under a duty to do so. 
2. The fact that a breach of the Conventions or of thls 
Protocol was committed by a subordinate does notabsoive 
his superiors from penal or disciplinary responsibility. as 
the esse may be, if they k n e w  or had mformatton which 
should have enabled them to conclude in the circumstan- 
ces a t  the time, that he was committing or was going to 
commit such a breach and if they did not take all feasible 
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measures within their power to prevent or repress the 
breach. 

This provision does not establish new law, but clarifies the cutamary 
law rule thatbreachesmayresultframafailure toacrwhenundera 
duty to doso. Paragraph 1 reaffirms that the partiesareobligatedto 
repress grave breaches and to suppress other breaches which result 
from this cause. The second paragraph definesthe responsibilitiesof 
a superior in relation to acts of a subordinate: the superiors are 
obligated to interiene by taking all feasible measures within their 
power to prevent or t o  repress a breach i f  the, k n w  or have 
are obligated to intervene by taking ail feasible measures within 
their power to prevent or to repress a breach if they know or have 
information which shauldenablethemtoknawthatabreachlsbeing 
committed or IS going to be committed. This article specificaliy 
provides that a superior is not absolved from penal or disciplinary 
responsibdity for the acts of a subordinate if the superior fails to act 
in such circumstances. Such respansibilitr for failing to act to 
repressgrave breaches and tosuppress allother breachesisimplicit 
in the obligation of states and of persons acting i n  their behaif to 
comply with and to enforce the provisions of the Conventions and 
Protocol I. This article affirms that obligation by codification of it in  
specific terms. 

Article 87 of Protocol I provides the following standard regarding 
the duty of military commanders: 

1. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the 
conflict shall require military commanders. with respect 
to  members of the armed forces under their command and 
ather persons under their control. to prevent and. where 
necessary, to suppress and reporttocompetent authorities 
breaches of the Conventions and of this Protocol. 

2. I n  order to prevent and suppress breaches. High Con- 
tracting Partres and Parties to the conflict shall require 
that,  commensurate with their level of responsibility. 
commanders ensure that members of the armed forces 
under their command are aware of their obligations under 
the Conventions and this Protocol. 
3. The High Contracting Parties and Parties t o  the con- 
flict shall require any commander who i s  aware that sub- 
ordinates or other persons under his control are going tu 
commit or have committed a breach of the Conventions or 
of this Protaeal, to initiate such steps as are necessary to 
prevent such violations of the Conventions or this Protocol, 
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and. where appropriate, to initiate disciplinary or penal 
action against violators thereof. 

This provision i s  complementary to Article 86 of failure M act. The 
first  paragraph imposes a duty on the parties to require their mil. 
itary commanders to  prevent and, where necessary, t o  S U D P I B ~ ~  
breaches and to report them to compenent authorities. The second 
paragraph lists onespecific duty, armed atpreventingand suppress- 
ing breaches, which the parties shall impose upon their commanders 
commensurate with their level of responsibility: to insure that those 
under their command are aware of their responsibilities under the 
Conventions and Protocol I .  The third paragraph requires that any 
commander who is aware that subordinates or  other persons under 
his or her control a r e  going to commit or have committed a breach 
must intervene to prevent such violations and, when appropriate. 
initiate disciplinary or penal action against such violators. Thus, 
Article 87 places an obligation on parties to insure that those individ- 
uals who can most effectively implement the Conventions and Pro- 
tocol I ,  military commanders. properly execute their terms. 

Article 88 is entitled "Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters". It 
provides that the parties shall afford one another the greatest mea- 
sure of asistance in connection with criminal proceedings regard- 
ing grave breaches, that the parties will cooperate in matters of 
extradition, and that the municipal law of the parties from whom 
extradition is requested shall apply in all cases. These provisions are 
specified by Article 88 in the following terms: 

1. High Contracting Parties shall afford one another the 
greatest measure of assistance in connexion with criminal 
proceedings brought in respect of grave breaches of the 
Conventions or of this Protocol. 

2. Subject to the rights and obligatlons established in the 
Conventions and in Article 86, paragraph 1, of this Pro- 
tocol, and when circumstances permit, the High Contract. 
ing Parties shall ca-operate in the matter of extradition. 
They shall give due consideration to the request of the 
State in whose territory the alleged offence has occurred. 
3. The l a w  of the High Contracting Party requested shall 
apply in all cased. The provisions of the preceding para- 
graphs shall not, however, affect the obligations arising 
from the provisions of any other treaty of a bilateral or 
multilateral nature which governs or will govern the 
whole or part af the subject of mutual assistance in crimi- 
nal matters. 
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Since the extradition provisions ofthe Geneva Conventions are incor. 
porated into Protocol I by its Article 85(13. this article does not add 
significantly to the duties of states but merely accentuates their 
agreement to cooperate in matters of enforcement of violations of the 
proscriptimi contained in these instruments. 

Article 89 of Protocol I reflects that the United Nations potentially 
has a role to play in the repression of breaches of the Conventions 
That article specifies "In situations of ~ e r m u ~  violations of the Con. 
Tentions or of this Protocol. the High Contracting Parties undertake 
to act. jointly or individually. in  co-operation with the United 
Nations and in  conformity with the United Nations Charter." This 
provision imposes an additional obligation on the parties u, Protocol 
I .  Unfortunately, the scope of application of this provision i s  unclear 
since the phrase "situations of serious \,iolations" is undefined and 
may be interpreted differently by states. Severtheless, this provision 
recognizes the complimentaryroles of partiestaProtocol Iandol the  
United Nations in the enforcement of the humanitarian laws af 
armed conflict. 

The final article of this section of Protocol I concerningthe repres- 
~ m n  a i  breaches provides simply that parties are responsibie for ali 
acts committed by persons forming part of Its armed forces which 
violate thepiovisionsoftheCanventionsarafPratocoiIand thateuch 
parties shall. if the case demands, be liable to pay compensation for 
such violations. This provision was not previously embodied in  the 
Genexa Conventions but is adopted from the Hague law regarding 
the laws and customs af war.:"These provisiansare stated in Article 
91: "A Party to the conflict which violates the provisions of the 
Conventions or afthis Protocol shall, if the casedemands, beliableto 
pay compensation. I t  shall be responsible for all mtS committed by 
persons forming part of its armed forces."The meansaf determining 
such liability and of assessing compensation are not specified in 
Protocol I Presumably, the parties must rely for the adjudication a i  
such matters an procedural methods and judicial forumsestablished 
by their bilateral and multilateral treaties and upon competent 
international bodies, such as the International Cour t  of Justice. The 
obligation of parties to act in cooperation with the United Sations 
and in conformity with Its Charter. as specified at  Article 89. may 
promote effective application of this provision. 

I Hague Regulation; of 1907 art 3 
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E. AIDS TO ENFORCEMENT 
I t  wiil he recalled that the Geneva Conventions provided two pri- 

mary means by which states can acquII'e external assistance intheir 
efforts to implement the terms of the Conventions. They are the 
enquiry procedure and the Protecting Power system. Protocol I was 
designed in part  to enhance the usefulness of those measures in 
future applications of these humanitarian covenants in situations of 
internationai armed conflict. The enquiry procedure of the Conven- 
tions is supplemented by Article 90 of Protocol I which creates a 
mechanism for establishing an international factfinding commis- 
sion. The protecting power System of the Conventions is amended by 
Protocol I, Article 5 ,  which alerts the methods by which protecting 
powers or official substitutes are selected 

I .  International Factfinding Cornmissron 
Article 90of Protocoi Ipr~vide~thatthesignatorystatesmayeiect 

to establish an international factfinding commission in peacetime, 
but that they are not obligated to do so. The commission is to come 
into existence when atleasttaently partiesmceptits competence At 
that time, a panel of eommiSsion members are to be elected by the 
parties, from which Chambers of seven members wouid be 
appomted to act on behalf af the commission in any specificsituation 
in which the commission is requested to act. The commission is ta 
establish its own rules of procedure in accordance with the guide- 
lines set fonh in Article 90. Included inthoseguidelinesaretheright 
of parties involved in the conflict under inquiry to participate ~n the 
commiSsionS' hearings, the right of the commission to canduet its 
investigation of facts in loco if necessary. and a prohibition on any 
public release of the commiSSion's findings unless all parties to the 
conflict request such public disclosure. 

The competence of the international factfinding commission may 
he recognized by a party to Protocol I a t  any time. In doing so, a party 
declares that in its relationswithanyotherpartyacceptingthesame 
obligation, the commission is competent in  fact and withoutthe need 
of further special agreement to inquire into certain allegations 
which may be made by such other party. The article specifically 
provides that the commissions' competence extends. in relations 
between parties that  have accepted this obligation, to inquire into 
anyfactsalleged to be agrave breacharatherseriousviolatianafthe 
Conventions and of Protocol I and to facilitate through its goad 
offices the restoration of an attitude of respect for those instruments. 
In  these situations the commission's authority to undertake a fact- 
finding inquiry is binding between the obligated parties, without 
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further need of their consent. 

Article 90 proceeds to state that, in all other situations arising 
between its signatory states regarding allegations of other than B 
grave breach or serious vioiatian and i n  matters involving two par- 
ties to Protocol I. one of which has not accepted the commissions, 
competence, the commission is competent to institute an inquiry a t  
the request of a party to the conflict, but onis with the consent of the 
other parties concerned 

The commissions'authority isspecifically limited to inquiring into 
the factual situations underlying an allegation made by aparty toan 
armed conflict It does not extend to adjudication of liability or guilt 
nor to the imposition of sanctions, whether penai. disciplinary. or 
administrative. The factual determinations made by the cammis- 
sion. through the efforts of the designated Chamber, are to be pra- 
vided to the concerned parties with such recommendations BS the 
commission deems to be appropriate. The parties may then utilize 
the information and recommendations provided by the commission 
in fulfilling their obligations to enforce the humanitarian laws of 
armed conflict 

This factfinding body. therefore, is not intended to remlveailega- 
tions of violations af the laws of armed conflict, but to serve as an 
mvestigative aid LO the parties by responding rapidly upon request. 
with minimal procedural requirements, to determine the facts 
underlying a specific allegation of violation of the Conventions or of 
Protocol I The benefits of this arrangement are that the parties usill 
be obligated to accept the competence of the commission prior ta the 
existence of a situation of armed conflict, that  the commission will 
exist and be able to respond promptly to an allegation of aviolation of 
the laws af armed conflict. and that the members of the commission 
will be duly elected by the parties i n  advance of identification of the 
subject of their inquiry, thus avoiding the difficulty states e x p e  
rience ~n choosing neutral investigators after an event to be Investi- 
gated has occurred. and thereby providing a satisfactory degree of 
impartiality in the membership of the inquiring Chamber. 

The international factfinding commission i s  meant to be supple- 
mental to theenquiryprocedurei~hichIsadopted by Protacolltathe 
Geneva CanventianslI* by which the parties themselves establish a 
mechanism for inquiring into alleged violations of those instru- 
ments. With both of these mechanisms for inquiry available to par- 
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ties to Protocol I, their adherence ta and enforcement of the laws of 
armed conflict should be effective, since the meansof fulfilling those 
responsibilities are avaiiable to them. 

2. Protecting Power Svstem 
Protocol I expands the protecting power provisions of the Conven- 

tions but i t  falls short of establishing an automatic, fullymandatory, 
protecting power system. Article 5 of Protocol I, paragraphs 1 and 2 
reaffirm the duty of the parties involved in an armed conflict situa- 
tion to designate and accept a protecting power for each of them and 
to allow i t  to function in that conflict situation. Paragraph Bprovides 
that, if a protecting power is not appointed, the ICRC is obliged to 
offer its good offices to facilitate the appointment of a protecting 
power by mandatary submission by each party of a list of acceptable 
nomineesfor theprotectingpowerroiefrom whichamutuallyagree- 
able protecting power is to be chosen. Paragraph 4 provides that, if 
the above procedures do not result in the selection of a protecting 
power, the parties to the conflict are obligated to accept an offer by 
the ICRC or by any other qualified organization taactasasubstitute. 
Such organizations, however, are not required to proffer their servi- 
ces. If such an offer is made, the parties ta the conflict are required to 
accept it, but paragraph 4 further provides that the functioning of a 
substitute is subject to the consent of the parties to the conflict. 

Thus, the designation of a protecting power remains subject tothe 
discretion of each party to the conflict. Although states m e  formally 
obliged to designate and to permit the functioning of protecting 
powers, in reality they may simply fail to do so. Likewise, the addi- 
tionai provision requiring that parties accept an offer made by an 
international humanitarian organizational ta act as a substitute 
protecting power i s  rendered subject to the parties' discretion by the 
requirement that the parties consent to the functioning of such a 
substitute. Protocol I, therefore. isonly partiaily successful in making 
the protecting power system of the Conventions more effective by 
adding a new method of designating a protecting power and by 
requiring the acceptance of a substitute by the parties if such servi- 
ces are offered by a qualifying international organization. The use- 
fulness of the protecting power system remains subject to the reality 
that a protecting power or substitute could not function in an srmed 
conflict situation without the consent of the party to the conflict 
which controls the territory in which it would have to ~7perate.l'~ 

Ii3Aldrich, .Yiw Lzir/or the Lore o/ War, 16 Am J Int ' l  L 764 767-68 (1977). 
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Nevertheless effecti\e utilization of protecting poivers by states 
invalved in an armed conflict situation can benefit their interests 
The primarypurpose of the prutectingpoiversystemistoprotectthe 
interests of aslate in territoryunder thecontrolofabelligerentstate 
and to insure that humanitarian treatment is afforded to all pra- 
tected persons. One aspect of a protecting power's role IS to verify 
compliance w t h  the mandates of humanitarian laws and to aid 
states in fulfilling their obligation to enforce those laws.  In  this 
respect. effective use of the protecting power system can accentuate 
the elements of reciprocity and mutuality which underlie relations 
bemeen states 

F. PROVISIONS RELATING TO EXECUTION 
Four articles of Protocol I contain general proviSions which enun- 

ciate obligations far States to be fulfilled in peacetime as u-ell as 
during armed conflicts. The first of these provisions. Article 80. 
establishes the general duties of states regarding measures to be 
taken in the execution of Protocol I by stating: 

1 The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the 
conflict shall without delay take all necessary measures 
for the execution of their obligations under the Conven- 
tions and this PrQtoCoi. 

2. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the 
conflict shall giveorders and instructions toensureobser- 
vame of the Conventions and this Protocol, and shall 
supervise their execution. 

This provision is complementary to common Article 1 of the Geneva 
Conventions and Article l(1) of Protocol I which mandate thatsigna- 
tory States shall respect the terms of those covenants. The first 
paragraph sets forth a duty a i  states to take ai1 action. which appar- 
ently includes both executive and legislative measures. that are 
necessary to execute these instruments but It does not indicate any 
specific measures that are so required. The second paragraph is 
directed specifically toward executive authorires since they are 
responsible for issuing orders and Instructions. These authorities. 
whether military or cirilian. arecharged with m affirmativeobliga- 
tion to ensure the observation of the Conventions and of Protocol I by 
a11 persons who fall under their range of authority. They are to give 
orders and instructions that are necessary far that purpose and they 
are to affirmatively supervi~e the execution of those orders and 
instructions to insure compliance with these humanitarian 
covenants. 
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A related prowsmn of Protocol I ,  a t  Article 82, specifically 
requires that the parties at all times insure that legal advisers are 
available, when necessary, to advise military commanders both on 
the application of the Conventions and Protocol I and on appropriate 
Instruction to be given to the armed forces on this subject. Article 82 
provides: 

The High Contracting Parties a t  all times, andthe Parties 
to the conflict in time of armed conflict, shall ensure that 
legal advisers are available. when necessary, to advise 
military commanders a t  the appropriate Iewl on the 
application of the Conventions and this Protocol and on the 
appropriate instruction to be given to the armed forces on 
this subject 

This distinction is made in this article between High Contracting 
Parties that must make legal advisorsavailable tocommandersat all 
times and Parties to the conflict that need only to provide legal 
advisors to commanders in time of armedconflictin recognition that 
a national liberation movement under Article l(4)canonlyhe bound 
to Protocol I from the time that armed hostilities commence and the 
authority representing that movement has made the declaration 
required by Article 9613). It should also be noted that this article is 
indefinite in two respects the minimum or expected qualificatiansof 
legal advisors are not specified and the braad term"commander"is 
undefined for the purpose of this requirement. Additionally. only 
military commanders ''at an appropriate lever must be provided 
with legal adxisors. Consequently. not ail persons who hold a mil- 
itary command mustbesoadvisedand itislefttothediscretionofthe 
parties to determine the level of command to nhich this obligation 
applies. These uncertainties in the scopeof this provision maydimin- 
ish the potential effectiveness of Its underlying purpose, Nererthe- 
less. the role specified in this article for legal advisors to advise 
military commanders regarding both the application of these 
humanitarian covenants and the in8truction to be given to thearmed 
forces therean is appropriate. Despite this provision's inadequacies. 
it does impose a mandatary obligation upon the parties which serves 
a useful purpose for it 1s recognized that military commanders most 
often make the decision in conflict situations that implement and 
enforce the laws of armed conflict. Hence. competent legal advice 1s 

to be available to them to assist in their understanding of those laws 
and to ensure that military commanders adequately insure their 
proper application. 
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Article 83 of Protocol I enunciates an obligation for states similar 
to that imposed by the Conventions with respect todissemination of 
the text of Protocol I and inclusion of its study in military and. i f  
possible. in  civilian educational programs. Article 83 states: 

1. The High Contracting Parties undertake, 1" time of 
peace as in time of armed conflict. to disseminate the 
Conventions and thisProtoeolaswidelyaspossibleintheir 
respective countries and, in particular, to include the 
study thereof in their programmes of military instruction 
and to encourage the study thereof by the civilian popula- 
tion. so that those instruments may become known to the 
armed forces and to the civilian population. 

2. Any military or civilian authorities who, in time of 
armed conflict, assume responsibilities in respect of the 
application a i  the Conventions and this Protocol shall be 
fully acquainted with the text thereof. 

This article imposes no new requirements upon states and in fact 
relaxes the related requirements of the Conventions in two respects. 
Under the common article of the Conventions, parties were to pra- 
vide instruction to the civilian population if  possible. The first para- 
graph of this article of Protocol I ,  however. merely requires statesto 
encourage the study of these covenants by the civilian population. 
Second, the Third and Fourth Genera Conventions require that 
anyone with authority over protected persons must possess the texts 
of the Conventions. whereas Protocol I only requires that such 
authorities must be fully acquainted with these texts. Thus, a tangi- 
ble obligation of possession of the texts has been deleted in  Protocol I 
and the obligation of States regarding civilian education about the 
humanitarian law is more restricted. Consequently, Article 83 does 
nothing to enhance the obligations of states to actively spread knonl- 
edge of the humanitarian principles embodied in these covenants. 

Article 84 of Protocol I merely repeats the common article of the 
Geneva Conventions concermng trandations and rules of applica- 
tian, although it does add that such communications shall be made 
"as soon as possible". This article specifies: "The High Contracting 
Parties shall communicate to one another, as soon as possible. 
through the depositary and, as appropriate, through the Protecting 
Powers. their official translations of this Protocol, as well as the laws 
and regulations which they may adopt to ensure itsapplieation."The 
purpose of this provision of the Conventions and of Protocol I is to 
require the communication of sufficient information between signa- 
tory states so that each of them will gain an understanding of how 
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these covenants are actually applied by the other states. This 
requirement of Protocol I should be implemented by states in the 
same manner as was required by the Conventions. 

G. ENHANCED SANCTIONS UNDER 
PROTOCOL I 

The substantive and procedural provisions of Protocol I discussed 
above substantially enhance the sanctions and the enforcement sys- 
tem established in the four Geneva Conventions of 1949. Since Pro- 
tocol I supplements the foundation of thisaspectofthe humanitarian 
law that was instituted in the four Geneva Conventions, these terms 
of Protocol I must always be considered in conjunction with the 
implementation provisions and the enforcement scheme of the Con. 
ven tms .  The articles of those humanitarian covenants that are ana. 
lyzed in this study reflect the primary sanctionsof the humanitarian 
law and they comprise the essence of their enforcement scheme 

The fundamental obligation of states ta respect and to ensure 
respect of the principles embodied in these humanitarian covenants 
in all circumstances remains the same under Protocol I as it was 
under the Conventions alone. The least that  is required of a state in 
fulfillment of this general obligation is that the state faithfully per- 
form each af its duties to implement the covenants, that the state 
insure that persons acting under its authority, especially its armed 
forces, abide by the normative standards of conduct set forth in the 
covenants, that the state actively enforce the penal proscriptions of 
these instruments through its municipal judicial system. and that 
the state take every lawful action available to it to insure that other 
state parties to the Conventions and Protocol I comply with their 
respective obligations to respect the humanitarian law. The mani. 
fold benefits which could accrue to individuals and tc the govern- 
ments of states through application of humanitarian standards in 
times of hostilities will only be fully realized when states universally 
discharge all facets of this fundamental obligation 

Although Article l (4)  of protocol I purports toexpand the scape of 
application of the Conventions and of the Protocol to include armed 
conflicts for national liberation conducted against colonial, alien, or 
racist regimes and even though this provision has sparked much 
controversy, that expansion of the coverage of these covenants is not 
likely to be substantial in  their pruspectiYeapplicatian. However, the 
detailed definition given ta categariesaf protected persons and prop. 
erty in ArticleSaf Protocol I and theapplicatianofthesehumanitar- 
ian protections to additional and broader categories of individuals 
through Article S E ( 2 )  do constitute a meaningful clarification and a 
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beneficial growth of the humanitarian law 

The designation of additional categories of offenses as grave 
breaches of the Conventions and of Protocol I in Article 85(3) and (4) 
of the latter merely reflect a codification af substantive norms 
already recognized in the customary law of nations. The combat 
offenses listed a t  Article 85(3j are penal violations only if three 
traditionally recognized prerequisites to criminal responsibility for 
such acts are present. Likewise. penal responsibility for the offense 
specified a t  Article 86(4)(d), whichmayalso beciassifiedas acombat 
offense, is dependent upon two standard criteria O f  criminal culpa- 
bility far such acts. Consequentl?. these penal proscriptions do not 
incorporate new war crimes in international law. Rather they 
merely codify existing offenses in conventional law and thereby 
make them the subject of the enforcement mechanism established 
by the Conventions and Protocol I. The grave breaches enumerated 
a t  Article 85(4)(a) through (c), which can be characterized as stateor 
governmental offenses, are also penal violations only If they were 
committed willfully and in ~,iolationoftheConventionsorof Protocol 
I. Thus, other relevant provisions of those covenants establish the 
standards by which those acts are judged. These governmental 
offenses include transfers of its civilian population into occupied 
territory by an occupying State or deportation of the population of 
that occupied territorywithinor withoutthatterritoryby theoccup- 
ier. unjustifiable delays in repatriating prisoners of war or CiYilians, 
and inhuman and degrading practices based on racial discrimina- 
tion. Each of these acts contravene related provisions of the Canven- 
tions or of Protocol I and have been recognized to violate acceptable 
standards of conduct by states embodied in the customary As 
a result, none of the acts which are designated as additional graYe 
breaches in Protocol I are navel penal offenses in international law. 
Rather. ~nsodesignatingthem Protocol1 ismerelydeclaratoryafthe 
proscriptions embodied in the customary law of nations. 

The standards of penal responsibility set forth in the Conventions 
are also supplemented by Protocol I in that it extends culpability for 
grave breaches topersonswho fail toactwhen underadutytodoso. 
Article 86, which establishes bath that an omission may constitute a 
grave breach and that a superior may be penally responsible for acts 
committed by a subordinate, may be considered to constitute a new 
obligation for states which have not codified such rules of responsi- 
bility in their municipal law. Aithoughthereisprecedent in  interna- 

I.Bothe NE17 RPLES dip'" note 87 at 517-19 
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tianal law for imposing criminal responsibility on a person who fails 
to act or on a superior for acts of a subordinate,"& it cannot be said 
that these norms are embodied in the customary law. Consequently, 
Protocol I substantively expands the penal norma of the Geneva 
Conventions in this respect. 

Protocol I also enhances the mechanisms set forth in the Conven- 
tions to aid states in their implementation and enforcement of the 
humanitarian law. If used effectively, the enquiry procedure of the 
Conventions, the international factfinding commission of Protocol I, 
and the Protecting Power system could each be of assistance to 
states, not only in their own effartstofulfill their humanitarian legal 
obligations, but also to induce states belligerent to them toeomply in 
situations of international armed conflict, with the duties and re- 
strictions embodied in these humanitarian treaties. 

The cumulative provisions O f  the Conventions and of Protocol I 
regarding sanctions and enforcement provide a means by which 
states can effectively fulfill the goals of the humanitarian law of 
armed conflict. The substantive standards enunciated in Protocol I 
mostly codify existing rules of the customary law. The procedural 
mechanism provided in Protocol I for enforcement of those stand- 
ards,  as well as the specific responsibilities for implementation 
which it imposes, further enhance the terms of the Conventions. 
Therefore, although inadequacies may still be found in those instru- 
ments and unforseen difficulties may arise in implementing the 
supplemental provisions of Protocol I, this humanitarian covenant 
establishes a new framework for effective implementation of the 
humanitarian law. 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The overall purpose of the humanitarian laws of armed conflict is 

to minimize unnecessary destruction of human and material values 
in situations of war and in other cases of armed hostilities. Until the 
time arrives when the society of nations and their peoples find it 
possible to avoid or prevent such conflicts altogether, standards of 
conduct and proscriptions of unlawful behavior of bath states and 
individuals are necessary toregulatetheir relationships. The Geneva 
Conventions of 1949 comprise those conventional humamtarianiaws 
to which a vast majority of states have agreed and Protocol I of 1977 

. ~ T r m l  of General Samashita. 4 Law Reports of Trials of War Crimlnnls 1 (US. 
Mil Comm'n Yanila. Phdipplnes I946),~fdd.hnSamsnh,t~,327U S l(1946) SSP 
Parks Command Responsibility !or War Cnmes. 62 Mil L Rev. l(1973) See n h  
Bolhe, b v p n  note 87, s.t 623.26 
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constitutes the mast recent growth In the humanitarian law appiica- 
ble to international armed conflict. To effect the goal of minimizing 
unnecessary destruction of human and materlai values, an effective 
system of enforcement of the rules and pr ine ip le~  embodied in the 
humanitarian law is required. The enforcement system described 
above IS intended by states to fulfiii this need. 

The objectives of these humanitarian laws in general terms are to 
serve as guides for the conduct of states involved in situations of 
armed conflict, to provide standards of behavior for individuals 
engaged in such hostilities. and to provide a penal codification of the 
proscriptions set forth in the laws of armed conflict. Their purposes, 
therefore, encompass prevention and deterrence of the commission 
of acts in violation of these humanitarian laws and punishment by 
imposition of penal sanctions upon violators of those laws. Reliance 
far enforcement is placed squarely an the signatory states. which 
become responsible not only for their awn compliance but also for 
insuring that ail other parties abide by their humanitarian obliga- 
tions as well. 

The Diplomatic Conference of 1974-1977 considered and subse- 
quently incorporated into Protocol I many provisions regarding 
major issues that have not been reviewed in this article. These 
include provisions concerning methods and means of warfare. new 
forms of warfare. increased protection of civilian populations, and 
enhanced protection for combatants as well 8% for medical and reli- 
gious personnel. A full analysis of those issues and of the related 
terms of Protocol I would have to be accomplished before judgments 
could be made regarding their potential utility in the humanitarian 
law and whether states should or should not adhere to thosesuppie. 
mental treaty provisions. This study does permit such judgments to 
be made, however, regarding the primary issue considered herein. 
that of providing through Protocol I a better means of attaining 
actual observance of the humanitarian law of armed conflict. 

The Geneva Conventions of 1949 established a detailed and com- 
plex framework for the pratectmn of victims of armed conflicts 
which relies upon the efforts of states for realization of 11s gods.  
Implementation of the Conventions depends upon thecommitment of 
nations ta fulfill their conventional obligatiansingaadfaithinaecar- 
dance with the praeedural meam set forth in the Conventions. The 
normative standards enunciated in the Conventions merely codified 
a partian of the customary I an  principles relating to standards of 
conduct applicable in armed conflicts. A5 such, the Conventions 
failed to reflect the whale range of such principles. The additional 
substantive principles set forth in Protocol 1 simplyexpand upon the 
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conventional law coverage of such customary norms with the pur- 
pose of applying the conventional implementation and enforcement 
structure embodied in  these covenants to a broader range of gener- 
ally accepted principles. At the same time, Protocol I supplements 
the Conventions' implementation measures specifically enhances 
their indirect enforcement system in order to enable states to imple- 
ment these covenants and to enforce the proscriptions of the human- 
itarian law with greater effectiveness. Consequently, while Protocol 
I increases the scope of the sanctions, substantive penal norms. and 
enforcement provisions of the humanitarian law, the existingfunda. 
mental obligations of states under conventional and customary law 
are not drastically changed bytheseportionsafPratocal1,Theideals 
of the humanitarian law to which the vast majority of states have 
subscribed in becoming signatories to the Geneva Conventions are 
meaningfully supplemented by Protocol I .  The sanctions embodied 
in these provisions of Protocol I and its supplementation of the Con- 
ventions' enforcement scheme reflects a consensus of opinion among 
representatives of the community of nations regarding the best 
means of attaining actual abservance Of the humanitarian iaw of 
armed conflict. Therefore, all states should extend their Commit- 
ment to effect realization O f  the humanitarian objectives of these 
covenants by promptly ratifying or acceding to these portions of 
Pratocol I. 

Additionally, states and persons concerned with the continuing 
development of the humanitarian law of armed conflict should con- 
sider the interrelationship between the l a w  of armed conflict and 
human rights law. These constitute the two branches of the interna. 
tional humanitarian law in the broad sense of that term. Since the 
creation of the United Nations in 1946 and the adoption of the Uni- 
versal Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations General 
Assembly in 1948, the internationai community has repeatedly 
focused its concern on increasing protections of ail basic human 
rights. These nearly universal concerns of the world community 
resulted in demands for the codification of human rights law and for 
the establishment of effective measures far their implementation. 
Consequently. a substantial number of human rights which reflect 
mankind's basic values are recognized today in international iaw 
and have been proclaimed in various conventions, treaties, and 
agreements. These achievements of states andinkmati-I argani- 
zations have substantially formuiated the warldemmunity's  com. 
man aspirations for mankind. Nevertheless, the formulation of 
international human rights standards has not, automatically 
resulted in authoritative implementation and enforcement of them 
by nations. Therefore, the realization of m w  basic human rights 
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has not yetbeenaccomplmhed. Insomefieidsoftheinternationallai. 
of human rights. however, the central question IS no longer whether 
there ape such essential human rights. rather it is whether the 
existing standards far the protection of such human rights are suffi- 
clently specific to be deemed to be legally binding on states and to 
require their enforcement by states. 

The legal responsibilityofstatesfor the protectionof human rights 
depends upon the existence of such fundamental nghts in interna- 
tional law and upon the existence of a binding duty of states to 
implement and to protect those human rights. Once such human 
rights principles are incorporated in international law norms. 
whether in custamaryorconventionallawor bath,andstates become 
legally bound by them, implementation of those rights and enforce- 
ment of proscriptions for tranSgresmns against such rights require 
that effective sanctions and enforcement measures be enunciated in 
the human rights law. As human rights CoL'enants are developed 
which contain express duties for their enforcement by states and 
specific mechanisms far their international implementation, the 
relationship between the humanitarian lau, of armed conflict and 
human rights law may increase. At least, such developments in the 
field af human rights should be considered todetermine their appiic- 
ability to the laws of armed conflict or their potential utility if 
incorporated into the humanitarian law embodied in the Geneva 
Conventions and Protocol I. 

The legal principles and procedural standards contained in the 
Conventions and Protocol I have been developed from long traditions 
of customary and conventional laws relating to armed conflicts The 
enforcement mechanism of the Conventions a8 supplemented by 
Protocol I involves both the protection af victims of war and regula- 
tion of the means by which states conduct hostilities. Consequently. 
their effectiveness or ineffectiveness, for which the state parties are 
responsible. will have profound influence not only on the relations of 
states but also on the actual conduct of hostilities and on  the welfare 
of countlew potential victims of armed conflicts. 

The sanctions and the enforcement provisionsof the humanitarian 
law assupplemented by Protocol I fall shartofestablishingaperfect 
system of enforcement. Yet, they constitute a major advance overthe 
humanitarian law established in  the Geneva Conventions. Protocol I 
provides additional substantive legal norms that are necessary to 
give the penal provisions a i  the laws of armed conflict appropriate 
scape, and it provides useful procedural mechanisms for utilization 
by states in their enforcement efforts. If many states ratify or accede 
ta Protocol I, it will prove tabean important inducement forstatesto 
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respect and to effectively enforce the hurnsnitarian IBWS of armed 
conflict. 
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SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS OF 
THE COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS: 

1982-1983 
Criminal Law Division, 

The Judge Advocate General's School 

This article is  a reuiew of significant deeiszons of the Court of 
Military Appeals rendered between I October 1982 and 30 September 
198b. The review is not an ezhaustive analysis of all opinions ojthe 
court; it is intended to discuss last term's decisions that am likely to 
significantly affect the admznistration of militaryjustiee. The article 
is  organized generally in trial chronology. from decisions affecting 
pretrial practice through trial and post-trial procedures. Deciaionsof 
the court that impact in mare than one area m e  discussed in detail 
once and refened to in other sectiana. 

I .  PRETRIAL PROCEDURE 
A. JURISDICTION 

The court made several significant decisions concerning the scope 
of court-martial jurisdiction over persons and offenses during the 
term. In Unzted States 2'. McDonagh,L the court held that the 1979 
amendment to Article 2 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice 
(UCMJ) was intended to be retroactive. The court restricted the 
retroactive application of the amendment to offenses for which mil- 
itary status is not an element. For peculiarly militaryoffenses, theez 
postfacto prohibition of the Constitution prevents theeliminationof 
an issue which must be resolved by the finders of fact on a beyond 
reasonable doubt standard. Because the issue of military status, $.e. 
whether McDonagh was a person subject to the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice, was not an element of his drug offenses. the 
"defense"of recruiter misconduct was inapplicable. In UnitedStates 
li. Marsh,z the court reversed the unauthorized absence conviction of 
a sailor where the trial judge relied on the amendment to Article2 to 
preclude litigation of the recruiter misconduct issue. Becauseviola- 
tion of Article 86 is a peculiarly militarycrime, military statu8 is an 
element of the offense and a '"defense" to that element cannot be 
eliminated ez post jaeto. 

'14 M J 415 (C M A .  1983). 
#15 M.J. 252 (C M A .  1983). 
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In l'mled States j . .  Ftlipatrzck3 and Cnited Stales 1' .  Handy.'the 
court expressed a nearly unanimousview of continued court.martial 
jurisdiction after the expiration of asaldier's term afservice(ETS1. 
Jurisdiction continues i f ,  prior to the ETS date, some official action 
by the sovereign authoritatively signals an intent to impose legal 
processes against the service member, or if the member fails to 
abject to retention beyond ETS. or if the service member properly 
objects and demands release but the government takesofficial action 
with a view toward trial within a reasonable time Chief Judge 
Everett's minority view is that jurisdiction continues until the sepa. 
ration of the service member without regard to any objection or 
delay. 

The court's decision in Lhitrd Slates v. Loekzcoodj is a milestone in 
the area of subJect.matter Jurisdiction. On appeal, the accused chal- 
lenged the service-connection of larceny and forgery offenses com- 
mitted off-base in the nearby civilian community. After tracing the 
de\.elopment of the service-connection doctrine, the court concluded 
that a service member's misconduct "outside a military enclave is 
service-connected. . i f  it has a significant effect within that 
enclave.''6 In  Muway P .  Haideman.. the court addressed the service- 
connectionofdrug abuse byse rwemembers in  private.onextended 
leave, and far away from any base. Use of drugs under those circum- 
stances will be service-connected if the member returns to post 
under the influence of the drug. 

E. PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT 
The court addressed pretrial confinement practices and rules in 

lh i led  Stales L .  Dacidsan.'Cnited Stalest. Bruce,# and L'nttedStates 
1'. Sumkt. lo  In Dauidsan. the court concluded that, because pretrial 
confinement is not punishmeni and is not the legal equivalent of 
confinement a t  hard labor. the cumulative period of pretrial and 
adjudged confinement may exceed the maximum authorized period 
of confinement. The court decided in Bruce that a pretrial confinee 
cannot waive the right under Article 13, U C M J  not to be punished 
before trial by accepting the conditions of a sentenced prisoner At 

'14 M J 394 (C M.A 1983) 
'14 H J 202 IC M.A 19821 
115 H J 1 I C  M A 19831 
'id at 6 
-16 H J 1 4  (C k1.A 19831 
'11 M J 81  (C k1.A 19821. 
"4 U J  264 !C.M A 1982) 
'O14 M J 491 !C hl A 1983) 
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least absent statutory or regulatory authority, the waiver is 
improper and the pretrial confinement i s  illegal. Finally, in Seruki, 
the court addressed the military judge's authority to g ran ta  remedy 
for illegal pretrial confinement, holding that the judge could grant 
more than day-for-day credit far egregious cases of illegal pretrial 
confinement and the convening authorit> could not unilaterally 
ignore the judge's order. 

C. MULTIPLICITY 
An area considered relatively dormant, multiplicity received 

extensive attention from the court this year. The multiplicity melee 
began with United States P Baker.:! The court, in a lengthy Split 
opinion, found aggravated assault and communication of a threat, 
occurring at the same time and place, separate offensesfor findings, 
but not separately punishable. In l'nited States L'. Lott.LZ the accused 
was charged with indecent assault of a trainee and violation of a 
regulation dealing with the treatment and handling of trainees a t  
Fort  Diu, New Jersey. The same assaultive conduct was cited as the 
basis of the regulatory wolation. The trial court found Private Latt 
guilty of both charges and was properly instructed that the offenses 
merged for sentencing. On appeal, the court determined that the 
offenses were also multiplicious for findings and dismissed the Arti- 
cle 92 conviction. Similarly, in several cases where there was no 
prejudice as to sentence the court nevertheless set aside one of the 
guilty findings on multiplicity grounds possession of LSD and dis- 
tribution of LSD, possession charge dismissed;'a unauthorized 
absence and breach of restriction, unauthorized absence dismissed;" 
resisting apprehension and assault. assault charge dismissed;l6 pos- 
session and introduction of LSD onto a ship. possession charge dis. 
missed;16 rape,  murde r  and felony-murder, felony-murder 
dismissed." In Cnited States I , .  Hollrman,'B the court dealt with a 
threat communicated as part  of a rape. Although the court cited 
Baker for comparison, the holding went far beyond Baker, dismiss- 
ing the threat offense and ordered a rehearing on sentence. 
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Many other multiplicity cases were handled bysummarydisposi- 
tion. Although the issue wasoccasionally raised by appellate counsel. 
~n mast cases, the court specified the multiplicity issue an its own 
motion. 

D. COMMAND CONTROL 
In L'nitrd States P. Elayloekle and United States 18. Charefte.20 the 

court dealt with similar fact situations arising from the same juris. 
diction. In  each case, the special court-martial convening authority 
had referred charges to a special court-martial not empowered to 
adjudge a bad conduct discharge. Both Private Blaylock and Private 
Charette then requested administrative discharges in lieu of court- 
martial, which brought their cases to the attention of the general 
court-martial convening authority. This superior convening authar- 
Ity not only denied the requested discharges, but referred both cases 
to courts-martlal empowered to adjudge a bad conduct discharge. 
Overturning United States 8. HordyZ' in part, the Court held that the 
superior convening authority could effectively withdraw a referred 
case from a subordinate convening authority and refer the case to a 
higher level I f  deemed appropriate for reasons of discipline and 
command control. The court found that the rereferral was not juris- 
dictionally deficient and also rejected the conclusion in Hardy that 
command influence divests the court of jurisdiction. 

E. COURT-MARTIAL PERSONNEL 
Although an accused has no absolute right to a trial by military 

judge alone and the trial judge has broad discretion in acting on the 
accused's request forjudge alone trial, the appellatecourt must have 
some basis for  assessing the judge's action. In l'nited States a. 

an Air Force trial judge summarily denied the request far 
trial by judge alone with no reason apparent in therecord.Thecourt 
held that. without any stated reason for this judge's exercise of 
discretion, appellate review was impossible. The court stated that 
the military judge must make the basis of the denial af a judge alone 
request a matter record. The conviction was reversed and a rehear. 
ing authorized. 
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11. TRIAL PROCEDURE 
A.  SPEEDY TRIAL 

The court decided three cases dealing with Burton23speedy trial 
rules. In  Unzted States u. Romsey,z' the court discussed the remedy 
for violation of the Burton demand rule when the accused in pretrial 
confinement demands trial but is confined for less than 90 days. 
Partly in response to a demand for immediate trial, the accused was 
released from pretrial Confinement after being confined for SSdays. 
The govermnent did not otherwise respond to the demand for trial 
and almost 130 days had elapsed from preferral of charges to trial. 
Although some court of review cases had held that violation of the 
Burton demand rule could be dealt with through sentence reassess- 
ment,n5 the court held that the only proper remedy for deniai of the 
right to speedy trial is dismissal of the charges, regardless of 
nhether the denial is a violation of the 90 day rule, the demand rule, 
or the sixth amendment. In Unzled States u. GmshongZs and United 
States u. Colon-Anguiera,pr the court decided Bulton 90 day rule 
issues. In Groshong, the court ruled that the accused's repeated 
misconduct had required further investigation and resulted in addi- 
tional charges that were required to be consolidated a t  one trial. In  
earlier cases, additional charges were deemed insufficient reasons 
for delay beyond 90 days,Zu but the court ruled that the delay was far 
"reasons beyond the control of the prosecution" and the accused's 
speedy trial rights were not violated, despite 104 days of pretrial 
confinement. In Colon-Angriera, the court concluded that reaaona- 
ble delays for psychiatric evaluations would be excluded from 
government accountability for bringing an accused in pretrial con- 
finement to trial within 90 days. 

B. ARGUMENT 
In  L'nited States P. Grady.@O the court held that military judges 

have a sua sponte duty to restrict argument of counsel concerning 
command policy. The court's unanimous opinion stated that it does 
not matter who first brings up the matter of command policy and 

#%United States Y .  Burton 21 C.M A 112. 44 C M.R 166 (1971) 
1'11 )I J 151 (C M.A 1982) 
Wee, e g., United States s. Herrincton. 2 M J. 307 ( A  C M R 19761: United Sfafesv. 

9'14 M J. 186 (C.M.A. 19821. 
"IS M.J. 20 (C M A 19831 
w e e ,  a g, Unlted Sfafea v Johnson. 1 M.J 101 (C M A 19761: United States v 

Ward 23 C.M A. 391. 60 C M.R 273 (1976) 
"15 M.J. 275 (C M A. 1983). 

Terry 2 M.J 915 (A C M R 1976). 
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said: "It is the spectreafcommandinfluence which permeatessucha 
practice and creates the appearance of improperly influencing the 
court-martial proceedings which must be condemned."30 

The court summarized their priordecisionsw heredefensecounsel 
had arguedforapunitivedischargein LTnitedStatesu. Volmar $'The 
court said that a sentence must be set aside ifthe defense coun~ei has 
directly or imparperly conceded the appropriateness of a discharge 
and "there i s  some evidence in the recard which f a d ?  indicates that 
the accused desires to be retained in the service despite his convic- 
t i ~ n . " ~ ~  In Volwar. the court stated that both trial and defense caun- 
sel are most effective sentencing advocates when they propose an 
alternative which has a reasonable possibility of acceptance. Faced 
with a situation where the serious nature of the offenses practically 
precluded the possibility of retention in the service, the defense 
counsel could properly concede the appropriateness ofadischarge a t  
a general court-martial in order to convince the members toadjudge 
a bad-conduct discharge rather than the more severe dishonorable 
discharge. The court noted that Volwor does not question the cor- 
rectness of earlier decision but observed that those decisions eon- 
cerned situations where the court members might consider retain- 
Ing the accused in the service. 

C. FINDINGS A N D  SENTENCING 
Cntted States i.. L a ~ s o n ~ ~  involved the practice of taking "straw 

pails"-an Informal, non-binding vote-during deliberations on 
findings. Although the practice was discouraged by the court, straw 
pails were not prohibited unless used ~n an otherwise illegal manner 
such as to exert superiority of rank over junior members. 

The court ijiuedanumberofdecisionsdefiningthescopeofproper 
sentencing considerations. The court emphasized that presentencing 
aggravation evidence may include any directly related matter that 
explains the circumstances surrounding the offense or pertains to 
repercussions from the offense In Cnited States i.. Morshall,s4 the 
trial counsel properly called the rictim to testify about the long term 
effects that the rape by the accused had had on  her iifestyle. 

*'Id a1 276 
"15 M J 339 i C  >I A 19631 
S'Id ar 311 
d'16 M J 38 (C M A .  1983) 
"14  11 J 167 i C  M A  1982)  
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In United States P .  Beatg,85 the court expanded on the extent to 
which the accused's mendacity may properly be considered indecid- 
ing an appropriate sentence. While eases from last term deait with 
trial by court members.36Beaty involved a situation where the mil- 
itary judge, before announcing sentence, gratuitously stated "I 
found that you testified untruthfully, and I will sentence you accord- 
ingly."s' The accused's false testimony a t  trial can be considered on 
sentencing as an indication of rehabilitative potential but is not an 
appropriate basis for separate punishment. Wherethe recordoftrial 
reflects that the false testimony was considered. it must also reflect 
the purpose for which it was considered, 

Perhaps the most interesting decision the court reached in the 
Sentencing area was Untted Stales P .  Morgan.38 In  Movgaa, the trial 
counsel, pursuant to paragraph 15,  MCM, introduced personnel 
records of the accused as matters in aggravation. The defense coun- 
sel objected on the ground that the trial counsel did not present 
favorable defense evidence which was alsocontained in the accused's 
personnel file. The court held that if the defense makes B timely 
objection the trial counsel must present the accused's complete per- 
sonnel picture. Because the defense did not present any evidence ~n 
extenuation and mitigation, the trial counsel could not rebut the 
favorable evidence which he was forced to present. 

In Cnited States u. Dauidson,a* the court reaffirmed that, upon 
defense request, the military judge must specifically instruct that 
pretrial confinement should be considered in arriving a t  an approp- 
riate sentence. 

Finally in L'niled States F .  Teeter,'o the court examined whether 
the accused may relitigatethe court's findings duringthe sentencing 
phase. In Teeter, the defense presented alibi witnesses on the merits 
but the accused did not testify. During sentencing, the accused 
wanted to testifyabouthisalibiforthefirsttime.Thecourthe1dthat 
the trialjudgeproperlyexcluded the testimony whichonlysoughtto 
relitigate the findings of guilt. 
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111. CRIMES AND DEFENSES 
A. INCHOATE CRIME5 

C o n s p i r a e ~ .  Past cases required the dismissal of an otherwisevalid 
conviction for conspiracy because all remaining co-conspirators had 
been acquitted.', The court unanimously reversed this requirement 
in Cnifed States 1.. Gor~ ia , ' ~ s t a t ing  that acquittal of co-conspirators 
will not Serve to void a conviction in the absense of some compelling 
reason of record in the other cases. The convictions of individual 
conspirators must be reviewed to insure that the evidence supports 
the accused's complicity in the conspiracy beyond a reasonable 
doubt. The court did not determine whether inconsistent verdictsas 
to eo-conspirators ~n a joint trial may be treated separately. 

In Cnited States i. C 0 1 I ~ e r . ~ ~  the court reconsidered the principle 
that some overt act which was alleged when pleading a conspiracy 
must be proved. The court decided that substitution of proof of an 
unaileged overt act does not constitute a fatal variance betueen 
pleading and proof in a conspiracy case. Only substantial similarity 
between the overt act alleged and that proved is required. 

Solieztotian. In i-nited States L-. .Mitehell." the court concluded that 
one who solieits an offense under the UCMJ must specifically intend 
that the substantive crime solicited be committed. The court found 
no logical distinction between Articles 82 and 134 ~n terms of the 
intent required to support the crime of solicitation. 

B. DRUG OFFENSES 
The court in L'nited States I , .  .Ve~rnan'~ adopted the proposition 

that deliberate ignorance may be treated as the equivalent of actual 
knowledge. This principle. which had been developed primarily in 
drug courier cases, prevents an accused from avoiding criminal 
liability by purposefully remaining ignorant of incriminating facts 
such as the contents of containers he i s  transporting. 

C. MILITARY OFFENSES 
Three significant cases where decided in the military crimesarea. 

I n  Cnited States i. Talkaeh.'6 the court explained what constitutes 

12 C hl A 398 30 C hl R 398 I19611 
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publication of a general regulation to support the presumption of 
knowledge under paragraph 171a of the Manual for Court-Martial. 
I n  Tolkaeh, the Eighth Air Force regulation in question had been 
received on base but distribution to units had been erratic. The court 
held that publication occurs when a general reguiation is received a t  
the official repository where it is available to all base personnel. 

In  Gnited States F. Foster.'? the court defined the intent necessary 
to attempt to violate a general regulation. The court resolved a Split 
of authority in the courts of review by holding that the accused must 
intend to commit the acts the regulation proscribes, t , e ,  possess 
drugs, rather than intend ta vialate the regulation. 

In LTnited States U. Schelin,'sthecourt held that retail merchandise 
of the Army and Air Force Exchange Service was not military 
property of the United States within the meaning of Article 108, 
UCMJ. The court noted that Exchange retail merchandise was not 
uniquely military by nature or function and did not require the 
special protection of Article 108 which proscribes, inter dm simple 
negligence. 

D. A WOL 
the court substantially changed the 

law of unauthorized absence. Theaccused, charged with aprolonged 
AWOL, pled guilty to an earlier termination date, indicatingduring 
the providence inquiry that he had turned himself in approximately 
three months prior to the charged termination date. Although 
accepting the plea and entering findings of guilty to the shorter 
period of AWOL, the military judge did not make findings with 
respect to the additional three months. At asecond trial, theaccused 
was charged with AWOL encompassing that period far which no 
findings had beenenteredattheoriginaltrial. Thecourt agreed with 
the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Military Review that the accused 
could not properly be tried atthesecondcaurt-martial foraperiodof 
AWOL included in the specification upon which he was previously 
tried.jO 

In L'nited Stotes z .  
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Although this holding resolved the case. the court went on to 
address the situation where the accused's plea reveals two periods of 
unauthorized absence rather than one. The court acknowledged that 
in such situations "the rule seems to be that,  since he has been 
charged with a single offense-a single unauthorized absence-he 
cannot be found guilty of two absences which occurred within the 
period of the absence initially alleged."51 Finding, however, other 
instances ~n which a single charge could result ~n more than one 
finding of guilt,s2 noting that the accused could not hare been misled 
as to the period af time Involved, and recognizing that the accused 
would be entitled to claim double jeopardy a t  a subsequent trial for 
any unauthorized absence encompassed by the initial charge, the 
court simply changed the lawsa Thus. where an accused i s  charged 
with a Single specification of unauthorized absence but information 
revealed a t  trial demonstrates two separate absences within the 
period charged, the accused may be found guilty of both shorter 
periods of A K O L  a t  the Same trial. In  order to preclude any unfair- 
ness t o  the accused, however. the maximum punishment for the two 
separate absences may be no  greater than that authorized for the 
initial. single absence. 

E.  COMMON LAW OFFENSES 
In  the common law offenses area, the court reaffirmed or clarified 

several doctrines. In  Lki ted  States L.. Teeter,s'the court declined to 
set aside the felony-murder rule, Article 118(4). UCMJ. While the 
doctrine has been under increasing attack in state courts, the court 
noted that its constitutionality is unquestioned and declined to sub- 
stitute its judgment for that of Congress. Similarly. In L'nited States 
1. Smi2k.jj the court declined tooverrule the claim-of-right defense to 
larceny and the larceny component of robbery. The claim-of-right 
defense states that one who takes property with an honest belief that 
the property i s  his or assists an owner in recovering his propert). 
cannot be guilty of larceny because the requisite intent to steal is 
absent. The court went on to note that Society E Still protected if  the 
offense is robbery because, even if the larceny component is negated, 
the assault component remains 
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In Cnited States i. Var?denack,s5 the court clarified the degree of 
malice required for vehicular homicide under Article 118(3), UCMJ, 
which proscribes killing another while engaged in inherently dan. 
gerous acts, evincing a wanton d,sregard for human life. Vander- 
nack. who had never possessed a valid driver's license, drove a t  high 
speed on city streets and ran several redlights before runningafinal 
red light and striking another car. killing theoccupant, Vandernack 
pled guilty to murder while engaged in an act inherently dangerous 
to others under Article 118(3) but on appeal contended his conduct a t  
most was culpably negligent manslaughter under Article 119(b)(l). 
The court stated that some form af exceptionally reckless driving of 
so dangerous a nature that the possibility of a fatal collision would 
suggest itselftoansreasonableobserver isthestandard formalicein 
vehicular murder under Article 118(3). 

In  L'nited States 2.. Wiekersharn,j'the court addressed what can be 
the subject of an unlawful entry under Article 134, UCMJ. In hold- 
ing that an Air Force storage area was a protected area, the court 
reasoned that the term "structure" in Article 130, UCMJ's house- 
breaking offense was intended to include yards where government 
property i s  kept. Areas protected under the housebreaking offense 
a re  also protected by unlawful entry. Chief Judge Everett dissented 
and observed that going beyond "building or structure" raises due 
process notice questions as to what conduct is prohibited 

F. AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
In Cnited States t,. Vanzandt.5s the court clarified Several controv. 

ersies regarding entrapment. The court laid outtwoelementsforthe 
subjectiveentrapment defense: to raisethedefense, thesuggestianor 
inducement for the offense must originate with the government, 
Once the defense is raised, the government must prove that the 
accused was predisposed. The court eliminated largely unused law 
that  had lingered in the standard instructions provided by the mil- 
itary judge that entrapment could be defeated if the government 
had a reasonable belief that the accused was Involved or about to be 
involved in criminal activity.soThe court warned that in contraband 
cases, e . ~ . ,  drugs, the government will be ailawed greater latitude in 
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inducing criminal activity, thus making the defense harder to suc- 
cessfully raise.bo 

The court also recognized the due process defense in Vanzandt. 
The defense lies i f ,  regardless of the accused's disposition, the 
government's conduct was so outrageous as to vialate due process. 
The due process defense is a question of law for the military judge. 
Again, the court warned that the defense would be especially diffi- 
cult to raise in contraband cases. 

IV. MILITARY RULES OF EVIDENCE 
A. M.R.E. 103 

The court suggested in dicta that it will follow the broad waiver 
rule of Military Rule of Evidence 103(a)(l). In  United States i.. Shel- 
wood,61 trial e o u n d  offered in aggravation a page containing nata- 
tions concerningtwo counselingstaternentsfrom Shelwood's Service 
Record Book. Trial defense counsel objected on hearsay and due 
process grounds. On appeal. defense argued that the exhibit was 
inadmissible because it failed to comply with Naw regulations. 
Although the court agreed that the entries on the exhibit did not 
satisfy applicable regulations, Judge Cook, in a footnote, stated that 
if the case had been tried after the Military Rules of Evidence had 
taken effect "trial defense counsel's failure to identify the specific 
ground of the objection might have precluded review of this issue."e2 

In another pre-rules case. United States 1.. Kline,'$ Chief Judge 
Everett implied that the rule enunciated in Cnited States v. Mack" 
may be differentinacase triedaftertheeffectivedateaftheMilitary 
rules of Evidence.6E In Mack. the court said that the military judge 
has a duty to exclude documents taken from the personnel recordsaf 
an accused that were not completed in accordance with applicabie 
regulations regardless of  counsel'^ failure to object. 

* S e e  0180 United Stater \, Sermon3 14 M J 350 I C  M A  19821 Decided the same 
dag 86 Vonznndl Srrmons held that entrapment -8.6 not raised when rhe accused 
refused rnultlpla requeifstaiel ldrugr butdid iaonlg beeaurehehadaantedtobellan 
his own term8 

" 16 M J 222 IC bl A 19831 
"'Id at 224 n 1 
"14 >I J 64 I C  M A  1982) 
"'9 M J 300 I C  hl A 19801 
a511 >I J a t  66 n 4 
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B. M.R.E. 201 
The court heid in United States u. hfeadG6 that a military judge 

could properly take judicial notice of a general regulation during a 
proceeding in revision, rather than only a t  theoriginal trial byjudge 
alone. The court concluded that judicial notice of a general reguia- 
tion is subject to judicial notice of domestic law under M.R.E. 201A 
and is governed by the procedural requirements of M.R.E. 201 and 
noted that the rule pemits judicial notice to be taken even a t  the 
appellate level. Because Mead was given all the benefits to which he 
was entitled under M.R.E. 201 in the revision proceeding, thecourt 
found no prejudice. The court warned, however, that a different 
finding might result for trialsconducted before members. Failure to 
take judiciai notice a t  such trials would makeit  impossible tocomply 
with the instructional obligations of M.R.E. 201(g) and could result 
in the members not being instructed on an element of the offense. 

C. M.R.E. 404 
The court rendered a significant ruling concerning the admission 

of character evidence under M.R.E. 404(aj(l). In  United States L.. 
Clemons,fll the court held that evidence of the accused'sgwd military 
character and character for iaw.abidingness was admissible a t  a 
court-martial for unlawful entry, wrongful appropriation, and l a p  
ceny. Reading the word "pertinent" in M.R.E. 404(a)(l) to be syn.  
onymous with"relevant,"thecourt concluded that the accused's good 
military character was relevant in light of his defense that, while 
acting as charge of quarters. he took several items to teach his 
subordinates a lesson in securing their personal property. Applying 
federal precedent. the court also found that evidence of law- 
abidingness was a specihc. pertinent character trait within the 
meaning of M.R.E. 404(aj(lj. Chief Judge Everett concurred and 
stated his belief that general good character evidence is always 
admissibie.l* 

D. M.R.E. 412 
In  a series of important cases concerning M.R.E. 412, the court 

addressed the admissibility of evidence of a rape victim's sexual 
behavior. In L'ntted States C. D o r s e ~ . ~ '  the court focused on the 
accused's sixth amendment right to present a defense to determine 
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whether the prosecutrix' past sexual conduct was cmStitutionally 
required to be admitted under M R.E 112(b)(l). Thecaurt indicated 
that before such evidence can be admitted, the defense must demon- 
strate that the proffered evidence 1s relevant, material, and farora- 
ble to its case. Applying this methodology to the facts in Dorsey. the 
court held that evidence of sexual canduct between the prasecutix 
and accused's roommate hours before the alleged rape was admissi- 
ble where the defense's theor1 was that the wctim fabricated the 
rape charge to get eYen with the accused for rejecting her advances 
and demeaning her character for chastity because of the prior ~exus l  
incident. 

In L'nitad States L .  Colori-Anguirra.'' the court applied the metho- 
dology announced in Dorsey to determine the admissibility of post- 
offense sexual conduct. Evidence that the prosecutrlv had sex w t h  
two fellow cab drivers after the alleged rape was found to be rele- 
vant, material. and favorable in light of the defense theory that such 
evidence showed a motive for consenting to the intercourse The 
court held, however, that there was no reasanabie likelihood thatthe 
excluded evidence would have had any impact on the verdlct and 
affirmed. 

In Lhited States P. Elvine,.'the court rejected the defense theories 
of relevance as inadequate. Prior Sexual acts of the prosecutrix were 
held to be inadmissible despite thedefense theory thattheytendedto 
show that she had a habit of indiscriminately engaging ~n sex. Post- 
offense sexual conduct wasalsofound tobeirrelevant forthe purpose 
of showing that such conduct was inconsistent with the normal emo- 
tional trauma an unmarried woman would have exhibited after she 
had been raped. 

The court addressed M.R.E. 412(aj's absolute bar to reputation 
evidence in Cniled Slates D .  Holloman'~ and held that whatever type 
evidence i s  offered concerning the victim's past sexual behavior. the 
analysis is the Same The defense must demonstrate that the prof- 
fered evidence is relevant. material, and favorable. If the sixth 
amendment requires admission under this analysis. the ewdence 
comes in despite M R.E. 412(a)'s purported absolute bar.  Under the 
facts of Holloman, however, evidence that the prosecutrix had a 
reputation for being a flirt. sexually loose, and "sort of a whore" was 
found not to be constitutionally required. 

-r i6 M.J 20 I C  hl A 1983) 
-I16 h1.J 14 I C  M A  19831 
"16 \I1 J 164 IC M A  19631 
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E.  M.R.E. 607, 608, 613 
Recognizing the failure of the parties a t  the trial level to properly 

a8certain and distinguish the various ways to impeach, Judge 
Fletcher. in CnitrdStatest,. B~nker;~explained the various methods 
of impeachment and how each should be applied. The court held that 
evidence of an attempted purchase of drugs by a government infor- 
mant should have been admitted to show bias and prejudice. 

V. CONSTITUTIONAL EVIDENCE 
A.  SEARCH AND SEISURE (4th AMENDMENT) 

The path that the court will follow to resolve fourth amendment 
issues is clear; government conduct nillbeassessedunder a reasona- 
bleness standard, and reasonabieness will be defined ~n light of the 
unique nature of the military environment. Moreover, reasonable- 
ness will be determined by an objective assessment of the facts and 
circumstances. Using this framework, the court has modified or  
overturned prior, more restrictive precedent as necessary;74limited 
application of the exci%ionary rule in military practice;'& and sup- 
ported the power of the commander to maintain good order and 
discipline." Finally, the court has not viewed the Military Rules of 
Evidence pertaining to search and seizure as restricting eonduct 
which was otherwise reasonable under the Constitution as applied ta 
the armed forces." 

Although only a few fourth amendmentcaseswere decided during 
the past year. the court was true to form. In Vmtrd States D. .MeCui- 
iwgh,'a the court initially found th%t the accused did not have stand- 
ing to contest a customs search of items placed under a train seat. 
Nevertheless, the court went on to note that the search was reasona- 
ble. The right of German authorities to search a t  its borders to 
enforce its customs laws was clear. Moreover. the court held that 
assistance rendered by American Military Police Customs Invest)- 

~6 XJ 20: I C  n A 1983) 
..See. r 0 Umred States v. Morrison 12 h1.J 272 I C . Y  4 19821, United Staren 1 

Sfucke?. 10 M J 347 IC \I A 1981) Enired States r Middleton 10 11 J. 123 IC.h1..4 
i y a i l  

-:Srr L O ,  United States Y Kozak. 12 h1.J 389 (C . J l . 1  19821 United Stater I 
Whiting 12 M J. 263 (C M A 1982) 

.&see, Unlted States v Alleyne 13 M.J. 331 tC.M.A. 1981). Cnifed States V. 
B r o r n . 1 2 M J  4201CMA 1982) UnifedStatesi  Aco3ta. l lMJ.3OilC.MA 19811 

.see 1lurrav v Hsldeman 16 M J 1 4  IC M.A 19831 United Sratei Aeasra, 11 
M J 301 (C M I  19811. 

.'I4 MJ 109 IC M.A 19831 
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gators, who searched service personnel a t  the instigation of German 
officials, was reasonable. The court found support for its conclusion 
in the fact that such assistance was called for in  the NATO Status af 
Forces Agreement and that it expedited the flow of American mil. 
itary personnel across German borders. 

Seizure of the person and the application of Lhunau,ar ~ l .  .Vex, 
YorYS to the military where addressed in L'nited States 1'. 
Sehneider.80 When Schneider was taken by guards from the hospital 
to the Kava1 Investigative Service Resident Agency, he was clearly 
under apprehension and probable cause was required. The court 
recognized however. that the obligations of a service person and the 
unique relationships inherent in military command structures pre- 
vent literal application of Dunnusay. Far example, a soldier may be 
required to report to criminal investigators without triggering 
fourth amendment standards of probable cause. It seems. however, 
that once the suspect has reported in accordance with a military 
obligation, further detention must comport with fourth amendment 
standards because vital distinctionsbetween the military and civlian 
communities no longer exist. 

The court's most recent discussion ofthe fourthamendment was in 
Murray D. Haldeman.B1 Upon reporting to a Navy school. Murray 
was subjected to acommand directed urinalysis. The admissibilityof 
the laboratory report was contingent upon the lawfulness of the 
seizure af the wine.  Affirming the need for such programs in the 
military and noting the reasonable manner ~n which the urine was 
seized, the court gave a broad sanction tocommand directed urinaly- 
sis programs which were "justified by the same eonsidereations that 
permit health and welfare inspections."a2 Murray is another ~n an 
increasing line of fourth amendment cases condemning drug abuse 
in a military environment and enhancing the lawful powers of com- 
mand to combat the prablem.$8 In addition, the court once again 
made clear that the Military Rules of Evidence pertaining to search 
and seizure will not serve as a limitation an the court'S power to 
decide fourth amendment issues of reasonableness: 

However. it is not necessary-or even profitable-to try to 
fit compulsory urinalysis within the specific terms of [Mil- 

w z  u s  200 i i 9 i 9 i  
e614 M J 189 ( C  M A  19821 
1'16 M J. 14 I C  M.A 1983) 
.gid. at 82 
"Ep.. United Sfatea v Acasta 11 M J 307 IC M A. 19811. United States % Mid- 

dletan.10M.J lzS(C.M A 19811:UnltedStateav T r o t f i e r . 9 M J  3 3 1 l C M  A 19801 
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itary Rule of Evidence 313(b) pertaining to inspections]. 
We have made clear that a search may be reasonable even 
though it does not f i t  neatly into a category specifically 
authorized by a Military Rule of Evidence.8' 

B. SELF-INCRIMINATION (5th AMENDMENT) 
Scope of the Right. The court continued to limit the scope of the 

right against self-incrimination in the military, bringing the protec- 
tion given by Article 31, UCMJ, in line with traditional fifth amend. 
ment rulings. In  Murray 8. Haldeman,Ba the court held that the 
rights warnings were not required before a compelled command- 
directed urinalysis, reasoning that the Supreme Court had long held 
the seizureofbodyfluidsnotwithin the protectionofthefifthamend. 
ment and that Article 31 should be interpreted similarly. 

The Right at Sentencing. The court also used the reasoning that 
Article 31 is "co-extensive" with the fifth amendment to overrule 
prior decisions concerning the right against self-incrimination a t  the 
sentencing phase. Previously. the military judge was permitted to 
ask an accused questions ~n order to establish the admissibility of 
records of nonjudicial punishment. Relying on the Supreme Court's 
analysis of the applicability af the fifth amendment to the penalty 
phase of a trial ~n Estelle c. Smith.86 the court held in L'nited Statesv. 
Sau@ that the right against self-incrimination under Article 31 
continued through the sentencing portion of trial and the accused 
could not be compelled to respond to the military judge's questions. 

Comment on Accused's Silence. In  a series of cases. UnitedStatesu. 
Fitzpatriek,Bs United States 8. Fielda.B*and Unzted Statesa. Reiner.90 
the court discussed the relationship between fair cross-examination 
concerning the accused's opportunity to plan testimony and 
improper comment on the accused's pretrial invocation of the right 
to silence. A unanimous court looked a t  the cross-examination in full 
context and determined that questions relating to whether the trial 
counsel had ever interviewed that accused or had an earlier oppor- 
tunity to hear hisstory were properandnotintendedtobecomments 
on the accused's pretrial silence. 
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Zmrnnnzty. In addition to changing the ruies for the post-trial 
effects of either granting or recommending immunity in Cnitnited 
Stoles 1.. ,I'eu,mansl and United States P. Deeker.92 the court also 
discussed procedures for granting immunity to civilian witnesses in  
Lhi ted  States c. Andrea While taking to task the Air Force pra- 
secutors who promised a civilian witness everything from immunity 
from court-martial to imrnunityfram prosecution by the Philippine 
government, the court recognized that the Department of Justice 
retains authority to immunize civilian court-martial testimony. 

Attenuation. In LTfltted States 8 .  B%tner,g' the court addressed the 
question of follow-up questioning after an initial inadmissible state- 
ment and listed several factors that could attenuate the "taint"of the 
first statement. The factors include the time lapse between the state- 
ments. whether the same questioner was involved. whether the 
second questioner relied an the first statement, whether the accused 
indicated that the first statement did not induce the later one. and 
whether new rights warnings u-ere given. Of particular importance 
is whether the new rights warnings ivere corrective or "cleansing" 
warnings, that is. whether the questioner advised the accused that 
the earlier statement could not be used against him. 

Cilstodtai Zsterrogation. The court struggled with the issue of 
when interrogation a t  the police station amounts tocustodial interro- 
gation, thus requiring MirandaQs warnings. in Cnited States L'. 
S e h n e i d e ~ . * ~  Recognizing that, particularly in the military context, 
soldiers may be required to report to military police without proba- 
ble cause, the court listed several conditions to be considered when 
trial courts determine whether the interrogation was custadiai. The 
factors include whether the accused reported voluntarily or was 
ordered to report. whether theaccusedwasasuspectorunderguard, 
whether the accused was free toieave, the relationofthe conditions to 
the Interrogation. and whether the conditions directly related to the 
accused's decision to confess 

Striking Direct Testirnang. In L'iiited States '1. Riehordeon.~~ the 
court interpreted M.R.E 301f(2). which permits the militarrjudge 
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to strike the direct testimony of a witness who invokes the right to 
remain silent when cross-examined. The court concluded that the 
military judge may elect not to strike the testimony if the refusal to 
testify concerns only collateral matters. In  addition, the Court 
decided that the right to strike i s  equal: that  is, if a defense witness 
refuses to answer the government's cross-examination and the iswe 
is not collateral, the military judge may strikedirect testimanyjust 
as with a government witness. 

C. SIXTH AMENDMENT 
Compulsory Process. In the area of witness production the court 

emphasized the defense c o u n ~ e l ' ~  burden to make a full and timely 
materiality showing and has apparently adapted astrictermaterial- 
ity standard. 

In United States u. Menoken,os the defense requested a sergeant 
whom it  alleged gave the accused permission to be absent from his 
duty Station a t  Fort  Dix. I t  was disputed whether the sergeant was 
stationed a t  Fort  DixorinKoreaatthetime. Thedefenserequesteda 
continuance to establish the possibility that the sergeant wasat Fort  
Dix. The court held the averment of materiality insufficient. Evenif 
the sergeant was a t  Fort  Dix, that fact was only collateral to the 
defense's principal contention that he had given the accused permis- 
sion to be absent. Without an assertion about the alleged permission, 
the court said there was "not even a legitimate averment of 
materiality." 

I n  Umted States 1. Cottle,sB the court in dicta warned defense 
counsel of their burden to make timely requests. The civilian 
defense counsel had interviewed defense witnesses on 23 October 
1979 but did not actually request them until 23 January 1980-five 
days after referral. The court stated that a delay for tactical reasons 
until referral is proper, but the defense assumes the risk that the 
witness may become unavailable. 

In both Menoken and Cottle the court applied the Strict materiality 
test of "essentiality" which it first developed in United States 21. 
Bennett.100 In  Bennett, the court stated that "material" had been 
misused. The true test ofmateriality is"essentiality."Thecaurtwent 
on tostate:"[i]f awitnessisessentialfortheprosecution'scase, hewill 

3114 M J. 10 (c M.A 1982) 

=w M J 463 (c M A 1982) 
"14 M.J. 260 (C.M.A. 1982) 
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be present or the case wi1 fail. The defense has a similar right."'o' 
This language was a significant departure from existing law. I n  
Cnitrd States 2'. L u e a ~ ~ ~ ~  and Cnited States L. Hampion.Los a witness 
was required to be produced if the witness hurt  the government or 
helped the defense. A standard iar the militaryjudge as tohowmuch 
the witness must hurt  the government or held the defense was never 
clearly articulated. On appeal, the standard was a reasonably Iikeii. 
hood that the evidence would have affected the judgment of the trier 
of fact  Bennet's essentiality standard not only appears tougher than 
the "reasonable likelihood" standard but apparently is also to be 
applied a t  trial. 

In the area of witness production on  sentencing, the court dis- 
cussed alternatives to live witnesses. In CntttdStates 1 .  Gon~alez,~~* 
the court addressed a situation where the defense counsel offered 
aifidavits under M.R.E. 405(c) and the trial counsel had additional 
information from the affiants that contradicted thedefenseaifidav- 
its The miiitaryludge excluded the affidavits after the trial counsel 
argued that they were "misleading."The court held that i t  waserror 
ta exclude the defense affidavits. stating that the trial counsel's 
remedy was to obtain additional affidavits, The court alsoaddressed 
para. 7 6 e ( 2 ) ,  MCM. whichstatesthatalirewitnessmustbeproduced 
a t  government expense only i f ,  inter alia, "the other party is unwil- 
l inc to s t i d a t e  to the facts to which the witness IS exoected to I .  
testify."The court statedthat this provision meant stipulation of fact, 
not Stipulation of expected testimony. 

VI. POST-TRIAL PROCEDURE 
A .  POST-TRIAL ACTION 

In L'nited States L'. . V e l ~ m o n , ~ ~ ~  the court reversed a long-standing 
rule of military practice and held that a convening authority who 
grants immunity or clemency to a witness in a court-martial i s  not 
disqualified from later reviewing or takingactionon thecase. In  this 
case, testimonial immunity was given to a defense witness but the 
court did not iimit its unanimous opinion to those facts. The court 
cited three circumstances in support of the new rule: the developing 
use of testimonial as opposed to transactional immunity for abtain- 
ing otherwise unavailable evidence, the view that a convening 
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authority's decision to immunize a witness does not involve a credi- 
bility determination, and the abolition of the voucher rule by the 
adoption of MRE 607. Under .Vewman. the test for disqualification 
focuses on whether the actions of the convening authority beforeand 
during trial create or suggest a risk that the evidence will not be 
evaluated objectively and impartially after the trial. To preserve the 
facts for appellate review, the circumstances surrounding a grant of 
immunity OF clemency should be included in the post-trial reviem. In  
Cmted States c, Decker.LDB the court logically extended its rationale 
and the new standard for testingqualificationin~~'elL~antothestaff  
judge advocate's role of writing the post-trial review far the conven- 
ing authority. 

In United States u. Sutton,Lo7 the court acted M cure prejudice 
caused by inordinate post-trial delay in reviewing and acting on a 
record of trial. The accused asserted prejudice in obtaming civilian 
employment based on the longpending appellate review. The 
government could not satisfactorily expiain the delay and the court 
dismissed the charges, relying on L'nzted States I'. Cleuidence.'O' 

B. APPELLATE PRACTICE 
Thecourtaddressed the righttoadequate representation byappel- 

late counsel in L'nited States T. Knightlog and United States i.. Hul- 
lurn."o In  Knight, the court heid that the appellate defense counsel 
had erred by failing to call the appellate court's attention to issues 
that the accused had specified in his request for appellate represen- 
tation In that request, the accused listed three errors as grounds for 
relief. butappellatedefensecounselsubmitted thecasetothecourtof 
review without specific assignment of error. Based upan its "ruie of 
practice" mandated in L'nited States i'. Orostrfon."' the court said 
that, at  a minimum, "when an accused specifies any error in his 
request for appellate representation, the appellate defense counsel 
will invite the attention of the Court of Military Review to those 
issues."~~z 

Failure to raise issues that  should have been apparent toappellate 
counsel may amount to error even if the request for appellate repres- 
entation does not specify any issues. In Huliiim, the court held that 
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appellate defense counaei failed to handle the appeal with reasonable 
competence by submitting the case to the Sary-Marine Court of 
Military Review without specifying any errors. The court concluded 
that coumel should have argued that the appellant's A T O L  convic- 
tions were excusable as the result of threats and racial harassment 
and that the sentence was inappropriately severe. The court con- 
cluded that appellate counsel should have been ailare of these facts 
because they had been vigorously asserted a t  trial and raised after 
trial in a clemency petition. Judge Cook dissented. warning that the 
decision would result ~n clogging the appellate courts with frivolous 
appeals because appellate counsel with have to raise"everypossib1e 
issue or suffer the peril of being declared incompetent,"::3 

Two cases before the court involved the narrow i ~ w e  of when a 
court of military review may lawfully hear acase. In LkitrdStntrsz.. 
I'irines,'!' the court said that the authority of the Chief Judge of the 
Army Court of Military Revieivtoassigncases toparticularpanelsis 
virtualiy unrestricted, but that once a penal assignment is made. a 
proper "change-of-assignment order" i s  required before a different 
panel can hear the case. The record in V k s  was originally assigned 
to Panel 4 for review Through administrative or clerical error the 
case was inadvertently sent to Panel 6 ,  which affirmed the conwc- 
tion. The Court of Military Appeals held that it was error for Panel 5 
to hear the case. but ruled that assignment of cases was procedural 
and thus notiurisdictional. Finding no prejudice. the courtaffirmed. 

In L i i t e d  Stairs j.. Elliott,1'5 the court held that the B a n - M a r i n e  
Corps Court of Military Review could not lawfully operate when it 
had fewer than three members. One member was on leave from the 
time of appointment and had not taken the oath of office until after 
the accused's caw was heard. The court ruled that he was not prop- 
erly serving as a member of the court and, therefore, the Article 66, 
U C M J  requirement of a three Judge panel was not satisfied. 

C. EXTRAORDINARY WRITS 
The court exercised its extraordinary relief authority in an expan- 

sive fashion during this term. In Shepardson P. Robeds,''B the court 
invoked considerations of judicial economy in using a petition for 
extraordinary relief to review a dispute abaut whether a convening 
authority could u,ithdran from a pretrial agreement. The court 

"'16 M.J. sf 270 (Cook J ,  dinaentinsl 
-8315 hf J. 247 (C.M A 1983) 
"115 M J 347 1C.M.A 1983) 
"'14 M d. 354 (C M A  1983). 
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cautioned practitioners that the special circumstances of that case 
impelled prompt review and did not imply an invitation TO avoid the 
ordinary course of appellate review In Murray 1'. Haldeman,"'the 
court noted that a petition's claim that a court-martial lacked juris. 
diction was an extraordinary circumstance which justified review of 
an issue without awaiting trial and the ordinary appeals process. 
Considerations of judicial economy similar to those in Sheperdson 
also prompted the court to address the issue raised: the service- 
connection of drug usage detected by urinalysis after an extended 
period of leave. 

In Cnittd States 1'. Labella,"s the court'% per curiam opinion sue- 
cinctly described the proper analytical approach ta government- 
initiated extraordinary writs. The military judge had dismissed 
charges for lack of subjectmatter jurisdiction, normally a remedy 
within the judge's discretion for such a defect. Holding that the 
judge's dismissal of charges was permissible, thecourt stated that an 
abuse of discretion would have to amount to ajudicial usurpation of 
power or be characteristic of an erroneous practice likely to recur in 
order to merit extraordinary relief. 

In Dabrynski v. Green,LLP the court approved. without enthusiasm, 
the imposition of nonjudicial punishment after a special court- 
martial judge had suppressed evidence seized from the accused 
sailor's briefcase. Fallowing the suppression ruling, the convening 
authority withdrew the charges from special court-martial and 
initiated an Article 15. which theaccused could not refuse because he 
was assigned to a vessel. Dabzynski attacked the withdrawal hut,  
despite the perception of injustice created by the procedure, the 
court found no due process vialatian. 

VII. ETHICS 
In L'nited States L'. Rad/ord.'20 thecourtexamined the responsibili- 

ties of the defense counsel and the military judge when the defense 
counsel believes that the client is going to commit perjury. After the 
accused testified in narrative form about an alibi, the militaryjudge 
initiated a discussion before the court members about whether the 
defense had given notice of the alibi defense. The defense coun~el  
expressed disagreement with his client's testimony and then, in an 
Article 39(al session, requested permission t o  withdraw. The mil. 
itary judge did not expressly rule on the withdrawal request. 

"'16 M J 74 (C.M.A 19831. 
"815 M J 228 (C M.A. 1983) iper curiam) 
->816 M J 84 (C M.A 19831. 
1*c14 M.J 322 iC.M.A 1982) 
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Specifically endorsing the "passive representation" scheme con- 
tained in the ABA Standardsfor Criminal Justice, Defense Function 
4-7.7, a majority of the court decided that the standards of profes- 
sional conduct had been breached and the accused had beendenieda 
fair  trial. Judge Fletcher concluded that the accused was denied 
effective assistance of counsel when the defense counsel commented 
an the evidence adversely to his client and further held that the 
military judge had an obligation to inquire sua sponte whether the 
accused wanted new counsel. Chief Judge Everett based his concur- 
rence on the judge's failure to inquire into the apparent iireconcila. 
ble conflict between the defense counsel and the accused. He said 
that "perhaps" the defense counsel's expression of disbelief in Rad- 
ford's testimony constituted a denial of due process but did not make 
this part  of his basis for reversing the conviction 

Judge Cook dissented and focused on the trial record as a whole, 
concluding that the accused was not deprived of effective assistance 
of counsel and was not deprived of a fair trial. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
The intent of this brief review has been to report the significant 

decisions of the past year from the Court of Military Appeals. At the 
Same time, however, reviewing pastdecnions not only reveals areas 
in which the court has focused its attention, but also indicates trends 
which should persist. Obviously, the Military Rules of Evidence will 
remain a major topic af interest for the court. There appears to be a 
desire, particularly on the part  of the Chief Judge. to give substan- 
tive meaning to the various rules and to teach counsel how to deal 
with evidentiary matters a t  trial. Thus. it seems likely that the court 
will grant review and provide guidance an scientific evidence and 
expert testimony, hearsay, character evidence, and the proper scope 
of rebuttal testimony. Additionally, Section I11 of the Military Rules 
of Evidenceshould continue to be afertile area for litigation, particu- 
larly where the Manual's fourth amendment rules impose a more 
rigorous standard upon the government than a mere reasonable 
determination requires. 

Crimes, defenses, and intent will also demand much of the court's 
attention. Decisions in those weas should become the basis far inter- 
pretation of similar issues when the new Manual for Courts.Martial 
becomes effective. The court can also be expected to refine various 
aspects of pretrial. trial, and post-trial procedure, essentially seek. 
ing to teach military practitioners "how to'' throughout the trial 
process. Of particular interest to military counsel will be the ulti- 
mate resolution of the military death penalty. The court should also 
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address multiplicity and attempt not only to clarify the concepts of 
over-charging, duplicitous pleadings, and multiplicity, but also to 
provide guidelines to military judges for handling such matters a t  
trial. 

The quality of representation in courts-martial also looms as a 
sigmficant issue. The court has made clear its concern about the 
quality of appellate representation. Expanded waiver provisions in 
the Military Rules of Evidenceand increased reportsof concernover 
trial representation may generate a similar interest in the effective- 
ness af representation a t  trial. 

Finally, it isdifficulttospeculateon theeffectofanewjudgeon the 
Court after the announced retirement of Judge Cook in March. In 
view of the strong leadership provided by the Chief Judge and the 
apparent judicial harmony which exists between ,Judge Fletcher 
and Chief Judge Everett, however, i t  seems unlikely that B new 
personality will generatedramatic changes indirectionaofthe Court 
of Military Appeals. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
THE MODERN INTERNATIONAL LAW OF 

OUTER SPACE* 
Carl Q. Christoi. The Modern international Latoof Outer Space. New 
York. Perramon Press Inc.. 1982. Pares: xiii. 932. Price %85.00. 
Publisher's address: Pergamon Press h e . ,  Maxwell House, Fair- 
view Park,  Umsford. New Yark 10623. 

Reciewed by Major H. Wayne Ellaott** 

The recent conversion af the space shuttle from an experimental 
project to the workhorse of the United States space program accen- 
tuates the rapid development of space. Keeping almost apace with 
this technological revolution is a legal revolution. Questions of law 
which in the not so distant past were viewed as being of only aca- 
demic interest increasingly are being viewed as questions of dayto. 
day relevance for American lawsers. The issues range from the uses 
of space for military purposes to the liability of a state for damages 
done by a falling satellite. Military lawyers should be familiar with 
the basic concepts of the international law of outer space, 

The book begins with adiscussionoftherelationshipofscienceand 
technology to the law of the outer space environment. The author 
emphasizes that the law will change not only to reflect changes in 
technology but also to reflect the various legal and political influen- 
ces. As B result of these different mfluences, not ail countries will 

*The opinioni and ~ ~ n c l u b i ~ n s  presented I" this book revie4 and ~n the bmk ltself 
w e  thaw of the authors and da not  necerlarily i e p i e ~ e n t  the v i e w  of The Judge 
Advocate General's School, the Department of the Army or m y  afher garernmental 
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approach the law of space with the same interests or concerns. The 
legal regime applicable ~n space will,  therefore, be the product of 
formal international agreements and customary international Iau 

The primary international organization dealing with the space 
environment has been the United Nations. The Committeean Peace- 
ful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) is charged with consideration of 
the legal problems which might arise in outer space Chapter Twoof 
the book isdevoted tothecreationofCOPUOSand,tsrole,ndevelop- 
ing the most important of the space treaties, the 1967 "Principles" 
Treaty. The author argues that this treaty was the "fundamental 
starting point" far international cooperation in outer space. As a 
result the subsequent treaties have evolved from the principle embo- 
died in the 1967 treaty that outer space shall be the "province of all 
mankind." 

The book examines. ~n subsequent chapters, each of the interna- 
tional agreements concerning outer space which are in force or 
under discussion. These chapters discuss the historical background 
af the treaties and provide areadable account of the interpretation to 
be given to various ambiguous articles in the treaties. The author 
interprets these ambiguous portions based on research of the nego- 
tiating records of the treaties in  an attempt to arrive at the intent of 
the drafters. Thus, the lawyer has in a single volume an informative 
source to resolve questions of interpretation. 

Turning from the formal treaties, the author then considers s e v  
era1 issues which may be viewed as forming the genesis for develop. 
ing customary international Ian.  These chapterseonsiderthe debate 
over such questions as the geostationary orbit, direct television 
broadcasting, and remote sensing by space object. Chapters are also 
devoted to the uses of nuclear power in Outer space and the iuture Of 
space transportation. 

In the final chapter the author draws some conclusions and makes 
predictions for the future development of outer space law. He con- 
cludes that the law of outer space will continue to reflect the basis 
principles embodied in the 1967 treaty. I n  describing the future of 
space law. he writes: 

The modern international law of outer space is serving the 
Interests, values, wants. and needs of the world cammun- 
ity at this moment in history. It is alive to the important 
issues of the time. Its capacity for growth has been well 
demonstrated. Its receptiveness to the dynamic and prac- 
tical influences which have contributed to its present sub. 
stance will undoubtedly continue unabated. The existing 
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iaw is by no means the final law for the space 
environment. 

The appendix section includes the text of the Treatyan Principles 
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of 
Outer Space (January 27. 1967). the Convention on International 
Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects(March29,1972), and 
other treaties. Also included are documents on space policy such as 
1976 Bogota Declaration and a White House fact sheet on U S  civil 
Space policy. The book contains a detailed index which will be an 
asset to the lawyer seeking information an the law of outer space. 

Carl Q, Christal is Professor of International Law at theuniversity 
of Southern California. Dr. Christol's formal education includes a 
Ph.D. from the University of Chicago and LL.B. from Yale Law 
School. He was awarded an honorary LL.D. degree in 1977 from the 
University of South Dakota. Dr. Christal has held several honorary 
and professional appointments ta include the Stockton Chair of 
International Law at the U.S. Naval War College, 1962-1963, and 
visiting professor a t  the Institute of Air and Space Law, McGill 
University, 1919.1980. He is the author of six books and numerous 
professional articles 

This book is a timelyinformativeadditiontothelawofouterspace. 
Unlike many of its predecessors. this volume is not a compilation of 
treaties tied together by a few thought provoking, if esoteric, ques- 
tions. Christon has provided a readable account of the development 
of the law of outer space. 
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FATAL VISION' 
Joe McGinniss, Fatal Vision. New York, New York: G.P. Put- 

nam's Sons, 1983. Pages: 663. Price: $17.95. Publisher's address: G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, 200 Madison Avenue, New Yark, New York 10016. 

Rroiewed by Capta iE Stephen J.  Kaczynski" 

"I can only tell you from the physical evidence in  this case that 
thingsdonatlie. But1 suggestthatpeoplecananddo."(Summationaf 
the U.S. Attorney, l'nttrd States D .  McDonald). 

In a poll conducted for the purpose of jury selection shortly before 
the 1979 trial, i twas revealed thatSl%ofthosesurveyedhad heardof 
the case of former Green Beret Captain Jeffrey YacDonald. Surveys 
frequently shon that a smaller percentage than that can, a t  any 
given time, name the President of the United States. It is precisely 
this notoriety. or infamy. surrounding the triple murder that 
occurred an F e b r a r y l l ,  1970at 544CastleDriw Fort Bragg. North 
Carolina that continues thepublic'sinterest inseekingtolearnnhya 
pregnant woman and twosmallchildren were killedin theirhomeon 
that night. 

Fatal Vision is a lengthy, detailed. and inexorible accounting of 
the events fallawing the murders. In  researching the boak, author 
McGinniss was afforded virtually tatai access to the records, diaries. 
and intensly private thoughts ofthe man eventually convicted of the 
murders, Jeffrey MacDonald. The conclusions reached by the 
author, however. are scarcely those which had been desired by the 
subject of the book. nor those anticipated by the author upon his 
undertaking the task. In  sum, author McGinnis concludes. as did a 
jury in federal district court in North Carolina, that Jeffrey MacDo- 
"aid was the murderer and that a tale of drug-crazed hippies invad- 
~ n g  the MMacDonald home was a fabrication. He adds however, that 
the kiiier may have committed the murders while under the influ- 
ence of a fo rm of amphetimine takenasa"diet pii1"andundetectable 

*The opinioni  and conelusions expressed i n  this bmk i e w e ~ .  and I" the bmk ireelf 
are those of the avrhorr and do not  neces8mls represent rhe j i e ~ ,  of The Judge 
.4diocate Generars School, the DeDarfment of the Arm5 or anvather mrernmental  
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in the suspect's system under then-existing medical tests. As one 
proceeds through the book, from theearlystorytoldmilitary Investi- 
gators to the gratuitous lies told to a grand jury to the repeated 
denials when confronted by damning physical evidence a t  his trial, 
the author's conclusion becomes all but indisputable. 

The facts of the case are in some measure familiar to all. On the 
evening of February 11,1970, the military police responded to a call 
from Captain MacDonald that an attack had taken place on his 
family in their quarters a t  Fort  Bragg. Upon arriving, the lifeless 
bodies of Collette MacDonald. 26. Kimberly MacDonald, 5 .  and 
Kristen MacDonald, 2, were discovered, all having been clubbed and 
stabbed to death. Jeffrey MacDonald was also found, alive, suffering 
from superficial bruises and minor stab wounds. The word "PIG" 
had been written in blood on the headboard of the master bed. Blood 
was everywhere, yet the living room. where MacDonald alleged that 
he hadfoughtforhisand hisfamily'slivesagainstthreemaleandone 
female '"hippies," showed no signs of struggle and contained none of 
Captain MacDonald's blood. 

It is undisputed that the initial military investigation on the 
murders was badly bungled. The quarters were not adequately 
secured, the MacDansld trash was disposed of without a search far 
evidence, the toilet was flushed, thereby possibly sending into the 
sewer system a surgical glove with which the word "PIG" had been 
written, MacDonald's pajama bottoms were thrown away and 
burned a t  the hospital, bodies were moved and the crime scene 
initially disturbed, and a"known hair samp1e"of MacDonald turned 
out to have come from a pony he had bought his children far Christ- 
mas. Incredibly, security at544 Castle Drive wassolaxthatMacDa- 
nald's wallet was stolen from the crime scene by one of the 
responding military police. 

Faced with this abominable investigation, the evidence that the 
suspect, an "All-American boy," who "was admired by all," and 
psychiatric testimony that hischaracter type couldnot havecommit- 
ted so brutal a massacre. an Article 32 investigating officer, after a 
lengthy pretrial hearing. found the charges that MaeDonald had 
committed the murder8 "not true." The charges were dismissed and 
MacDonald shortly thereafter received an honorable discharge from 
the Army. 

The Greek notion of huhrzs deals with an excemive arrogance 
arising from a perceived pride in one's self. Failawing his"eronora- 
tion" by the Army, Jeffrey MacDonald became infected with hubris. 
He appeared on the Dick Cavett Show was interviewed by Newsday, 
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and actively sought notoriety an the CBS Ecening .Vercs and in Look 
magazine, all to the chagrin of his deceased wife's stepfather Alfred 
Kassab. 

During the aborted Army prosecution, Mr.  Kassah had been 
among heDana id ' s  staunehist supporters. Disturbed by his son-in- 
law's post-discharge activity and enlightened by a painstaking 
review af the verbatim Article 32 investigation testimony and avisit 
to the crime scene. however, Mr. Kassab changed his mind. The 
physical evidence simply did not come close to supporting MscDo- 
nald's version of the Story. Indeed. he concluded, as had Army inves. 
tigators. that there had been no "hippies," no intruders. only a 
murderous Jeffrey MacDonald in the quarterson February 17,1970. 

No one. however, would listen. With evangelical fervor, Mr.  Kas- 
sab pursued the Justice Department and members of Congressalike 
to look into the killings anew Finally, in  1974. a federal grand jury 
was convened and Jeffrey MacDonald wa8 indictedanthree counts of 
first degree murder. 

Trial, however, would not come for five more years. Adismissalof 
the indictment on speedy trial grounds by the Fourth Circuit led ta a 
review by the United States Supreme Court. which indicated that 
the panel had exceeded its authority in permitting a pretrial appeal 
of the denial of the speedy trial motion: the indictment was 
reinstated. 

It has been remarked that the three most overrated things In the 
world are big game hunting. the state of Texas, and the FBI. I t  was. 
however, the testimony of a forensic speciaiist from the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, before bath the grand and petitjuries, that 
sealed MacDanald's fate. Evidence undiscovered, ignored, or unin- 
telligible a t  the time of the original investigation was given sub- 
stance by the examiner. 

His task was made simpler by the fact that each member of the 
MacDanald famiiy had had a different blood type. Consequently, the 
examiner was able to determine whom had been attacked where, 
resulting in a theory completely at odds with the explanation given 
by MacDonald. Indeed. the single most illuminating part  ofthe book 
may be an approximately three page excerpt of the examiner's 
testimony before the grand jury where, unimpeded by strict adher- 
ence to the rules of evidence, he delivered an account. amply SUP- 
ported by the physical evidence, of what he thought had happened in 
the MaeDonaid household. To a lesser extent, this thearywasargued 
before the petit jury by the U.S. attorney. In both eases, the result 
was devastating: only three days after the conclusion of the takingof 
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testimony, the grand jury indicted MacDonald; after only six and 
ane-half hours of deliberation, the petit jury convicted him. 

Mr. McGinniss adds a new wrinkle to the already volurninou~ 
public record an the MacDonald case. The government has told us 
who, butnoone hassausfactorilyexplainednhy. Fromthenotesthat 
MacDonald had given his original military attorney. notes provided 
to YeGinniss as part  of the unrestricted access agreement with 
MacDonald. McGinniss discovered that MacDonald had been taking 
a form of amphetimine, now wlthdrawn from the market, BS B diet 
aid. The literature and physicians with whom McGinnisi spoke indi- 
cate that this pill, taken as it must have been by Macnonald in 
sufficient quantity to have caused B substantial weight 102s in an 
already physically fit Green Beret, could cause a temporary paycho- 
sis and induce a rage sufficient to move a person to kill. McGinniss 
also notes that some of the symptoms exhibited by MacDonald both 
a t  the crime sceneand 111 the hospitalwerecansistentw,th areaction 
to the drug. 

The full story will probably never be known: MacDonald to this 
day protests his innocence. Fatal Vision tells, to theextent that it can 
be told without the truthful input of the only surviving participant, 
the story of the events of the last minutes of the live8 of Callette. 
Kimberly, and Kristen MacDonald. 

The story may not yet be over. Jeffrey MacDonald, convicted triple 
murderer, will be eligible for parole in 1991. 
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MAN SLAUGHTER* 
Steven Englund, Man Slaughter. New York, New York  Doubie- 

day & Company, Inc . .  1983. Pages: 419. Publisher's address: Doubie- 
day & Company, Inc., 243 Park Avenue. S e w  York, New York 
10167. Price:$17.95. 

Reuiwed bp Captain Stephen J ,  Kaciynski" 
Suppose far a moment that you are the staff judge advocate. dis- 

trict attorney, OF even a legal clerk and that a homicide has been 
committed within your bailiwick. You are handed a report of investi- 
gation which revealed the following 

Approximately SIX months prior to the homicide. the victim left 
the suspect for another woman. The victim filed for divorce and 
indicated that he would seek custody of his two daughters. Two 
weeks prior to the homicide, the ~uspec t  had purchased a shotgun 
and test fired it on  several occasions. On the day of the homicide, a 
day an which the suspect knew that thevictim would becoming to the 
house to pick up his daughters for theirweeklyvisit, thesuspectsent 
the daughters to her brother, a neighbor. The victim arrived a t  the 
home and briefly argued with the suspect. The suspect thereupon 
produced the shotgun and fired twoshotgun blastsatthevictim The 
first volley hit the victim in his back, the secondwas fired at his head 
at point blank range. Thereafter, the suspectdrorethevictim's car to 
another town and took a taxi back, but did not hare the taxi drop her 
a t  her door. The suspect later made a number of phone calls and 
visits. including one to the victim's paramour, to query about 
whether the victim would come To pick up the daughters and 
expressing a new fear that he w a ~  out to get her. Later, the Suspect 
wrapped the body in piastic and buried it in a building on her farm. 
She disposed of the bloods clothing and, fmally, set fire to the crime 
scene. Upon the arrival of fire investigators, who had immediately 
determined that the cause af the fire had been arson, she claimed to 
hate heard the familiar sound of her husband's car outsidethe house 
just prior to the fire He must have been trying to kill her. 

Assume further that the above had been learned largely through 
two properly warned confessions of the suspect, one which had been 

*The oplnlanb and e ~ n e l u ~ i o n s  expressed ~n this hmk rej iew and i n  the bwk itself 
are those 01 the authors and da not n e e e s ~ m l y  represent the v i m 8  of The Judge 
Adiaeate General's School. the Deoarrment of the Arm! 4 1  anvather mvemmentai 
age"CS 

'*The r e v i e i d 8  biographical data w e  provided I" the pzecedmg ~ Y ~ P U  
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rendered in her own handwriting. In addition, certain mitigatory 
aspects of the confession can circumstantially, logically, andforensi- 
cally be dmproven, toinciude thattheshotgunmusthavebeenioaded 
and awaiting the victim's arrival. Finally. the body is discovered and 
the gunsmith and taxi driverarelocatedtocorrobaratethoseaspects 
of the confession. 

Given this report, all of which could be admissibly presented to a 
jury, whatchargedoyau,asSJA, DA,oriegalclerk,recommendand 
expect to stick? Csll it first degree murder, murder one, orpremedi- 
tated murder,  the evidence would surely support the most serious 
available homicide charge. 

Such was the seeming state of the evidence in State L.. Pats ,  a 
Wisconsin first degree murder prosecution of Jennifer Patri for the 
Slaying of her husband, Robert Patri. In  Man Slaughter, Steven 
Englund, the writer-scholar to whom Mrs Patri contracted the 
literary rights to her story, details how, with the aid of a self- 
promoting defense counsel, and intimidated assistant district attor- 
ney, and the cerificatian by the media of the Patri case as abanafide 
"cause," the facts were stood an their head and a conviction only for 
manslaughter was had. In a second prosecution far arson, the Social 
''issue" had so overwhelmed the facts that a change of venue was 
necessitated and an acquittal by reason of insanity resulted. 

The isme was the battered women syndrome (BWS). In a 1977 
book entitled Battered Women, Del Martin posited that approxi- 
mately twenty million American women suffer from routine physi- 
cal and psychological abuse a t  the handsof their husbands. Members 
of this group fear their husbands and the consequences of reparting 
them. Typically, those who do report spousal abuse encounter a 
maledenominated law enforcement establishment which. subtly or 
overtly, informs the victim that she samehow had brought the vio- 
lence on herself. Consequently, the battered woman i s  relegated to a 
life of"silent screaming"and future abuse bya husbandtowhomshe 
may be tied by financial, psychological, or societal pressures. In 
1977, at the time of the Patri homicide, the issue had received little 
attention in governmental and law enforcement circles. 

The Path  case was to change all that. A curious alliance of the 
brothers of the victim and the accused imposed upon Jennifer Patri 
to retain the services of e. Milwaukee attorney who, well-briefed an 
BWS, embarked upon a course designed to make State u. Petrz the 
Brown II. Board ofEdueation for the battered woman. He saw in the 
ease enough of a skeleton of a BWS issue that he set about directing 
an investigator to dewlap evidence of every vice of the victim, while 
simultaneously enlisting the media and feminist groups in hiscause. 
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News conferences and interviews with attorney and client alike 
abounded, all bemoaning the lifelong deprivations and abuse of 
Jennifer Patri and proclaiming Robert Patri to have been the devil 
incarnate. 

The ploy worked. Activists and respected n e w  mediaalike uncrit- 
ically adopted the Patri case as a eawe celebrere. ThatJenmfer Patri 
had been 8 battered woman was a given: only the legal consequences 
of that Status in a murder prosecution were in issue. 

Among those who unquestioningly joined the crusade and declined 
to be confused by the facts was Steven Englund. Following the 
murder trial, he signed on enthusiastically as scribe far the cause. 
The original proposed title of this book was Monkeg: The Ordeal of 
Jennijer Palri. drawn from her attorney's description of the 
accused's role in the victim's "sexual circus." His initial interviews 
upon receiving the assignment were singularly favorable to the 
accused. Mr. Englund was a true believer. 

Then, in the hiatus between the trials. he donned that cap of the 
skeptical academic and set to work. Slowly and ineaoribly, the 
author discovered that the testimony, particularly that of the 
accused, a t  the murder trial and the stories fed the media and 
committed fellow travelers differed in vast degreesfrom otheravail- 
able evidence. I n  the end. M r .  Englund cast serious doubt upon 
whether the heroineof theBWScasehadindeedbeenbatteiedatal1. 

For example: T r ~ a l  Testimony: The victim once beat his wife so 
violently that she miscarried. Counterpoint Mrs. Patri had told a 
relative that she had performed an abortion on herself with a coa- 
thanger. She hemrnoraged so badiy that herhusband, whowalkedin 
on the act, had to take her to the hospital. Mrs. Patri refused Mr. 
Englund access to  her medical records to confirm or  deny either 
version. 

Trial Testimony: Mrs. Patri first shot her husband as he converged 
on her with a knife. Counterpoint: In her confessions and earliest 
self-serwng interviews, she claimed to have shot her husband 
because he had "upset me EO much I just decided I wans't going to 
take It anymore." 
Trial Testtmony. The victim had sexually molested his niece. 

Caunterpoznt. I n  a bedside despasition (she was about to undergo a 
Caesarian section) the niece clsirned that no such thing took place 

Trial Testimony: Mrs. Patri shot her husband while she stood a t  
the foot af astaircase and h e a a s  onthestaircaseaboveher. Couxtrr- 
point. Forensic testimony and the location ofblaod and dental shards 
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CONVERSATIONS WITH THE ENEMY: 
THE STORY OF PFC ROBERT GARWOOD" 

Kinston Groom and Duncan Spencer, Conservations With t i ie 
Enemy: The Story of PFC Robsit Gara'aod. Neu York. Kea  York. 
G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1983. Pages: 411 Publisher's address G.P 
Putnam's Sons, 200 Madison Avenue, New Yark, New York 10016. 

Recwzed b y  Caplaili Stephen J.  Kacacrynski" 

He remained Silent 
I t  was his right. On trial upon charges that he had collaborated 

with the enemy. that he had Infoarmed on his fellow American prison- 
ers of war, and that he had maltreated. assaulted. another American 
while ,n captivity. he stood mute. At his court-martial. government 
witnesses. former POWs. testified that he had been armed guard af 
American prisoners, that he had boastedaf holding rank equivalent 
with a first lieutenant in the North Vietnamese farces. and that he 
had become "one of them." a "white Cong." In the face of all this. 
however, he remained silent; it was his right. 

Now, however. we have a book. As the title suggests. it 1s the story 
of PFC Robert Garuood, the last American to returnfromVietnam 
The United States departed Vietnam ~n 1973: Garwood returned in 
1979. Where had he been? What had he done both during and after 
the war? The answers, provided by this book are less than 
satisfactory. 

Always remember, this is Garwood's stmy. He was a short-timer 
who had ne>w seen combat when captured by the Viet Cong. 4 
driver, who had accepted a particular mission because it looked like 
there might be some "sham time" involved with it. Instead. he found 
himself surrounded by the enemy, shot and killed one of them, and 
was himself wounded in the affray. Marched from village to village 
and placed on publie display in each. he became for the V C  a symbol 
of American vulnerability. Rewarded with torture for two unsuc. 
cessful escape attempts. both, of course. under heroically adwrse 
conditions. he learned from a veteran American captain how to 
Survive ~n Vietnamese prison camps. He learned the language. 

.The o p m o n s  and ~on leu~ ionb  expressed I" this book re vie^ and I" the bmk i r ie l f  
are those of the authors and do not neeessady represent the w e i i  of The L d z e  
Advocate Generapi School. the Department of the I r m s  or an) other gorernmenfal 
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learned to eat most anything, and signed most anything that the 
enemy wanted him to sign, it u-odd a t  least let his countrymen know 
that he was alive. 

Alirays, there was propaganda. He and his comrades were 
harangued about American imperialism, the Saigon puppet regime. 
and the humanitarianism of the VC treatment of them. After all. 
they were war criminals. To the Vietnamese, i t  was as i f  an intruder 
had come into their home and killed their families The Americans 
were no better 

Yet, the enemy found "Bobby" Garwood to be "progressive" and 
afforded him the opportunity to be released. We wi l l  never know 
whether they were serious or not Garwood declined the offer. decid- 
ing instead to stay with the other Americans ~n the jungle camp. 

Eventually, Garwood's American mentor in the ways af survival 
died. Gone also at the hands of the American ,mperiBI,st3d"ringthe 
Tet Offensive was the Vietnamese translator for the camp The 
enem,- then looked to Garwood as an interpretor From this point 
forward, Garwoad was irretnevablyret apart  from theather Ameri- 
cans. He lived apart, ate apart,and,exceptfortheireveningcammu- 
nal listening to "Hanoi Hannah" on the camp radio, stayed apart  
from the others. whom he increasingly began to distrust and then 
hold in contempt. Xeedless to say, the feelings were entirely mutual. 
The holders of those emotions would later become the witnesses 
against him a t  his court-martial 

For some reamn, when the war had ended and almost seven 
hundred prisonerzaf war had been returned to the United States, the 
Sa r th  Vietnamese retained Garwood He was told "Vietnam is not 
so stupid as to release ail prisoners.. . Khat would prevent the U S  
from coming back and bombing Hanoi again?'. Indeed, he saw and 
was told that French prisoners. twent, years after the fall of Die" 
Bien Phu, were still held hostage. As he had learned in the prison 
camps, the Vietnamese never t h r w  anything away. 

By cunning, bribery. and what might be termed American inge- 
nuity, Garwood managed to gain permission to travel to Hanoi to 
expedite the acquisition of replacement parts far the motor pool that 
he was operating in  his past-war prison camp. Once there. he twice 
managed to slip nates to Engiish-speakingforeigners concerning his 
situation. One note failed to b r i m  results. the other made its WBV to 
the United States government and earned his repatriation to 
America. 

The homecoming wasnotajoyausone. Foryears,sincethedebrlef- 
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ing of returning POWs in 1973, the Marine Carps had known of 
Garwood's suspected collaboration with the enemy. Other ~ervices  
had had information on others as well. All of those eases were 
dropped; in 19 i9 ,  Garwood's was not. 

After a lengthy pretrial investigation, a revolving door of defense 
counsel, and a barrage of pretrial motions, the court-martial 
commenced. The former prisoners testified; Garwood did not. The 
defense presented was two-fold. perhaps three-fold: Ididn' tdowhat 
they said (if I carried a rifle, you can't prove that It u'asoperablear 
loaded), if I collaborated, so did everybody else tc some extent after 
torture; and if I did do it, I didn't appreciate the criminality of my 
activity due to the "coercive persuasion" of my captivity. Nonethe- 
less, he was convicted of five specifications, alleging interpreting 
during politicai indoctrination classes, informing the enemy of the 
complaints of the American prisoners, Interrogating American pri- 
soners, inviting Americans to "cross o v d ' t o  the enemy, serving as a 
guard. and assaulting an American POW. The sentence: reduction, 
total forfeitures. and a dishonorable discharge; Garwood had been in 
prison long enough 

That, in sum,isGarwoad'sstory. 1tisunsatisfying.Throughoutthe 
book, the North Vietnamese and Viet Gong evidence a singular 
interest in Garwood. Why, i f  not because he had become "one of 
them" and could be put to effective use? Why was Garwwd alone 
retained after the war was over on 0rders"from B higher headquar- 
ters"? What of the sworn testimony of the government witnesses? I t  
was unrebutted. Were the mutually corroborating stories born of 
contempt for Garwood's special treatment in the prison camps, of a 
desire for revenge following his return, or through a misunderstand- 
ing of what they had seen a decade before? Garwoad would explain 
that it was a combination of the three. Yet the explanation comes 
belatedly and is subject only to the cross-examination of history. 

Read with this perspective. the book provides an insight into what 
happened to American troops after they fell into enemy hands. To 
those who survived. and particularlytothose whosurvived unbowed, 
the reader will accord an even greater respect than that previously 
held. While the book focuses ingeneralon particularevents, particu- 
lardays,  in thelivesofthe POWs. itshauldberememberdthatthese 
men endured ueom of this treatment. The court-martial termed 
Garwood's activitiy "dishonorable;" Garwwd obviously does not see 
It so. But the testimony of those who spoke against him. and of those 
who could not testify for or against him, emanated from American 
heroes. In this vein. Conversations With the Enemy serves a purpose 
perhaps unintended by the authors or the subject: it heightens an 
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awareness of what went on beyond the television camera in the 
jungles of Vietnam. 
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WITHOUT HONOR: 
DEFEAT IN VIETNAM AND CAMBODIA* 

Arnoid R. Isaacs, Without Honor: Deleat in Vietnam and Carnbo- 
dia. Baitimare, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press. 
1983. Pages xv. 659. Illustrations. Notes, Bibliography. Index 
Price: $19 95. Publisher's address: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, Baltimore. !vlaryland 21218. 

Reviewed by Captazn Stephen J.  Kae2ynski'* 

The American experience in Vietnam has now been over in excess 
of a decade. At 0800 Saigon time, 28 January 1973, the ceasefire 
mandated by the Paris peace accords was to have taken effect. 
Thereafter, following a congressionally-aborted bombing campaign 
in Cambodia and "Operation Homecoming," the return of six 
hundred American prisoners of war. the United States washed its 
handsof Southeast Ai~a.onlytalaterwatch SouthVietnam fall tothe 
armies of the North and Cambodia overrun by the murderous 
Khmer Rouge By 1976, those who had ridiculed the"dominotheory" 
had been, unfortunately and tragically, prown wrong: a communist 
hegemony currently exists over Asian nations for the freedom of 
which tens of thousands of Americans had given their lives. I n  
Without Honor. Dejeat in Vietnam and Cambodia, Arnold Isaacs, a 
correspondent with the Baltimore Sun recounts the unfolding of 
events. from the Parisaccards tothefallofSaigon, thatledtathissad 
State o i  Asian affairs. 

BI 1912. the American aim in Vietnam, first articulated as a 
campaign slogan and iater as a description of the Paris accords, 
devolved tooneaf"peace with honor."Asthetitleafthisbookimplies, 
the author views the situation differently. In  Cambodia and Viet- 
nam. honor is one element that he finds lacking on the part of each 
party to the conflict. 

In  1972, Richard Sixan was to have his uay--at least with the 
enemy. Faced with an offensive of major proportions against the 
South he ordered a renewed bombing of the North and a mining of 
Hanoi and Haiphong harbors. The action was effective and protests 
from Hanoi's patrons, the Soviet Union and People's Republic a i  

T h e  opm'onn and C O ~ C I U Q ~ D ~ S  expreansd I" this bmk i e v i e ~ .  and I" the boat 1lseli. 
a m  those of the authors and da not neeessml? represent rhe v i e w  of The Judge 
Advocate General's School the Department of the Arm? o r  any other governmental 
agents 

**The reviewer's bia8raphieal data are listed beneath the bwk i e s i e ~  a1 Fafal 
I'WiOn 
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China, were notieably l o w  key. In order to pursue normalized-and 
profitable-relations withthe United States, bath nacions, enamored 
with detente. urged the North Vietnamese to seriously negotiate an 
end to the war. Consequently, by October 1972, the substance of an 
agreement had been reached. On the American side, only the 
acquiescence of their South Vietnamese aiiy, through the person of 
President Sguyen Van Thieu. had to be obtained. 

Thieu, however, recognizing the potentially fatal danger of leav- 
ing North Vietnamese troops in place in the South, could not be 
moved. I t  is a t  this point that the author depicts the Americans in 
general and Henry Kissingel in particular in the most unflattering 
terms. To the North Vietnamese. Kissingerdouble-dealt, refusing to 
sign the completed agreement on a variety of agreed-upon dates in 
October 1972. To the South Vietnamese, Kissinger and Nixon threa- 
tened a cutoff of American economic and military aid if Thieu 
remained an obstacle topeace. Were the North Vietnamese tobreach 
the agreement. Thieu w a s  told, American reintervention would 
enforce the treaty. To the American pubiie, Kissinger dissembled, 
repeatedly asserting that it was the North, not South, Vietnamese 
who were impeding final agreement. To the author. "Henry Kissin- 
ger was a man who wore so many masks it was impossible to tell 
when, if ever, his real face was showing." 

As the agreement neared, then took effect, bad faith became evi- 
dent on the part of both Vietnams. Prior to the effective date of the 
accords. so technically legal. the Sor th  Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
sought to control as many areas as possible, inchdingmany that had 
never been under communist control. After the effective date, so 
technically illegal. the South Vietnamese retoak many ofthoseareas. 
Mare significantly, the author relates the intractable opposition of 
Thieu to the agreement. Although acquiescing to it in  the face of 
American threats and a massive infusion of American armaments. 
Thieu never doubted that the treaty would fail; the documented 
South Vietnamese violations of the ceasefire, apparently far outnum. 
bering those of the communists, reflected this distrust. 

The author describes the "post-war" government of South Viet- 
nam with thinly veiled contempt. Bribery and corruption were ram- 
pant, repression was arbitrary, and. most significantly, the military 
!vas a t  least undisciplined and occasionally criminal. The latter 
theme continued through the description of the mass flight in the 
face of North Vietnamese arms in 1975. Firing on refugees. pushing 
to the head of the line for evacuation, andstealingfood fromchildren 
during the evacuations, the South Vietnamese soldier is depicted as 
both eowardly in the face of the enemy and savage toward their own 
people. 
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Nor do the Americans escape unscathed. In  Laos and Cambodia. 
the American government 1s accused af viewing those two nations' 
troubles solely in terms of the Vietnam war effort, After the Paris 
accords, which had mandated a ceasefire in Laos, Arnericanafficials 
are accused of so coveting peace in Laos that they forced the pro. 
Western Laotian government to accept an arrangement that virtu. 
ally guaranteed a takeover by the communist Pathet Lao. In 
Cambodia, the 1970 incursion and 1973 bombing, the objectives of 
which were cast in terms of the South Vietnamese conflict, are 
claimed to have soupsetthe balanceofCambodian lifethat athereto- 
fore weak Khmer Rouge was able within a feu years toaverrun the 
country. I n  the former case. the Americans acknowledged acommit- 
ment. but did nothing. in the latter case, the Americans acknawl- 
edged neither a commitment nor a respansibilit). 

In  SouthVietnam,however.thebetrayalnanmostvivid.Ledonby 
the unworldlyexpectationsof President Thieu and U S. Ambassador 
Graham Martin, by assurances of continued American support, and 
during the evacuation itself, by promises of American officials that 
they would not be abandoned, the Vietnamese people were the ones 
upon which the realization of the end fell most heavily. As the last 
helicopter departed the roof of the American embassy. many real. 
ized. perhaps for the first time, that the war ~n which uncountable 
numbers of relatives had died was finally over. Those deaths, It 
seemed, were in ra in .  

The author candidly admitsthat muchoftheforegoingisundoubt- 
edly tainted by his personal experiences with the people of Vietnam 
and Cambodia. Indeed. hewasamongtheevacueesirom bothPhnorn 
Phen and Saigon. Where based upon his personal accounts. thestory 
is lucid and credible. Less convincing are his discourses upon the 
options of American foreign policy-makers during the Vietnam era,  
For example, he repeatedly cites a lack of American pressure on 
Thieutatry tomaketheceasefirewarkaaacauseofitscoiiapse.This 
reasoning seriously underestimates the determination af the North 
Vietnamese. In  this regard. whatever his shortcomings, Thieu COP 
rectly estimated theialueoftheParisagreement:whateveritwas, it 
was not peace. 

Foreign policy and intrigues aside. however, Without Honor 
chronicles in detail a period of history which most Americans would 
rather forget Yet, a t  a time in which every American military 
commitment of any magnitude is measured against a scale of 
whether It will become "another Vietnam." it might be useful to 
reflect upon what happened to Vietnam after we left. 
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ISLAM AND POWER* 

. -  
mately give the reader a better understanding of the religious 
dynamics of the Islamic world. 

The editors' introduction is really a distinct essay on the use of 
Islam as a political instrument, but it presents the major themes 
elaborated upon in  the subsequent articles. Relying on the premise 

*The opinioni and conclusms expressed ~n this book rei iew. and i n  the book Itself. 
BFP those of the authors and do not necessarily repiesent the >lens of The Judge 
Advocate Genernh School. the DeDartmenf of rhe Army. a an>, other novernmenfal 
aeenei. 

'*Judge Advocate Generaps Carps. United State? Army Currently asmgned ta 
lnfernafmnal Affairs Diraian. Office o f l h e  Judge Advocate U S Army Europeand 
Seventh Army 1983 v, present Formerly a m m e d  8.8 an Ins~rucmr, Department of 
Law. U n i t e d  State8 Military Academy 1979-82. Legal As~isianee Officer. Adminis- 
rratlre Law Officer. Office of the Staff Judge Advacate. 5th Infantry Division 
(Mechanmdi.  Fort Polk. Louisiana. 1977-79 M B.A,  Long Island Univmity.  1982 
J D Georsstown Uniwri i ty ,  1976. B A ,  Stanford Unirers i t~ .  1972 Completed 
Judge Advocate Officer Graduate Course, 1982-83. Judge Adraeafe Officer Basic 
Covrae 1976 Member of the bar of the Commanaealth of Penniylrama 
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that Islam IS both a religion and asacialorder i~hoselawscontrol  the 
public as well as the private lives of most Moslems, theessayexam- 
ines the effect of rapid urbanization, economic growth, and western 
idealogies on  the traditional patterns of lslamic society. The authors 
maintain the widespread discomfort with the changes broughtabout 
by these forces has led to a search for more stable and indigenous 
doctrines and institutions. Inevitably, this search leads back to the 
set of laws and moral precepts (the ~ h a r i ' a )  established by the 
Prophet for the first Islamic community (the first urnma). The shn- 
r t ' ~  may be interpreted and applied in later times by the recognized 
religious leaders of the community (the 'ulama). but the only legiti- 
mate goal of this effort is to emulate the Dercieved histarican ideal of 
the firs1 umma. 

The influence of the 'u lama thus extends beyond religious affairs 
into the poiltml.  economic, and social activities of the community. 
Separation of church and state is a concept inconsistent with Islam: 
the purpose of the State is to maintain and protect the religious 
community. The ' i i oma  may not directly conduct the daily activities 
of government, but. in times of stress or change, the Llnina  seeks to 
reorient the community toward the model of the first urnma and to 
assume. if  necessary, the political authority necessary far this task. 

Three essays in this collection expand upon the critical role of 
historical analysis in shaping current perceptions of the first urnma. 
Michael Cook's "Activism and Quietism in Islam: The Case of the 
Early Mlurji'a" argues that, contrary to the prevailing view among 
Islamic scholars, early Murji'ism was an activist rather than a pas- 
sive movement? While much a i  the essay considers recent academic 
research into the history of the movement, the author's conclusions 
on  the broader topic of activism i n  early Islam demonstrate that 
periods of Islamic "resurgance" are not a recent phenomenon. Islam 
has in fact always been a highly political religion. Murji'ism. like 
many later intellectual morements in the Islamic world, suffered 
from the repression of military conquest and occupation of areas 
where the movement had its strongest roots. It subsequently lost its 
vigor and influence. Secular political and military control have 
never displaced religious authority and influence, however, and 
Murji'ism was soon replaced by other. equally vigorous religious 
movements. 

. .  
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Ann Lambton reaches a similar conclusion onthepolitically active 
nature of Islam in "Changing Concepts of Authority in the Late 
KinthIFifteenth and Early TenthISixteenth Centuries." Herexami- 
nation of a j u r i ~ t i c  work, the Suluk al-muluk of Abu ' l  Khayer Fadl 
Allah b. Ruzbihan al-KhunJi al-Isfahan,B focuses on the concern for 
the religious content of politics among the leadingpolit icalseientists 
during a time of decline and turmoil in the Islamic world. Persians 
are considered to be among the most pragmaticof Moslems, and they 
occupied mast of the top administrative positions in government 
during the classical Islamic era. The author's revelation of the para- 
mount concern for fundamental religious values in the work of a 
leading Persian politician and jurist indicates the extent to which 
Islam was relied upon for guidance in a11 aspects of social and 
political life during difficult times. 

The historical perspective is summarized in Thomas Kaff's essay, 
"Toward a Muslim Theory of History." In the Islamic view, religion 
and history are kindred disciplines; each seeks to understand the 
skari'a as first conceived and implemented by the Prophet and to 
apply i t  to current situations. Conflict may arise between those who 
seek innovative interpretations. often secular leaders striving for 
personal power or, more recently, modernization. and religious fun- 
damentalists who rely on traditional doctrine. Resolution of this 
conflict is never complete, but the traditional views of the 'ulama 
have usually prevailed. Such a result seems logical once the histon- 
cai roots of Islam are understood. 

The remaining essays analyze the role of Islam ~n contemporary 
settings. particularly in the Islamic states. The political nature of 
Islam and the traditional orientation of the religion. with its reliance 
an historical analysis for practical guidance to present problems, is 
evident in these studies. In "Religious Resistance and State Power in 
Algeria." Jean-Claude Vatin Teviews the various resistance move- 
ments against foreign domination of that country since the early 
nineteenth century. He finds that each movement %,as led by the 
'ulama who established unauthorized but flourishing cultural C I T -  
cles, youth organizations, newspapers, private schools, and other 
associations. The common concern of these groups was religious 
ideology, the Arabic language, which is an important component of 
the faith, and national identity. Since Independence, the State 
authorities have successfully incorporated these three tenets of the 
resistance into a "state Islam." Nevertheless, the State faces some 

*The ti t lecan be translated asAM~iror/a7Princis. Theavtharuasborninshirai 
Persiaand. IikemostPeriianinti i leetualsofthe t m e , w r a r e m  both Arabie-nd Farsi 
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opposition from religious conservatives and the power of the hlama 
remains a potential check against a hasty change and modernization 
af the country. 

An Islamic resurgance is still unlikely in that portion of Africa 
south of the Sahara, according ta Donai Cruise O'Brien. In "Islam 
and Power in  Black Africa," he discusses the reasons for the rela- 
tively apolitical development of Islam in  that region. Thelate spread 
of the religion to the area. the diverse colonial regimes, and the 
nonacceptance of Arabic as a universal language have retarded the 
political development of the faith. In  Egypt, however. Islam has 
become the dominant political force inthecountry."The Resurgance 
af Islamic Organisations in Egypt: An Interpretation," by Ali E .  
Hillal Dessouki, cites the moral confusion and the political instabil- 
ity of the past thirty years as the main reasons for the revival of 
fundamentalist Islamic groups. particularly in the universities. 
Same of these groups are government sanctioned, but many are 
extremist organizations opposed ta virtually any form of secular 
state authority. Developments since this article, notably the assassi. 
nation of President Sadat by one of these extremist groups, attest to 
the accuracy af Dessouki's description of the highly politicized form 
of Islamic resurgance in Egypt. 

Two of the mast interesting essays concern the politicai power of 
Islam in Iran and the Soviet Union. Abbas Keiidar discusses "Aya- 
toilah Khomeini's Concept of Islamic Government," which is based 
an Khomeini's o w n  work, Islamic Gowrnment. The Shi'a sect of 
Islam, to which the great majority of Iranians belong, has alw,ays 
been more activist than the Sunn'i sect. to which the majority of 
Arabs adhere. This tradition. based in part upon Shi's doctrine and 
in part  upon the historical and frequently violent conflict between 
the Persians and the Arabs. maintains that Islamiejurists must lead 
a government based solely upon the Shari'a. There is na place in  the 
Islamic state far secular leadership. For most Sunn'i Moslems, secu- 
larieadership iscompatible with Islam aslangas theguidanceofthe 
'ulama 1s nought to insure that the principles of the sharth are 
followed. Indeed. many Iranianiperceived anopportunityto wester- 
nize their country by adopting this view and a strong state structure 
was developed during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
cuiminating m the founding of the Pahlavi dynasty 

Resistance to this trend WBS widespread, however, and. when the 
economic and social dislocations became acute in Iran in the 1970s 
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the Shi'a religious leaders4 seized power. Assumption of political 
authority by the 'ulama, according to Khomeini, i s  necessary to 
insure that the original concepts of Islamic law, religion andgovern- 
ment, as practiced by the Prophet's first umma, are fully integrated 
into the present-day umma of a11 Moslems. Expansion of the Iranian 
"revolution" is therefore necessary and the concerns of neighboring 
Arab states, with secular governments deemed by Khameini W be 
incompatible with a true Islamic government. seem well-founded. 

Khomeini's visionof Islamic government is not anti-westernperse: 
i t  simply considers western values to be irrelevant to Moslems: they 
should be elimintated wherever they intrude inW theactivitiesofthe 
Islamic community. In the Soviet Union, however, the Islamic revi- 
val i s  inherently anti-communist. Marxist ideology sees social and 
political deveiopment as an inevitable progression from an imper- 
fect, class-structured past towards a perfect future communist 
society. The Moslem, on the other hand, views Society in a decline 
from the perfect model of the first umma. Politicaleffort in Marxism 
is directed a t  creating a new social order: political effort in Islam 
seeks to restore the old ideal. 

Support for this analysis can be derived from Alexandre Ben- 
nigsen's essay, "Official Islam and Sufi Brotherhoods in the Soviet 
Union Today." The author believes that the fifty million Moslems 
living in the Soviet Union have successfully resistedassimilation into 
the prescribed state ideologyand thata"parallelIslam"exists along. 
side the repressed official Islamic organization. The most popular 
expression of "parallel Islam," the Sufi brotherhoods, are virulently 
anti-communist, anti-Soviet, and conservative. Government efforts 
w contain the growth of the Sufi brotherhoods have failed, Soon one 
out af every three Soviet citizens will be a Moslem; thisdemographic 
trend will significantlyimpacton future Soviet domesticand foreign 
policy. 

The two remaining essays summarize many of the paints dealt 
with in the other works. "The Ideologisation of Islam in the Contem- 
porary Muslim World." by Ai1 Merad, notes that many secular 
governments seek to legitimize their power by exalting "authentic 
Islamic values" over those of the West. Slogans are a conspicuous 
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feature ~n many Islamic states, and they invariably preach funda- 
mental and traditional Islamic principles, regardless whether they 
claim to have "traditional" government (Saudi Arabia) or a radical 
socialist one (Libra1 

P J. Vatikiotis states in "Islamic Resurgence A Critical V ied '  
that religious rewrgances are a periodic feature of Islamic society. 
In the past, they have been generated by internal struggles over 
political power. intellectual movements, and outside threats. In the 
future. the rapid pace of modernization will create pressure on  
traditional values toamuchgreaterextentthaninthepast.  Episodes 
of Islamic resurgence and therefore likely to be more violent and 
diwuptive than before. The need for understanding the 3ources and 
characteristics of idamic resurgence is clearlyessential for bloslems 
and foreigners alike. The essays in this book make a significant 
contribution toti-ards such understanding. 
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STRATEGIC WEAPONS AN INTRODUCTION* 
Sorman Polmar. Strategic Weapons: An introduction. S e w  Pork. 

New York: National Society Infarmatian Center. Inc., 1982. Pages. 
viii, 126. Preface, Illustrations, Appendices. Publisher's address. 
National Strategy Informatioi Center, Inc., 111 East 68th Street, 
New Pork, New York 10022. 

Reairwed by  Major Craig P. .Yzederpreum** 

The develoment of strategic weapons-weapons of mass 
destruction that can strike an enemy's homeland-has 
continued in the nuclear era at a rapid pace, and continues 
today. The reasons for the development and for theevolu- 
tion of specific weapons are complex issues.' 

With these rather ominous words, Norman Polmar presents an 
overview of his new work on Strategic weapons. Since the termina- 
tion of World War I1 and the simultaneous commencement of the 
Cold War. strategic weapons have come to the forefront of military 
planning as well as international political concerns. In addition, the 
civilian papulation has become increaSinglp swsre ofthe presenceaf 
these weapons while not fullyunderstandingwhattheyare and what 
they are capable af doing. Accordingly. individuals from all sectors 
of the population constantly seek answers ta questions involving 
strategic arms. Mr.  Polmar's book, a revised and updated version of a 
similar work he first published in 1975. fills this need to a certain 
extent. 

The book is comprised of ten chapters, five appendices, and over 
sixty photographs. The appendices provide a comparative descrip- 
tive inventory of contemporary strategic bomber aircraft, Intercon- 
tinental ballistic missiles, submarine launched ballistic missiles, 
strategic cruise missiles and strategic missile submarines. The pha- 

*The npinians and ~ m e l n ~ i o n ~  expressed I" this bmk r e i i e ~ ,  and ~n the book itself 
&re those of the authari and do not neeenrarih reprosem the w s u s  of The Judge 
Advocate General's School the Department of the Army 01 anyothergovernmentnl 
agene). **Judge Adroeate General's Corps, United States Arm,. Currently assiened t o  the 
L~tigsiion Division. Off ice af The Judge Advocate General. U S  Army 1983 to 
present Formerly Chief, L e d  Suppart A e t w m  Korea, 198O-S2. Trial Defense 
Counsel 0 . S  A r m y  Trial Defense Senme,  Fort Dlx FieldOffice, 1978-80: Adminis- 

Lau Officer. Office of rhe Staff Judge Advocate Fort Dix. hew Jeney. 
J.D.. Western Ne% England College Schml of Laa, 1911, B S.. Canirius 

, 1968 Completed 31st Judge Adwcare Officer Graduate Course. 1982-83 
Judge.4duacare Officer Bailc Course 1977 \lember of rhe baraf thecommonrralrh 
of hlassachvistta 

'N  Polmar, Strategic Waspons I n  Introduction 111 119323 
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tos depict various weapons and delivery aircraft from bath the Uni- 
ted States and the Saviet Union. Thebook begins with the detonation 
of the first nuclear weanon ~n 1945 bv the United Stares a t  White 
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico and traces the historical deveiop- 
ment of strategic weapons until 1982. 

The author 1s an analyst and editor who specializes in Saviet and 
United States naval and strategic matters. Over the past fifteen 
years, he has participated in or directed major studies for various 
agencies of the Department of Defense as well as private defense 
related firms. This book was funded by the National Strategy Infor- 
mation Center, a "non-partisan institution to encourage civil mil- 
itary partnership" and i s  part of a series of publications on defense 
related matters.* 

The first chapter presents acapsulized historyof nuclear weapons, 
focusing only on the United States and the Soviet Union. The next 
two chapters deal with the monopoly whichthe United Statesheld in 
this area from the first test-firing in 1945 until 1949. In 1949, the 
Soviet Union infringed on this monopoly and exploded their first 
"fission device." This event, the author indicates. while a"milestone 
on the Soviet path to becoming a superpower,"still did not cause the 
United States to relinquish its superiority in the nuclear arena. In  
chapter four. the author discusses the rapid development of the 
Soviet nuclear capabilities following 1949. Unlike the United States, 
which utilized long-range aircraft such as the B-29 to carry its 
strategic weapons. the Soviet leadership under Nikita Khrushchev 
followed another course. Mr.  Polmar indicates that the Soviet 
nuclear capability emphasized the development and ultimate 
deployment of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM). This dif- 
ference from United States policy was caused, Polmar submits, by 
the great physical distance between the Soviet Union and its"princi- 
pal, mast dangerous enemy" which was out of range of Soviet air- 
craft, a lack of a strategic bomber "tradition", and B Russian ability 
and propensity to examine alternatives, rather than accept obvious, 
solutions. Once this policy was set ~n mation, It appeared clear that 
the Soviet Union was embarked on a nuclear missile effort f a r  
exceeding that envisioned by the United States. 

In the next chapter, the author discusses the Cuban missile crisis 
and its impact upon strategic weapons. He states that natwithstand- 
ing previous "bellicose pronouncementa" by the Soviet Union con- 
cerning its own nuclear weaponry, Soviet administration and 

lid 81 123. This agene), liiu Ilxfg-four titles all of whieh a l e  related ta national 
defense or national security 
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production were unable to keep pace with the rapidly developing 
strategic weapons systems of this country. The attempted introduc- 
tion of medium range ballistic missiles ninety miles from theunited 
States was Khrushchev's effort to enhance the Soviet position in the 
arms race. The subsequent Soviet faiiure was a major setback. This 
setback, Polmar nates, was only temporary. 

During the 1960s. the United States continued its strategic super. 
iority. The Soviet Union, in response to the Cuban matter and the 
Kennedy administration's rapid buildup of this weaponry, began to 
revise its defense programs to include land and sea-based ballistic 
missiles. Mr. Poimar notes that,  during this decade, the United 
States developed "the strategic TRIAD." This concept was composed 
of land-based ICBMs, manned bombers, and Polarisstrategic loaded 
submarines. 

The author notes that the entire philosophy O f  strategic weawns 
began to change. Both superpowers. realizing the amountofdestruc- 
tian that each side could inflict, began to rethink their policies. Two 
new aspects of strategic weaponry emerged: the ballistic missile 
defense and multiple warheads. These systems. Polmar states. would 
become "dominant factors in strategic weapons development." As a 
result of this activity, the superiority once held by the United States, 
became greatly diminished during the 1970s. 

While the primarycoverageinthi~bwkconcerns thehmtoryafthe 
United States and Saviet efforts in strategic arms, one chapter is 
devoted to the nuclear capabilities of other nations. Mr. Poimar 
presents B concise and extremely informative historical analysis of 
the strategic weapons attainment of Great Britain (first nuclear 
device produced i n  1952), France (1960). People's Republic of China 
(1964), and India (1914). The author surmises that nuclear capabili- 
ties a r e  also possessed by Israel. 

Chapters eight and nine are an extremely detailed analysis of the 
present and Polmars'predictions of the futurestrategicweaponryof 
the world's two superpowers. Relying on his expertise in United 
States and Soviet naval and strategic matters, theauthar indicates in 
these sections that the Soviet leadership i s  again giving renewed 
emphasis to weapon8 deployment, research, and development. This 
situation, he warns, coupled with the delays in American strategic 
weapons development and deployment could quite possibly lead to 
Soviet strategic superiority in  the 1980s. 

This book provides a good nontechnical outline of the history of 
Strategic weapons development, and excellent inventory of 
presently-existing strategic weapons hardware, and a well reasoned 
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projection of possible future trends. The work, however. contains 
some shortcomings. Mr. Polmar has compiled an enormous amount 
of factual and statistical data. While this is indicative of extensive 
research an his part ,  the quantity of this type of information fre.  
quently overwhelms the reader. The book also employs theiargon of 
the strategic weapons community. Althoughthere isawell-prepared 
glossary of terms, i.e.. CEP(Circular Error Probable), MPS (Multi- 
ple Protective Structures) and CLMS (Underwater Lonp-range 
Missile System). much of the text 1s filled with acronyms which 
disrupt the flow of the material. Further. while the book i s  not 
incomprehensively scientific in its discussion of the weapons sys- 
tems. the sheer numbers of systems discussed together with their 
difficult terminology adds to the reader's confusion. 

In sum, this book is a good primer for anyone who desires to be 
exposed to this unique vocabulary as well as for one to become aware 
of the development. inventory, and destructive capability of stra- 
tegic weapons umrldwide. 
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED AND BRIEFLY 
NOTED 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Various books, pamphlets. tapes, and periodicals, solicited and 

unsolicited, are received from time to time attheeditorial offiresof 
the Military Law Reozsw. With volume 80, the Review began adding 
short discriptive comments to the standard bibliographic infarma- 
tion published in previous volumes. These comments are prepared 
by the editor after brief examination of the publications discussed 
The number of items received makes formal review of the great 
majority of them impossible. 

The comments i n  these notes are not intended to be interpreted 85 

recommendations for or against the books and other writings des- 
cribed. These comments serve only as information for the guidance 
of our readers who may want to obtain and examine one or more of 
the publications further on their own initiative. However, deserip- 
tion of an item in this section does not preclude simultaneous or 
subsequent review in the Military Lax' Reniew. 

Notes are set forth in Section IV, below, are arranged in alphabeti- 
cal order by name of the first author or editor listed in the publica- 
tion, and are numbered accordingly. In Section 11, Authors or 
Editors of Publications Noted, and in Section 111, Titles Noted, 
below, the number in parenthesesfollowingeaehentry isthe number 
of the corresponding note in Section IV. For books havingmore than 
one principal author or editor. all authors and editors are listed in 
Section 11. 

The opinions and conclusions expressed in the notes in Section IV 
are those af the editor of the Mtlitary Law Reczew, They do not 
necessarily reflect the view of The Judge AdvocateGeneral's School, 
the Department of the Army. or any other governmental agency. 

11. AUTHORS OR EDITORS OF PUBLICATIONS 
NOTED 

Addiestone. David F.. John Koslawske, Lewis M. Mdford, Keith D. 
Snyder, Barton F. Stichman, and the Satianai Veterans Law 
Center of the Washington Coliege of Law, Militam Discharge 
L'pgrading and Introduction to Veterans Administration Law: A 
Proctiee Manual (No. 1). 
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Maarranen, Steven A ,  and William J.Tayior,Jr., TheFutureof Con- 

Mullaney. Marie Marmo, Rwoi t tonory  Women (No. 171. 
National Archives and Records Service. Officer of the Federal Regis- 

ter,  and General Services Administration. The United States 
Garernmen! Manual 1985184 (No. 20). 

Sational Veternas Law Center of the Washington College of Law, The 
David F. Addiestone, John Koslowske. lewis M. Milford. Keith 
D. Snyder. and Barton F. Stichman, Military Discharge (Ip 
grading and Introduction to Veterans Administration Lou: A 
Practice Manral (So. 1). 

Ninic, Mirosiav. The A m s  Race: The Political Economy of Mili tary 
Groii,th (No. 18). 

Nordham, George Washington. George Weshmgton and the Lax' 
(No. 19). 

Office of the Federal Register. National Archives and Records Ser- 
vice, and General Services Administration. The (Inited States 
Government .Maniml 1983;8?, (No. 20). 

Ozgur, Ozdemir A,,  Apartheid: The Cnitrd S o t i a m  and Peaceful 
Chanoe i n  South A h a  (No 21). 

flict in the 1980s 1x0 2 6 ) .  

Omenn. Cilbert S., andLester B. Lave. Clearing the Air:  Reforniing 

Price, Barbara Raffel, and Katalie J Sokoloff (eds.), The Criminal 

Schwwtz, Bernard. and Stephan Lesher, Inside the Warren Court, 

the Clean Air  Act (No. 12). 

Justice System and Women (No. 22). 

1355-1969 (NO. 23) .  
Snyder, Keith D.. David F .  Addlestone, John Kosiawske, Lewis M .  

Milford. Barton F .  Stichman. and the Katianai Veterans Law 
Center of the Washington College of Law, Military Dmharge 
Cpgreding and Introduction to Veterons Adm~nistrotion Law: A 
Practice Manual (No. 11. 

Sokoloff, Natalie J.. and Barbara Raffel Price (eds.), The Criminal 
Jeststice System and Women (No. 22). 

Spence, Gerry. O j  Murder and Madness: A True Story of hisanity 
and the Law (KO. 24). 

Stichman. Barton F.,  David F .  Addlestone. John Kaslawske. Lewis 
M. Milford, Keith D. Snyder, and the National Veternas Law 
Center of the Washington College of L a w  Milttary Discharge 
Cpgreding and Introduction to Veterans Administrotion Law: A 

Tahir-Kheli. Shirin (ed.), 1:s. Strategze Interest8 i n  Southwest Asia 

Taylor, %illiam J., Jr.. and Steven A. Maarranen (eds.), The Future 

Practice .Manual (NO. 1). 

(No. 251. 

of Conflict in the 1980s (No. 261. 
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Thee. Marek. and Sverre Lodgaard (eds.1. S ~ ~ e l s a r  Disengogenientin 

Reizs. Seymour. and John F. Lehman, Beyond the SALTIIFoilure 
Europe (No.  16) 

(So. 131. 

Forgotten Victim: a History of the Civilian, The, by Richard Shelly 

Future of Conflict I" the 1980s. The, by Willtam J. Taylor. Jr .  atid 

George Washington and the L a y  by Gearqe Waiishinqton Nordham 

Harttgan (No. 5 ) .  

Steren A .  Maananen (No. 26). 

(No. 19). 
Go East. Young Man: The Early Years. by Wtlltam 0 DauglasiKo. 3). 

"How Can You Defend Those People?" The Making of B Criminal 
Lawyer, by James S. Kunen (No.  11). 

How to Register a Trademark; Protect Yourself Before You Lose 
Your Priceless Trademark, by Walter E, Hurst and Fred 
Woaanrr (No 71 

Inside-;he-WarieA Court. 1953.1969, by Bernard Sehica*i and 

Justice At War: The Story of the Japanese American Internment 

Lieber's Code and the Law of War. by Richard Shelly Hadigon(No. 6). 

Stephon Lesher (No. 23). 

Cases, by Peter Irons. (No. 8). 
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Military Discharge Upgrading and Introduction to Veterans Ad- 
ministration Law: A Practice Manual, by Dauid F. Addlestone, 
John Koslowske. Lewis M .  Milford, Keith D. Snyder, Barton F. 
Stiehman, and the .Vatzonal Veterans Law Center of the Washing- 
ton Collsge of Laic (No 1). 

New International Status of Civil Defense, by Dr. Boseo Jaklovljevie 
(No 9) .  

Nuclear Disengagement i n  Europe, by Suerre Lodgarrd and Marek 
Thee (eds.j  (No. 16). 

Of Murder and Madness: A True Story of Insanity and the Law, by 
Gerry Spence (No. 24). 

Revolutioncry Women, b y  Marie Marmo .Wdloney (No. 17). 
Russia and World Order: Strategic Choices & the Laws of Power in 

Status of Gibraltar. The, by Howard S. Levie (No. 14). 
United States Government Manual 1983/84, by the General Se.n,iees 

Administratton, Office ofthe Federel Regzster, and the ,Vationel 
Arehwes and Records Smite (No. 20) .  

U.S. Strategic Interests in Southwest Asia. by Shirin Tahir-Kheli 
i d /  (No. 25). 

Women in L a a .  by Cynthia Fuehs Epstein (No. 4). 

History, by George Liska (No. 15). 

IV. PUBLICATION NOTES 
1. Addlestone, David F.,  John Kosloske, Lewis M. Milford. Keith K. 
Snyder, Barton F. Stichman, & theNational Veterans Law Center of 
the Washington College of Law, MilitarzJ Disehayge Cpgrading and 
Introduction to Veterans Administration Law: A Practice Manual. 
Washington, D.C.: Veterans Education Project. 1982. Pages: 100. 
Bibliography. Price: $46.00 (looseleaf). Publisher's address: The 
Veterans Education Project, Department M, P.O. Box 42130. 
Washington, D.C. 20015. 

In the Foreword, the authors describe this book as"designed tobe 
a desk reference and issue-oriented guide for attorneys. paralegals. 
veteran advocates, and veterans with discharge upgrading cases. It 
is an attempt to pull together, for the first time, a11 of the resources 
and recent developments in  this area of the law."Yilitar~Diseharge 
Upgrading meets this objective and more. 

Divided into twenty-eight chapters, many of which are supple- 
mented by helpful appendices, and rounded out by an extensive 
bibliography, this looseleaf handbook surveys the structure of the 
miiitary itself and outlines the criminal and administrative dis- 
charge systems within the armed forces. Following such preiimi- 
nary discussion, the book details the various grouds for discharge 
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from the military, to include alcohol abuse, homosexuality, unsuita- 
bility. misconduct. fraudulent enlistment. and discharge in lieu of 
court-martial with an eye toward providing the practitioner with 
grounds to attack discharges which have been based upon each 
Armed with these grounds, the authorsexplain the routes of rewew 
and the potential stumbling blockswitheach.Thechapteronfederal 
court litigation Supplies sample petitions to the Court of Claims, a 
sample complaint forfederaldistrictcourt,and alistofcasesdeaiing 
with military administrative discharges. Practice before and eligi- 
bility far benefits administered by the Veterans Administration are 
separately discussed. Here. too, the uninitiated attorney I S  led 
through the system in a manner which would enable him or her to 
competently prepare a case and formally litigate it in the proper 
forum. 

The Manual is kept up-ro-date by the VeteransRigkts S w s l e t t e r ,  a 
bimonthly publication which highlights current changes and devel- 
opments in the Ian.  such as the progress af the Agent Orange litiga- 
tion and the status of defaults on home mortgages guaranteed by the 
Veterans Administration This update service is avaiiabletoindivid- 
ual veterans for 31i.00 annually, to organizations for S30.00. to 
offices funded by the Legal Services Corporation for $20.00. and to 
incarcerated veterans for S7.50 Especially valuable are C B S ~  notes 
and legislative and regulatory revisions which might be otherwise 
unknown to the attorney not regularly practicing ~n the area 

The organization under whose auspicien the Handbook and 
sletter are published. the Veterans Education Project, describes 
itself as "a nonprofit organization that serves as a national informa- 
tion clearinghouse for veterans. VEP specializes in the areas of 
discharge upgrading, Agent Orange, Streas Disorder. radiation and 
veterans benefits problems " I n  addition to the material noted above, 
the Project has a wealth of other literature. including "self-help" 
guides for veterans in need of assistance in seeking to alter thestatus 
under which they leIt the service. A listing IS available through the 
address listed above 
2. Bergerson, Frederic A,. The Army Gets on Air  Force. Tactics o j  
Insurgent Bureaueratie Poiities. Baltimore. Maryland: The Johns 
Hapkins University Press. 1982. Pages: xii i ,216,Appendms Sotes. 
Bibliography. Index, Tables. Price: $14.00. Publisher's address The 
Johns Hapkins University Press. Baltimore. Maryland 21218. 

By the early 1970s. it had flown thousands of major combat mis- 
sions and had become the third largest aviation flotilla in the world, 
behind only the United States Air Forceand thatoftheSoviet Union. 
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Was it the RAF? Israel? The People's Republic of China? No. the 
third largest air force in the world belonged to the United States 
Army. 

Haw that branch of U.S. forces which is supposed ta control the 
ground battlefield acquired an air  capabilityafter the establishment 
of the U.S. Air Farce in 1947 is the subject of this book, As the title 
implies, the fight to obtain and retain this capability, which is lar- 
gely comprised of rotary wing aircraft (the helicopter), was a 
bureaucratic guerilla war,  waged against military and civilian 
superiors alike. 

As early as the days of World War I, there were those, such as 
then.Majar William "Billy" Mitchell, who envisioned two roles for 
the nascent United States air power. The role then being practiced 
was direct air  support of forces on the ground. In this posture, the air  
force would "soften" the enemy opposition u,hile it was in direct 
combat with U.S. forces. Billy Mitehellandothers, however, foresaw 
a larger role for air  power, that  of strategic bombing of key enemy 
targets far removed from the front lines. Indeed, some of this latter 
group espoused the view that air  power alone would win future wars. 
Needless to say, such talk did not please a military hierarchy bred in 
the infantry or cavalry. The strategic bombers remainedaminarity. 

Following World War II,with thelessonslearnedof PearlHarbor,  
the Saint Lo carpet bombing after the Normandy invasion, and 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the order of prominence was sharply rev- 
ersed. The leadership of the new U.S. Air Force saw the strategic 
mission as the main function of air  power. The Army retained an air  
capability and used It during the Korean conflict, but remained 
subject to weight and mission limitations. It was in Korea, however, 
that the concept of an armed helicopter, a t  first with only a soldier 
with a rifle, began ta develop. 

By the Vietnam War, two trends appeared clear. First, the Air 
Force was not much interested in the helicopter. The USAF sought 
speed, state of the a r t  technology, and safety far Itspilots. Simultane- 
ously, a t  the Army's Aviation and Infantry Schools, the ideaofarmed 
helicopters in close support of ground troopS. the "Sky C a , "  was 
tested, found successful, and further developed. By 1966, it was 
apparent that the nature of the Vietnam conflict and the perceived 
fsilure of the Air Force to provide adequate support for ground 
forces would require a large corps of armed helicopters in the 
Army's arsenal. 

That the helicopter proved to be a valuable tool of combat, haw- 
ever. did not alone guarantee i t s  continued existence. The political, 
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explaining the methodology used in researching the topic, a conclu- 
sion, and an index. The author's analysis IS well supported with 
StatiSticS (largely collected by the author), focused interviews, and 
group studies. 

The author discusses the background andoccupational heritageof 
the women who have chosen law as a career, the law school expe- 
rience, the types of legal practice that women are involved with. the 
ways in which women manage and cope in their practices, and the 
effect of their occupation on their private lives. 

The author is a professor of sociology at Queens College and the 
Graduate Center, CUNY, and Co-director of the Program in Sex 
Roles and Social Change a t  Columbia University. Professor Epstein 
was awarded the 1982 American Bar Association's Certificate of 
Merit and the Annual Scribes Book Award for Women tn Law. 
5 .  Hartigan, Richard Shelly. The Forgotten Victim: A History of the 
Civilian. Chicago. Illinois: Precedent Publishing, Inc., 1982. Pages: 
xi, 173. Price: $16.96. Preface, Nates, Bibliography, Index. Publish. 
er's address: Precedent Publishing, Inc., 520 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

The author's central thesis of the book may be simply stated. The 
progression of the rules of warfare since the Just  war theories of the 
Middle Ages to 6 August 1945, the day that the first atomic weapon 
was unleashed on Hiroshima, had been toward a discrimination 
amongst targets and combatants. Civilians had gradually attained 
an immunity from the deliberate perils of warfare. As St. Thomas 
Aquinas put it in Summa thealogica. "it isinnowaylawfultoslaythe 
innocent." To the advent of nuclear warfare and perhaps out of a 
drive for the verysurvival ofthespecies, thelawsandpracticeofwar 
had been evolutionary in the direction of sparing the civilian the 
unnecessary destruction of warfare. 

With modern times, however, the authorsensesaregression.Mod. 
ern weapons. such as nuclear warheads, are incapable of discrimi. 
nating between combatants and noncombatants. Moreover, even 
non-nuclear means of warfare. such as terrorism. seem intent upon 
inflicting U ~ J U W  upon civilian targets, even when such injury can he 
avoided. 

In The Forgotten Victzm:A Historyofthe Cinilian. theauthor takes 
the reader dong the course of the posited evolutionary development, 
from primitive warfare, through the just war and chivalry, to the 
practice in modern conflicts. In hisconclusion, the author pleads that 
modern peoples and governments not let themselves be mastered by 
weapons systems, but rather that humanity Seize control of its own 
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destiny. Too manywars  have begun through ignoranceoraccidentto 
be content to say that "it will never happen " 

Richard Shelly Hartigan IS an Associate of the Center for Biapalit- 
ical Research a t  Sorthern Illinois University and is a founding 
member of the Association for  Politics and the Life Sciences. 

6. Hartigan. Richard Shelly. Lieber's Code d t h e  Low of War. Chi- 
cago. Illinois: Precedent Publishing. Inc., 1983 Pages vii, 157. 
Price $17.95. Introduction. Select Correspondence and Documents, 
Select Bibliography, Index. Publisher's address: Precedent Publish- 
ing, Inc., 520 Kiorth Yichigan Avenue, Chicago. Illinois 60611. 

The modern codification af the rules of warfare can be traced to a 
document innocuously entitled "General Orders, no. 100.'' Prepared 
by Dr. Francis Lieber in 1863 asrulesfortheconductaf Unionforces 
in the C ~ w l  War. the"Lieber Code"wascopied bythegorernrnentsof 
Prussia, France, and Great Britain and ultimately memorialized in 
principle in the Hague and Geneva Conventions. 

In Lirber's Code aiid tire LaSL of War.  the author notes that. Dr 
Lieber, concerned oyer the untrained citizen-soldiers who were pap- 
d a t i n g  the forces of both sides during the Civil War. undertook to 
publish a major codification of the means by which civilized nations 
should conduct hostilities. As his guides, Dr.  Lieber utilized"[u]sage, 
history. reason and conscientiousness. asincerelave of truth,justice, 
and civilization.. . . " T h e  resultingpamphlet, issued by authorityof 
the Secretary of 9'ar and over the signature of the Assistant 
Adjutant-General. indeed struck a hlaw for humanitarian warfare 
and the discrimination in targetlngand treatment of noncombatants 
that has become everyday knowledge for the soldier of today. 

The book virtually lets Dr Lieber tell his Story. After a brief 
introduction, the book reprints the text of Lieber's Guerilla Parties 
Considered with Reference to the Lairs and asages of War, in which 
the proper treatment to be afforded those not an integral part  of an 
organized military unit Thereafter, the author reprints General 
Orders No. 100. "Instructions far the Government of Armies of the 
United States in  the Field." As an added perspective anthe thoughts 
and motivations of Dr Lieber, a final. lengthy section of the book 
recounts various correspondence and documentation which issued to 
and from Dr.  Lieber in the Civil War era. 

The author, Richard Shelly Hartigan. is an Associateof the Center 
for Biapolitical Research a t  Northern Illinois University and a 
founding memher of the Association far Politics and the Life 
Sciences. 
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I .  Hurst,  Walter E. and Fred Woessner, How to Register a Trade. 
mark; Protect Yourself Before You Lose Your Priceless Trademark. 
Hollywood, California: Seven Arts Press, h e . ,  1983. Pages: viii. 132. 
Illustrations, Bibliography. Index, Appendices, Samples. Price: 
%20.00 (hardcover), $10 00 (softcover). Publisher's address: Seven 
Arts Press, Inc., 6253 Hollywood Boulevard ii1100, Hollywood, Cali. 
fornia 90028-0649. 

Among the most enigmatic and misunderstood areas of the law is 
the law of trademarks. The procedure for registering a trademark 
and the protections thereby gained. however, are important to the 
creative thinker or artist who has come upon a novel design to 
represent his or her trade. 

H w t o  Register Your Tredrmark; Protect YourselfBefore You Lose 
Your Priceless Trademark is a step-by-step procedural guide 
through the mazes of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Begin. 
ning with a glossary of terms which will be encountered along the 
way and continuing through the various forms and requirements 
which must becompleted prior to successful trademark registration, 
the book leads the uninitiated through the process, toinclude cancel. 
lation of a registered trademark. The book is replete with illustra- 
tions, sample trademarks. and completed forms to make the burden 
of compliance u,ith the law easier on the prospective registrant. S o t  
claiming ta be the substantive work in the field, the book providesan 
extensive bibliography for those interested in further research. 

8. Irons, Peter, Justzee At  War: The Story of the  Japanese American 
Internment Cases. New York, New York: Oxford University Press. 
1983. Pages: xi i i ,  407. Sources, Notes, Index. Price: $18.95. Publish- 
e r ' ~  address: Oxford University Press, 200 Madison Avenue, New 
York, New York 10016. 

The U.S.S. Arizona Memorial restsatup thesubmerged hullofthe 
Arizona Just  off of Ford Island in Pearl Harbor. The contours of the 
oblong structure sag in the middle to indxate the initial defeats of 
December 1941andriseateachendtosymbolizetheultimatevictory 
af the forces of freedom in May and September 1945. It was a t  that 
nadir, however. in the months following the attack upon Pearl Har- 
bor, that America was uncertain about the extent of the Japanese 
threat and most desirous to immediately strike back. During that 
period, decisions were made that led to the internment of approxi- 
mately 100,000 individuals of Japanese descent, over 70,000 of them 
American citizens. In  1943, the Supreme Court unanimously sancti- 
oned a militarily-imposed curfew upon those individuals and, in 
1944, their evacuation from the West Coast. Although the Court did 
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also hold that the government had impermissibly interned admit- 
tedly loyal American citizens, that portion of the Court's work had 
already been overcome by events; President Raasevelt had pre- 
viously announced that such citizens would be permitted to return to 
their homes. 

In Jmtice At War: TheStory ofthe Japanesr Americonlnternment 
Cases, Peter Irons recounts the chainofeventsthatled totheevaeua- 
tion and internment of American citizens. The initiation of the 
internment and its maintainence long after the threat of a Japanese 
invasion of the West Coast had dissipatedare laid toacornbination of 
confusion. deceit. politics, and racism. In order to defend B curfew 
applicable on11 tG those of Japanese ancestry before the Supreme 
Court. the Justice Department suppressed evidence that the Officeof 
Naval Intelligence had discounted fears of sabotage and espionage 
and claimed to already have an file the name of every potentially 
disloyal Japanese citizen. In defending the evacuation and intern- 
ment before the Court, the Justice Department suppressed evidence 
that the reports of espionage activities cited as fact in justification of 
the evacuation and internment were knowing falsehoods. During 
this period. even J. Edgar Hoover. no citwl libertarian himself, 
thought that fears of a fifth column comprised of West Coast Japa- 
nese Americans were groundless and that "the army was getting a 
bit hysterical " The most regrettable episode imparted in the book, 
howerer, wan that of Franklin Roosevelt, the author af the "Four 
Freedoms" and commander-in-chief of the American forcesfighting 
for freedom throughout the world, postponing any release of caneed- 
edly loyal Japanese Americans until after the 1944 Presidential 
election so as not to alientate raters i n  crucial West Coast states. 
Tarnished also is the image of the American Civil Liberties Unionas 
the defender of the downtrodden and oppressed. Desirous of remain- 
ing in the good graces of the Roosevelt Administration, the ACLU's 
executive board refused to permit ACLUbranch officestoattackthe 
Executive Order upon which the initial evacuation was based. 

The author's bent is obvious throughout the book. He frequently 
takes time to depart from the narrative to highlight legal or factual 
inaccuracies or to recall for the reader how a position may be incon- 
sistent with one previously advocated by the same party. Thisadver- 
sarial posture may be knowingly excused; Peter Irons is currently, 
serwng, pro bono pubiteo. as counsel for the subjects of the three 
unsuccessful test cases in seeking toaverturn their conwetions based 
upon the heretofore suppressed evidence. As an historical account 
and legal brief for those men, however, Jvstzee At War provides a 
throughly researched and highly detailed indictment of what 
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Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy called a "legalization of 
racism " 

9. Jaklovbevic, Dr. Basco, New International Status o~'Civi1 Defense. 
Higham, Massachusetts: Martinus Nijhaff Publishers, 1982, Pages: 
142. Notes, References, Appendix. Publisher's address: Martinus 
Nijhoff Publishers, Kluwer Boston, Inc., 190 Old Derby Street, 
Hingham, Massachusetts 02043. 

The 1977 Protocols to the Geneva Conventions on the Protection of 
War Victims of August 12, 1949 added significant new provisions 
and clarifications to the basic humanitarian laws of war. Amongthe 
new provisions were new rulesconcerning the international statusof 
civil defense bodies. This boak examines the Protocols as they relate 
to this new development. 

After briefly surveying the history behind the initial Geneva Con- 
ventions and the events leading up to the conclusion of the Protocols, 
the author specifically evaluates the civil defense aspects of the 
Protocols. In particular, the author advances the theory that the new 
provisions advance the Cause of human rights in that they would 
come mto play a t  times of armed conflicts or great disasters, the 
time8 during which human rights would be most threatened, 

In the second halfofthe book, adetailedsection-by-sectionanalysis 
of those articles concerning civil defense is provided. As an appen- 
dix, the author has added the text of the relevant provisions of 
various documents concerning civil defense. 

The author is the Secretary-General of the Yugoslav International 
Law Association and a member of the Executive Council of the 
International Law Association. 

10. Johnson, A. Ross, Robert W. Dean, and Alexander Alexiev, East 
European Military Establishments: The Warsalc Pact Northern 
Tter. New Yark, New Yark: Crane Russak &Company, Inc., 1982. 
Pages: xiii, 182. Glossary. Appendices, Index. Publisher's address: 
Crane, Russak & Company, Inc., 3 East 44th Street, New York, New 
Yark 10017. 

"Know thy enemy" has been a fundamental principle of prepara- 
tion for warfare for centuries. It is through knowledge of the opposi- 
tion's organization, deployment, morale, and weaponry that the 
commander will be better able to train, equip, and motivate his 
tioops for combat with that opponent. In East Evropean Military 
Establishments: The Warsac, Pace Northern Tier, the authors pro- 
vide just such a giimpse a t  the armies of certain of the Warsaw Pact 
nations 
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In Section I ,  the authors set out the basic focus of the study and the 
standard assumptions concerning the LVarsau, Pact threat. In  Sec- 
tlon 11. the role of the Warsau Pact forces,nSavietmilitarystrategy 
13 discussed 

Beginmng with Section Il l .  the forces of individual nations are 
analyzed. The Polish. East German. and Czechoslovak mllitars 
establishments come under scrutiny In each case not only are the 
force structure, doctrinal settings. and influence of the Communist 
Party i n  the military discussed. but the authors render informed 
judgments coneerningthe reliability of the respective armies to their 
Soviet sponsors. 

The appendices provide numerican sketches of the forces of the 
three nations studied and supply data on military expenditures and 
background of the northern tier officer corps. 

A. Ross Johnson and Alexander Aiexier are staff members of The 
Rand Corporation Robert W Dean was formerly a staff member of 
The Rand Corporation. 

11. Kunen, James S., "Hou Can You Defend Those People?" The 
Mnking of n Crimina/ L a ~ y e r .  New York, New York. Random 
House, Inc.. 1983. Pages: xii, 210 Notes. Price: $16.95 Publisher's 
Address: Random House, h e . ,  New York. Sew York 10022. 

"[Wle are to look upon it as more beneficial that many guilty 
persons should escape unpunished than one innocent person should 
suffer." The author of those words was not William Kunstler. nor F. 
Lee Bailey, nor Edward Benne1 Williams. It was John Adams, who 
spoke those words in defending the British soldiers accused of 
murder in the Boston Massacre. At that time. the future first Vice 
President and second President af the United Statesepitomized the 
role of the defense counsel ~n Anglo-American jurisprudence: the 
advocate for the probably guilty client who had the audacity to 
challenge the charges against him. 

In " H O ~ L  Can YouDefend ThosePeople?"ThP.Ma~ingo/a CrimLnol 
Laicyar, James S. Kunen has written a book that could be spiritually 
ca-authored by literally thousands of public defenders throughout 
the country. HIS dealings with client*, sometimes apparently innocent 
ones, sometimes unquestionably guiityanes, and the criminal courts. 
instruments that the author rouphiyequates t o m  automobile assem- 
bly line. are excerpted in this book. 

Moresa than in  the military justice system, the civilian public 
defender encounters frustration Having won a stirring dismissal of 
charges or an outright acquittal. the public defender lives to see his 
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former client back in court on new charges, often strikingly simiiar 
to those which had been dismissed or upon which he or she had been 
acquitted. Was the judge wrong? Was the jury wrong? Or did the 
prosecution just fail toproperlypresent its case? The author suggests 
that the former two quest ons are irrelevant. To the public defender 
and, by extension, to the accused, the key question is not guilt or 
innocence, but rather what the government can prove. 

Judge advocates may find interesting the author's single and sue 
cessful encounter with the military justice system. An accused fac- 
ing a premediated murder charge was acquitted. The author. 
obviously critical of the milirary judge's pretrial rulings but the 
beneficiary of mostevidentiary rulings, seemed to attribute his, and 
his apparently competent and helpful military co.counseI)s. success 
as much to their prowess as to the seeming incompetence of the 
prosecution team. 

In some cases. the ethicswearthin:"Couldn'tirhave happenedthis 
way...?" Such. apparently, is the lot of the public defender. Yet, the 
myriad war Stories of the guilty who would not plead, of the specious 
but successful insanity defense. and of the na-facts-on-!.aur-side-so- 
argue-reasonable doubt defense, will ring true ta the military 
defense counsel. "How Can You Defend Those Peaple?"is a question 
often asked. This book offers several answers: because it is their 
right: to put the prosecution to its proof; to play the gadfly in a 
sometimes well-ordered society, and the like. The author's well- 
experienced views serve to show that justice is a t  least difficult of 
definition and certainly more difficult of attainment. Within the 
realities of the system. we simply do the best that we can. 

12. Lave, Lester B. and Gilbert S. Omen". Clearingthe ALI.  Reform- 
ing the Clean Atr Act. Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 
1982. Pages: jx, 51. Price: $5.00 (paperback). Glossary. Publisher's 
address: The Braokings Institution, 1775 Massachusets Avenue, 
N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20036. 

The Clean Air Act was one of the most significant and symbolic 
pieces of legislation of the 1910s designed to improve the quality of 
the air breathed by ail Americans. At the time, it represented a 
major triumph for the new environmental movement and signalled a 
governmental wiiiinpness to impose regulatory strictures on a the- 
retofore \-irtually unregulated aspect of industry. 

The successafthe Clean Air Actinachieringitsgoaisoverthefirst 
decade of its existence is the subject af this book. which had been 
prepared as a staff study for the Broakings Institution. 
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After surveying the legislative history of the Act i n  general, the 
book proceeds to examine separately the regulation of automobile 
emission standards and emissions from stationary sources, % . e ,  facto- 
ries, and measures their success. The study concludes that the Act 
has not been successful and recommends five major changes to the 
Act to enable the Act to fulfill the lofty purposes stated in its legisla- 
tive history. For those uninitiated in environmental law jargon. B 

small glossary 1s also provided. 

The authors are affiliated with the Brookings Institution. which 
describes itself as "an independent organization devoted to nan- 
partisan research education, and publication in economics. govern- 
ment. foreign policy, and the social sciences generally." 

13. Lehman. John F .  and Seymour Weiss, Bewid  the SALTZIFml- 
ure. Xew York. Nen  Pork Praeger Publishers, 1981. Pages: xxi. 
196, Price: $21.96. Publisher's address: Fraeger Publishers. 521 
Fifth Avenue, New York. New York 10175. 

Comparing American attitudes of the 1970s and 1980s with the 
pasture of the British nation during the heyday ofappeasement. the 
Secretary of the Navy and former U.S Ambassador to the Bahamas 
critically analyze the failed SALT II agreement and evaluate the 
future path of arms control talks. 

The book begins with perspectives an the course and purposes of 
the Strategic Arms Limitations Talks. After surveying the pur- 
ported "radical change" in negotiating stance from the Ford to Car- 
ter administrations, the March 1977 comprehensive SALT 11 
proposal. which is set forth in an appendix to the book. IS carefully 
examined. The dual concernsof the SALT II critics. the mssibilitvof 
verification and the question of Soviet-American strategic 
were SALT II to be ratified, are discussed a t  length 

equity 

Beyond American concerns n i th  the SALT 11 Treaty, the authors 
examine the SALT process through the eyes of the Sowets and of 
American allies. Interestingly. while the authors posit deep allied 
distrust of the SALT I1 agreement, they note that. reined by leftist 
influences in their respective countries, the national leaders have 
been reluctant ta voice those concerns publicly. 

In  achapterentitIed"TheMythsafSALT."eight purported benef. 
its of the SALT agreement are provided the reader: each i s  then 
debunked. In succeeding chapters, the reasons for the ultimate fail- 
ure of the SALT I1 agreement are highlighted. Additionally, the 
course of negotiations in the Mutual and Balanced Farce Reduction 
(MBFR) Talks is followed, with emphasis an the relationship 
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between the SALT talks and MBFR 

Finally, Secretary Lehman proposes a future bargaining position 
for the United States in strategic arms talks with the Soviets, a 
position which he advocates will eliminate the Soviet strategic 
nuclear advantage. Chiefly through the acquisition and development 
of new and better weapons Bystems and the enunciation of a new and 
determined American bargaining stance, he would restore "logic to 
our foreign policy, end the destabilization of the strategic balance, 
and open the way for true arms control., . ." 
14. Levie, Howard S., The Status of Gibraltar. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press, 1983. Pages: xii, 258. Notes, Bibliography, Interna- 
tional Agreements. Index. Price: $22.00 (Paperback). Publisher's 
Address: Westview Press, 5500 Central Avenue, Boulder, Colorado 
80301. 

Great Britain has held Gibraltar for almost 275years. During that 
period, i t  has proven to be '"a running sore. . . a  canker" in the rela- 
tions between the British and Gibraltar's other claimant, Spain. In 
The Status of Gibraltar, Howard S. Levie, a professor emeritus a i  
international law at St. Louis University Law School and instructor 
at the Naval War College. studies the history of the Roek andvarious 
proposals to alter its current status. 

The present positionof the partiesdoesnotbadewellforasolution. 
Spain has demanded complete sovereignty over Gibraltar. The Brit- 
ish, supported by the result of a referendum which overwhelmingly 
supported continued ties to Britain, have argued, as with the Falk- 
land Islands, that any decision receive the consent of the inhabitants 
of the Rock. A special committee of the United Nations, unaffected 
by the democratic mandate, has backed Spain's claim to the 
territory. 

In concluding, the author offers a solution of his own. Sovereignty 
of Gibraltar should be transferred to Spain, with a concomitant 
assurance that Britain could retain a military presence on the Rock 
for a period of 99 years. Free access to and from Gibraltar would be 
insured and Great Britain would be prernitted ta operate theinterna- 
tional airport in the Rock. The British would retain eaclusiveiuris- 
diction over it8 personnel for acts committed by them in the territory 
and duty-free zones for the British military contingent would be 
created. In recognition that Gibraltar i s  part  of Spain, yetto protect 
the inhabitants from discrimination in taxation, it would be pro. 
vided thatthetaxationaftheresidentsof Gibraltarshould notexceed 
the rate of taxation of the residents of the City of Msdrid. Disputes 
arising from the general agreement would be submitted far peaceful 
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resolution by the International Court of Justiceor other agreed-upon 
arbitral body. 

The IessonoftheFalklandsWarteachesusthatconflictsbetweena 
distant motherland and an adjacent sovereign may erupt over bath 
strategic (Gibraltar) and nonstrategic (Falklands) territory. As a 
potential impetus to obtain a solution of a centuries-old dispute and 
avoid possible military conflict, Mr. Levie's bank may prove to be a 
useful tooi. 
15. Liska. George, Russia and World Order; Strategzc Choices & the 
Laws of Power in History. Baltimore. Maryland: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1980. Pages: xii, 194. Price $14.50. Preface, Index. 
Publisher's address: The Johns Hapkins University Press, Balti- 
more, Maryland 21218. 

This book 1s the third In a set of companion volumes dedicated to 
understanding and developing the relative and stable strategic roles 
ofthegreatpawera.  The firstofthe three, CareerofEmpire:Amertca 
and Imperial Erpal~sianaz.erLandandSea(1978), sudiedthe worid- 
wide growth of American power and influcence. The second, earlier 
in publication, but later in subject matter, Questfor Equilibrium: 
America and the Balance ojPoreronLand and Sea(1917). discussed 
the proper role for theunited Stateainthegiobalrealitiesoftheday. 
This volume, Russia and World Order: Strategic Choices & the Laws 
o jpowr  tit  Hisforr, crosses the great power divide and considers the 
proper role for the Soviet Union in the balance of power today 

Europe after de Gaulie and America after Vietnam are surveyed 
by the author as roughly equivalent: bath have suffered a dechne in 
elan iitale. In particular. the Unlted States is scared for "a dullness 
, . . o f  prematurely grizzled middle age," a process whtch has cost 
America its economic (witness the OPEC boycott) and moral (wit- 
ness the lack of levarage with South Africa's apartheid or Israel's 
West Bank occupation) edge. I n  various areas of the globe. the Uni- 
ted States is described asunableorunwillingtarespond tochanging 
conditions. 

Turning to the other side of the Iran Curtain, the author studies 
Eastern Europe's relations with its Soviet master and its estranged 
West. Moral. philosophical. and cultural affinities and aversions are 
surveyed in discussing whether the true east-uest boundaryought to 
be the Oder. the Eibe. or. perhaps, the Rhine 

Since the 1960% the Western. and particularly the American, 
method of dealing with the East has varied between cooperative 
measures with receptive individual governments and attempting to 
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secure a better lifestyle for the peoples, while implicitly recognizing 
Soviet hegemony in the region. As both have been haltinglypursued, 
neither has proven markedly successful. The more recent challenges 
are, ordered variously, the politico-military and economic threats to 
world stability. Indeed, for sometimeithasappeared that American 
strategy may have been to barter access to American economic 
power in return for hoped Soviet politico-military"abstenence inthe 
peripheries." In this scenario, Europe becomes the "man in the mid- 
dle," Where barter fails, the capacity of the American economy to 
challenge the Soviets a t  an intensive aims race and win it remains 
the ultimate check on '"Soviet geo-political adventurism." 

In the final chapters of the book, the author posits a new strategy 
for American-Soviet relations which shifts from containment to a 
precise definition of vital interests of the great powers around the 
globe. While recognizing that these redifinitions and the process of 
negotiating for them will be complex, the author deems them neces- 
sary for a stable world order. 

The author is a professor of political science a t  The Johns Hopkins 
Univers,ty and a member of the Washington Center of Foreign 
Policy Research at the School of Advanced International Studies. 

16. h d g a a r d .  Sverre and Marek Thee (eds.), AVuclearDisewagement 
in Europe. London: Taylor & Francis Ltd., 1983. Pages: xiii, 271. 
Abstract, Index. Publisher's address: Taylor & Francis, Inc., 114 
East 32d Street, New York, New Yark 10016. 

The prospect of a nuclear-free Europe as a prelude to relaxed 
tensions between East and West and reunified Germany hasaccasio- 
nally been posed, but never seriously considered. A heightened 
awareness of the threats to the peace in Europe caused by the con- 
troversy surrounding the NATO decision to deploy intermediate 
range ballistic and cruise missiles, however, has resurrected the 
proposal as a topic far study by international scholars. Nuclear 
Disengagement in Europe is B collection of seventeen papers 
authored by various students of European affiars. The book has been 
published under the auspices of the Stockholm International Peace 
Research Institute, which describes itself as "an independent Insti- 
tute for research into problems of peace and conflict, especially those 
of arms control and disarmament. I t  was established in 1966 to 
commemorate Sweden's 150 years of unbroken peace." SIPRI is 
financed by the Swedish Parliament. 

The collection i s  divided into five parts. Part  I, by Sverre Lod- 
gaard,  discusses in general the concept of nuclear disengagement 
and the characteristics of a nuclear-free zone. Part  I1 contains five 
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papers which propose nuclear-free zones in northern Europe and the 
Balkans and highlight how a withdrawal of battlefield nuclear wea- 
pons wil l  raise the nuclear threshhold. Part  Ill considers a nuciear- 
free zone in  northern Europe from a militarSperjpectire, and the 
political consequencesfor the regioninlightofthestrategicinterests 
there of both superpowers. Part  IY proposes a treaty text for a 
Nordic nuclear-free zone and posits a model for the aperation of the 
zone and a method to detect violations. Finally, Part  V discusses the 
steps that should be taken toward the implementation of a nuclear- 
free zone. Even the authors concede. however. that a nuclear-free 
Europe could only come abaut after a tremendous public education 
campaign, coupled u,ith a change of attitudes on national scales. 

li. Mullaney. Marie Marmo, Revolutionary Womex Kea-York. Sex ,  
York: Praeger Publishers, 1983. Pages:vi1.401. Notes. Index. Biblio- 
graphy. Publisher's address: Praeger Publishers. 621 Fifth Avenue. 
New York, New Yark 10176. 

Among the condemnations that Karl Marx levelled against capi- 
talist regimes wasthatthosesocietiestended tooppreestheir women. 
Prostitution. sweat shops. and a tradition of male-dominated mar- 
riage relationships were a11 through to be evils which flowed mexari- 
bly from bourgeois morality. Their true liberation could only be 
gained by "fighting alongside the men of their class for the achieve- 
ment of socialism." Presumably. the triumph of the socialist move- 
ment would bring the millenium for women. 

In Redictionary Women. Mane Marmo Mullaney demonstrates 
that neither the struggle for nor the attainment of socialism has 
brought about the millenium. or even equality. In the case studies of 
five leading female sacialisterusaders, the author reveals thatpreju- 
dice and discrimination pervaded not only the revolutionary move- 
ment. but also the sociaiist state. once established. The fire 
revolutionary nomen are Eleanor Marx. described as a "tragic 
heroine." Alexandra Kollontai, described as a"visionarp,"Rosa Luu- 
emburg, described as a "martyr." Angelica Balabanaff, described as 
a "pariah." and Dolores Ibarruri. described 8% a "symbol." 

I n  the concluding chapter, the author posit sageneral  theoryafthe 
female revolutionary. Drawing from these five women, Professor 
Mullaney attempts to d rawa  picture ofthe revolutionarywoman and 
the,factors which moved that woman to rebellion. 

The author i s  an  Assistant Professor at Caldwell College in Cald- 
well, New Jersey and i s  Chairperson of the Department of History 
and Political Science. 
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18 Nincic, Yiroslav. The Arms Race: The Political EconomyofMil- 
iiarr Growth. Kew York, New York: Praeger Publishers, 1982. 
Pages: xi,, 207. Name Index. Subject Index, Figures & Tables Pub- 
lisher's address: Praeger Pubhshers. 521 Fifth Avenue. New York, 
New York 10176, 

F e n  things affect the behavior of governments more than the 
prospect that their actions may lead to a nuclear confrontation. The 
various strategies for avoiding nuclear destruction since the attain. 
ment by both superpowersof nuclear weapons have attimesemphas. 
ized "masive retaliation", "mutual assured destruction," or parity. 
Whatever the label, American and Soviet policies have always 
revolved around having or attaining a t  least as large and destructive 
B nuclear arsenal as the other. Hence, the arms race. 

In  The Arms Race: The Political Economy of.lhlitary Groulth, the 
author. an assistant professor of Political Science a t  the Universityof 
Michigan a t  Ann Arbor, examines all aspects of the arms race. ~n 
both nuclear and conventional arms. The relationship between mil- 
itary growth and the American economy is studied with special 
emphasis on the effect of a spiriiing arms race on the priYate sector, 
the sciences, and Soviet behavior 

I n  the international sphere, the author views the Amencan arms 
trade with the third world and the economic impulses behind it 

I n a  conclusion, the author stresses that, beforewedecide toreinin 
the arms race, those who profit from it should be identified. Thence, 
progress, however incremental. ought to be sought in weas such 8% a 
comprehensive test ban treatyand moreinnoration will heneededin 
other areas 

of George Washington), Notes, Bibliography, Index. Publisher's 
address: Adams Press, Chicago, Illinois. 

In twelve chapters. this book documents the various stages of the 
life of the first President, from early life, to Virginia legislator, to 
Commander in Chief af the patriot farces. and. finally. as President 
of the United States. More signifmmtly, the views of George 
Washington on areas of the law ranging from criminal law to mil. 
itary law to Securities and civil rights are discussed throughout the 
book. Legal assistance officers might do well to frame the quotation 
of George Washington provided at the outset of the chapter on d l s ,  
trusts, and estates: "You will act very prudently ~n having your Will 
revised by some person skilled in the law." 
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The author isa member of the bars of thestateof Sew York and the 
District of Culurnbia. He is the author of several books about George 
Washington. 

20. Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records 
Service. and General Services Administration, The Cnited States 
Goiernmeni Manual 198S,8L.  Washington. D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1983. Pages: vii, 908. Appendices, Name Index, 
SubjectiAgency Index. Recent Changes. Price: $9.00. Publisher's 
address: Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

Smaiier and more inexpensive than its immediate predecessor. the 
1983/84 L'nited States Government Manual i s  a valuable tool with 
which to find one's way through the seeminglyimpenetrable mazeof 
the federal government. Organized by branch of government, this 
book provides a directory, by name, address, and function of each 
garernmental agency. 

The branch of government with which the average citizen would 
most likely come in ContacL, the executive, IS dissected for ease of 
research. Each component agency is described and its mission an& 
lyzed to inform the reader of the identity of the persons responsible 
for what sector of their daily lives. €orthoseunfamiliaru,ith govern. 
mental jargon, an appendix of commonly used abbreviations and 
acronyms 1s provided. In  order to locate the exact address of a 
particular ranking governmental officer, a name index i s  located in 
the rear of the manual. For quick access to the manual, a margin 
index may be found on the back cover. 

A useful tool with which to achieve access to the federal govern. 
ment, the 1983t84 L'nited States Government Manual is a valuable 
addition to the library of any government attorney. 

21. Ozgur, Ozdemir A ,Apartheid:  The Cnited 4ationsandPeaceful 
Change i n  Soxth Africa. Dabbs Ferry. New York: Transnational Pub- 
lishers, Inc. .  1982. Pages xx. 220. Price: $25.00. Introduction. 
Appendices, Bibliography, Notes. Index. Publisher's address: 
Transnational Publishers. Inc.. P.O. Box 361. Dobbs Ferry, New 
York, 10522 

From the very first session of the General Assembly of the United 
Nations. the apartheid policy of South Africa has been condemned. 
Ironically, it was only after the foundation of the L'nited Nations 
that, ~n 1948, South Africaraised thedefaetodiscriminatlonpolicyto 
one of law,. 
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The author notes in the Introduction that apartheid is different 
and more invidious than any other form of human rights violation to 
be seen today. Unlike political repression, apartheid victimizes peo- 
pie from birth and will never relent, even though the victim may be 
the most accepting of government policies. Moreover, it forces the 
victim to become active against, not within, the political system. For 
those reasons, the author see8 the apartheid system 8s agrave threat 
to world stabihty and as one ~n grave violation of the Charter of the 
United Nations. 

The book is divided into three parts. The first part examines the 
population, political system, and racial legislation of South Africa 
and observes the divergence between the human rights declarations 
of the United Nations and the policies of South Arfica. 

Part  I1 analyzes the Steps taken by the United Nations since its 
inception to deal with human rights violations in South Africa. The 
responses of the South African government are also noted. 

Part  I11 is concerned with the impact that actions by the United 
Nations and others have had upon South African policy. In this 
regard, the author has noted a three-fold impact. South Africa has 
been diplomatically isolated within the United Nations. Second, the 
United Nations has pressured South Africa's friends to, in turn,  
pressure South Africa to change it racial policies. Finally, the Uni- 
ted Sations has caused world opinion to focus on South Africa and 
impelled nongovernmental bodies to join the march against 
apartheid 

The book is well.footnoted and has extensive appendices and k 
bibliography to enable the researcher to find valuable primary 
source materials in this area. 

22. Price, Barbara Raffel, and Natalie J. Sokoioff(eds.), The Crimi- 
nal Justice System and Women. New York City, N.Y.: Clark Board- 
man Company, Ltd., 1982. Pages: xx.  490. Price: $60.00. Publisher's 
address: Clark Boardman Company, Ltd., 435 Hudson Street, New 
York, N.Y. 10014. 

The book covers B spectrum of issues relating to women offenders, 
victims, and criminal justice workers. It is B compilation of 26 arti- 
c l e ~  by different authors with an introduction ta each article by the 
editors. 

The book is divided into four seetions: Part  1. Theories and Facts 
about Women Offenders; Part  2, Women Victims of Crime; Part  3, 
Women Workers in the Crimmal Justice System: and Part  4, The 
Future. Part  1 introduces the topic of women offenders by examin- 
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ing existing theories about female criminality. This section explores 
how criminal law has affected and been affected by women I t  
addresses the issues of crime causation (especially in reference to 
women and girls), discusses the relationship, if any, between the 
women's liberation movement and the criminality of women, and 
describes the woman offender once she iscanvicted. Thx  section also 
presents three articles u,hich give the reader a factual picture of the 
convicted woman, her treatment, and her situation as a prisoner. 
Part  2 examines women as crimevictims. Itfaeusesancrimesahich 
have long victimized women such as rape, incest, wife battering, and 
sexual harassment I t  also looks at societal practices, such as pamo- 
graph? and ProStitution, which may victimize nomen psychologi- 
c d y .  Part  3 considers women BS warking members of the criminal 
justice system I t  provides an overview of how women a re  influenc- 
ing the criminal justice system, by choosing to work in traditionally 
male jobs and by challenging discrimination they encounter as 
workers within the system. It looks a t  the social and mtitutione.1 
barriers which limit women's entrance into and hampers their sue- 
cess in the criminal justice field. This Section looks at the Selection 
process which keeps ,~.omenoutofiudgeships, the femalelawyer and 
how the legal professions participates in sexual discrimination, 
women police officers. and women correctional officers in all-male 
facilities. Part  4 provides a summary for the book and looks a t  
possible future steps to changing the criminal justice system. 

The editors are both professors a t  John Jay College of Criminal 
Justice. Dr. Price i s  Professor of Criminal Justice in the Department 
of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration. Profes- 
sor Sakoioff I S  an Associate Professor of Sociology. 
23 Schwartz, Bernard and Stephan Lesher. Inside the Warren 
Couri. 1953.1969. New York. New York Doubleday & Company, 
Inc.. 1983. Pages: 229. Index, Bibliography. Price: $17.95. Publish- 
er's address: Doubleday & Company. Inc.. 246 Park Avenue. New 
York. New York 10167 

"Earl Warren 1s honest. likeable. clean. [characterized by] 
decency. stability, sincerity, and a lack of genuine intelleetual dis- 
tinction. He will never set the world an fire or even make it smoke." 
Such were the observations of one prominent American journalist of 
the Quslities of one Governor Earl Warren of California. Written in 
1947, before Governor Warren became Chief Justice Warre. before 
Brocn c. Board of Educat ion Baker im. Carr, M a p p  c. Ohao, and 
Mtronda i. Arizona. the comment rings hoiiaw even ludicrous. 
today Yet. in 1947, great things were not expected of the man who 
had executed the deportation of Japanese-American9 to relocation 
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camps during the West Coast hysteria following the attack upon 
Pearl Harbor. 

I m i d e  the Warren Court, 1958-1360 chronicles the judicial revolu- 
tion engineered by the Chief Justice who had never been judae. 
Elevated to the Supreme Court by a reluctant President Eisenhowcr 
who had promised Earl Warren "the first vacancy an the Supreme 
Court" as consolation for not selecting Warren as Attorney General, 
Chief Justice Warren presided over,andguided,aredefinitianofthe 
constitutional rights of minorities, defendants, voters, and, much to 
critical villification, communists. His predominance over the direc. 
tian of the Court would be so powerful as would lead Justice William 
J. Brennan, Jr. to label Earl  Warren "Super Chief." 

The book, jointly authored by a jaurnaiist and a law professor, 
delves into the inner workings of the sanctum sanctorum of the 
Supreme Court, the conferences and internal correspondence of the 
juticea,  todetailhowmajoritieswere formed and cases decided As a 
career politician-district attorney, attorney general, governor, 
unsuccessful vice-presidential and, in 1962, potential compromise 
presidential candidate, Earl  Warren brought to the Court an ability 
to build consensus where hitherto there had been fractitiousness. 
Dealing with eight other unique and frequently contentious person- 
alities, the Chief Justice built a Court of virtual unexceptional 
unanimity on such issue8 as desegregation and of otherwise consist- 
ent majority Status on issues such as free speech, due process, and a 
commitment to the protection of the rights of the defendant against 
the perceived amassed power of prosecutarial authorities. 

The authors reveal that  this consensus-building was not by any 
means an easy process. The personal animosities on the bench and 
how these conflicts were sometimes reflected in judicial pronounce- 
ments m e  noted in depth. Additionally, the changing personnel of 
the Court, due to such happenstances as death, disability, or retire. 
ment, is revealed to have affected more significant decisions of the 
Court than jurisprudential concerns. For example, that  Brown v, 
Board of Edveation became a Warren Court case, 8s opposed to a 
Vinson Court case, had been entirely dependent upon the delaying 
tactics of Justice Frankfurter.  the unexpected death of Chief Justice 
Vinson, and the p o l i t ~ a l  reward of Ea r l  Warren with the Chief 
Justiceship. 

Pressures were also exerted from outside the Court. In  advance of 
the Brown decision, President Eisenhower confided to Chief Justice 
Warren that southerners "are not bad people.. , .al l  they are con- 
cerned about i s  to see that their little sweet girls are not required to 
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Bit in school alongside some big, black bucks." After the decision. 
Eisenhower allowed that his appointment of Warren had been "the 
biggest damned.fool mistake I ever made." In a case involving the 
authority of the United States to deliver. pursuant to an executive 
agreement with Japan, an American service member to foreign 
authorities far prosecution. the Solicitor General visited the Chief 
Justice to explain the potential foreign policy implications of an 
adverse decision; in this case, the Court acquiesced. Finally, in 1969, 
the Department of Justice dispatched its pubiie relations officer to 
the Court to contend that a decision requiring disclosure of taped 
conversations ~n the case of one Cassius Clay would jeopardize the 
foreign relations of the United States. The Chief Justice heard the 
functionary out and told him that the Court would consider the iswe 
upon a government petition for rehearing. When made, the petition 
for rehearing was denied. 

Toward the end afthe Warren era. the former district attorney and 
attorney general began to retrench. I n  Terrg v. Ohio, he formed B 
majority to permit the police the authority to Stop and frisk. In  
Shapira v. Thompson, the Chief Justice railed against the majority's 
decision that a residency requirement for government benefits was 
unconstitutional. The authors would attribute this reevaluation of 
position to the reaction of the Chief Justice to the assasination of 
John Kennedy, the investigation into and the report concerning 
which bears his name. and of Robert Kennedy. Nonetheless, follow- 
ing the murder of the younger Kennedy in his home state. Earl 
Warren concluded that his decade.old nemesis. the man who had 
pledged support to Warren while garnering California delegatesfor 
Eisenhower in 1962, Richard Nixon, would became President, ten- 
dered his resignation to President Lyndon Johnson: Nixan, whose 
presidential campaign rhetoric was in large part directed against 
the decisions of the Warren Court should not select Warren's succes- 
sor. History recounts. however, the revealed indiscretions of John- 
son's nominee for Chief Justice, Justice Fortas, a consequence of 
which was that Richard Nixan did indeed appoint the new head of 
the Supreme Court. ironically, it was this man who. just hours before 
Warren's death ~n 1974. briefed "Super Chief" concerning the immi- 
nent  decision ~n L'mtrd States L. Si ron .  a case which would lead to 
the resignation in disgrace of the farmer Chief's nemesis and the 
current Chief's sponsor. 

The book is a premier work concerning not only the permnal and 
profemtonal interactions amongthe"ninea1d men"thateomprisethe 
Supreme Court. but also of how those interactions could successfully 
be molded to unanimity or. less successfully, to pluralities or 
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multiple-opinion cases. Regardless of one's personai view of the car- 
rectness or propriety of the decisions of the Warren Court, this book 
will greatly add to on& understanding of why and how those deci- 
sions were reached, thereby increasing a general awareness of the 
inner workings of the United States Supreme Court. To this end. 
whatever one's jurisprudential bent. this book is undoubtedly a 
worthwhile source of knowledge. 

24. Spence, Gerry, OfMurdr7 and Madness: A Story o f h a n i t y  and 
the Law. New York. New York  Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1983. 
Pages: 436. Price: $17.95. Publisher's address. Doubleday & Com- 
pany, Inc.. 245 Park Avenue. New York, New York 10167, 

The issue of insanity and the iaw has been in vogue Since the 
acquittal of John Hinckley for the attempted assassination of Presi- 
dent Ronald Reagan. Evidence of renewed interest in the insanity 
defense may be found inlegalliteratureandin theseveraldozen bills 
which purport to restrict or eliminate the insanity defense proposed 
by senators, representatives, and the executive branch. An argu- 
ment of the defendersoftheexistenceafthedefenseisthat it mrareiy 
invoked and even more rarely successful. Only an infinitesmal 
number of criminal accused escape responsibiiityfortheir actiansby 
reliance upon the defense of insanity. 

In Of JIurder and Madness: A True Story aflnsanity and the Law. 
Gerry Spence. noted trial attorney and novice author, relates the 
circumstances surrounding a successful assertion of the insanity 
defense. 

Thecasex'asfirstdegreemurder, acapitaicasepriorto thedaysof 
Furman i.. Georgia. The accused walked into a welfare office and, In 
the presence of eight witnesses, to include a deputy sheriff, put a 
pistol against the temple of his ex-wife and pulled the trigger. Prior 
to trial. the accused was examined bv bath mvernment and defense 
psychiatrists; all found him sane andhis 
shooting to be feigned. 

claims ofamnesiaaboutthe 

The resulting trial teaches the attorney about pretrial preparation 
and dealing with the burdens of proof. In the trial situs, Wyoming, 
the jury could find the accused either insane a t  the time of the 
offense, with a resulting acquittal. or that he wasunable toassist in 
his own defense a t  the time of the trial. The burden rested upon the 
prosecution to establish sanity a t  both points in time. 

In the trial. without the supporting testimony of a single defense 
psychiatrist, Gerry Spence won a postponement of the accused's 
judgment day; the jury found that the government had not met its 
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burden of establishing that the accused couid assist in his own 
defense. In  leading the jury to this result. Mr. Spence exhibited that 
extensive pretrial preparation into the causes and evidence of insan. 
I tyandintathe backgraundoftheaccusedcouidmakethedifference. 
The defense counsel simply knen more abaut the accused's back- 
ground, through records which the welfare department had neg- 
lected to supply to the government PsychiBtrists. As a result the 
expert witnesses were unable to say that the facts provided them for 
the first time on the witness stand would not change their former 
Op,lllO!lS. 

Seven years later. the accused vas deemed cured and brought to 
trial again. By now, even the government psychiatrists opined that 
the accused had been insane a t  the time of the offense. A weary 
prosecutor, forced to take the case to trial by political considerations, 
ritualistically contested the trial. The accused was finally acquitted 
by reason of insanity He left the courthouse a free man. 

Sprinkled throughout the book is a good deai of lay sociology and 
lamenation about what society did tu this poor accused. Moreover, 
those familiar with Mr. Spence's first book, Gunningfor Jitstiee. will 
recognize his obsession with prostitutes, houses of ill-repute, and his 
experiences with both. These do not add to the book. Nor does Mr. 
Spence's comparison between his own childhood and adoiescence 
and that of the accused ring true. Asadiscussionof the failibilities of 
both psychiatryand thelaw when confronted by the insanitydefense, 
however. the book tells an interesting story to the trial attorney. 

26, Tahir-Kheli. Shirin, (ed.). L'.S. Strategic Interests in Southwest 
Asia. Xew York: Praeger Publishers, 1982. Pages: x, 230. Price: 
$26.96. Publisher's Address: Praeger, E21 Fifth Avenue. N e e  York, 
New York 10175 

Southwest Asia, which the book designates as the region from the 
eastern borders of Pakistan and Afghanistan to the western border 
of Saudi Arabia, IS currently an area in turmoil. The region is 
plagued by intraregianal politicai, cultural, and religiousstrife. Thin 
book addresses United States policy options in this region and the 
constraints on those options. Soviet policy alternatives andthe limits 
on the Soviet freedom of action are also evaluated. 

This book is based an papers presented a t  the 1981 Military Policy 
Symposium entitled. "U.S. Strategic Interests in Southwest Asia: A 
Lang Term Committmentl". sponsored by the Strategic Studies 
Institute at the U.S. Army War College. Carlisie Barracks. Pennsyl- 
vanla, from Oetaber 18-20. 1981. 
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The book contains nine papers by different authors inaddition Ma 
summary papers by the editor. which attempts to offer regional 
policy suggestions for the United States. The selection of papers is 
introduced by a section written by Colonel Keith A. Barlow, Direc- 
tor. Strategic Studies Institute, U.S.  Army War College, Carlisie 
Barracks, Pennsylvania. 

26. Taylor, William J., Jr.. and Steven A. Yaarranen (eds.), The 
Future of Conflict i n  the 1380s. Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington 
Books, 1982. Pages: xiii, 505. Index. Publisher's address: Lexington 
Books, D.C. Heath and Company. 125 Spring Street, Lexington. 
Massachusetts 02173. 

Calling together some of the most prominent thinkers an thesub- 
ject of American foreign policy, this book focuses on five aspects of 
the future of conflict in the 1980s: perspectives on the future of 
conflict and implications for United States policies, some of the 
causes of low-intensity conflict, psychological operations, terrorism, 
proxy warfare, and rescue operations. the future of conflict in six 
regional settings, outer space, and the oceans, and the strategic 
implications of the spectrum of conflict projected for the 1980s. 

Among the contributors and their contributions a re  James R. 
Schlesinger on "U.S. National Security Challenges for the 198Os," 
John Norton Moore on "Ocean-Resource Competition as a Source of 
Conflict," and Christopher Lamb on"TheNatureof Proxy Warfare." 

William J. Taylor. Jr., is director of Political-Military Studiesand 
Deputy Chief Operating Officer a t  the Georgetown University Cen- 
ter for Strategic and International Studies. Steven A. Yaaranen is a 
member of the staff of the Office of Planning and Analysis, Las 
Alamos National Laboratory. 

27. White. G. Edward, Earl Warren:A Public Life. New York, New 
York  Oxford University Press, he . ,  1982. Pages: x, 429. Appendix, 
Kites, Index. Price: $25.00. Publisher's address: Oxford University 
Press. Inc.. New York, New York. 

In any contemporary listing of the greatest Justices of the United 
States Supreme Court, former Chief Justice Earl  Warren always 
figures prominently. Having presided over the Court during a most 
turbulent period of American history, the Chief Justice often spoke 
for the panel in the most far-reachingdecisionsIn such areas ascivil 
rights, criminal procedure, and reappointment. Yet, Earl Warren 
has always seemed an enigma A justice who had never been a judge, 
a liberal who had been,atbest,amoderate,theChiefJusticecontinu- 
ally perplexed those around him, including the President who had 
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nominated him ta that high office. 

In Earl Warren: A Public Life, G. Edward White. a professor of 
iaw a t  the University of Virginia School of Law, details the fruits of 
his research into the Warren papers in Californiaand concludes that 
Ear l  Warren was the product of "educated reformist thought in 
early twentieth century America." Consequently, as a"Progressive", 
Ear l  Warren brought the qualities of j u t i c e  later manifested i n  his 
opinions to the Court. 

The book is divided into four parts. The first part discusses Earl 
Warren's public career in California. as District Attorney. Attorney 
General, and Governor. Par t  two deals with the early Court years. 
incliding Brown E.  Board of Education and his service on the com- 
mission which investigated the assassination of John F. Kennedy and 
bears his name. Parts three and four highlight the Chief Justice's 
judicial philosophy and the legacy which the Wsrren Court left in 
American jurisprudence. 

If one 1s in doubt concerning the personal contribution of Earl 
Warren to the Court's work, the author has provided anappendix, by 
subject matter, of the opinions authored by the Chief Justice. Upon 
reviewing this compendium, whether in congressional powers 
(Pau,ell i.. MeCormnaekl. or criminal procedure (Miranda u. Arizona), 
or the First  Amendment (Flaat ~ 1 .  Coheni. one can scarcely question 
Earl Warren's impact upon the American judicial scene. 
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